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AFTER DARK.
When Twilight gathers in her shesives,
And wheeling swallows skim the flume,

The ploughmai, turning homeward, leaves
His plough, mid-furrow in the broom,
And through the melancholy eves
The orange drops its milk-white bloom,
The old delights that go and come
Through sorrow, in the falling dew,
Like waves that wore a wreath of foam
The darker that the waters grew,
Flow round my solitary home
At evening, when the stars are few,

So, sad and sweet as bridal tears
For broken homes, to see withdraw
The ¢ v1d we love, have gone the years
We climbed the frosty hills, and saw

Descend ox all the frozen meres
The sunlight breaking through the thaw.
Like one who in the driving snow,
When all the untredden paths are dim,

Hears fi¥-off volees, faint and low,
Across the woodland calling him,
I hear the loved of long ago

Singing among the seraphim.
And as the soft, dissembling light
Falls; shadowing into dusky red,
I think how beutiful the night

‘With gathering stars iv'oversproad,
Like seeds of many an old delight

Through sheaves of sorrow
¥ p——————anne
ll A

harvested.
;
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everywhere, unite in Mr. Parnell’s detestation
and denunciation of the recent assassination
of Lord Cavendish and Mr. Burke.
* There
seems”, says he, ‘to be an unhappy destiny

of outrage and

it has so long

the
2

More trouble in Egypt. The Khedive, notwithstanding the support he has received from
Hoglish and French influences, is in great dan-

of his. office, a large correspondence. This
origitiates sometimes with the Congressman, and sometimes

with

some _gonstit-

bills, pro-

walls hear the loud debate, the quick and

angry retort, and witness the pacing
-and fro of excited orators; then the

to
peo-

ple feel that something is being done.
Let us not wish for such tokens of Conger of deposition.
The national party, repregressional activity, and let us not Imitate
sented by the army under Arabi Bey, mean to the folly of the fanatic who fancies that
accomplish his overthrow, and, as it appears,
he is relapsing into moral torpor unless
make the infant son of Mohammed Tewfik his’
successor with a regency, and Arabias Governor, The Ministry, of which Arabi Bey is a

be is groping in some rayless despair.
Our representatives are not all infallible

member, recently

in judgment, nor all

summoned

the

Notables

over the head of the Khedive, and it isthought
that so great a violation of the organic law

will inevitably make a change in the dynasty.

The Notables are under the control of Arabi
Bey and the army.
Sins
i

this time, a goodly number have been added

to the

church,

the

congregation

has

greatly

sincere,

nor all

in-

corruptible ; but there are few who do not
have enough to do and few, I believe,

who habitually neglect their duties. There
are more fools than shirks, and more
schemers than idlers.

Something like the following Is mot uncommonly seen in print. ‘ Our pastor has resign.ed, contrary
tothe wishes of the whole
churel, and most, if not all, of the society. He
has ‘been with us several years.
During

= BEOBACHTER.

man, an

preacher,
and a faithful pastor.”

able

Well, why

part with him then? If he knows all this, why
doesn’t he stay several years longer?
He
“= 18 just the man for the place, and the place is

for him, so far as we

can see—provided, of

course, he is In sufficiently good health.

We hope every friend of education and re.
ligion, in Maine especially, will read Mr.
Bachelder’s article on Maine Central. Institute

in another column. When so hopeful a man
begins to despond, it Is time for us al to in-

Quire for duty. Shall so great and valuable an
Interestbe lost for the lack of from two to four

thousand. dollars? Probably the rest will be
pledged by the first of June. If one hundred
Who cannot be visited personally would pledge
each twenty dollars,if another bundred would

pledge each ten dollars, another five dollars

each, and still ‘another one dollar eath, the
Work would be done.

How can we pray for

ithe promotion of Christ's Kingdom, how give

«an

account of our stewardship to Him who

will require it, if we let this fallure occur?

© write strongly, because we feel deeply, It
may be that there are yet some who would be

happler and better men by giving one hundred

and hang themselves: ‘Sovereign States to recede, bound themwithout sheriff, judge or jury, in that age #elves to gather by the sternest coercive ness but filthy rags.” It seems to me to
The tyranny of appetite and greed be the crowning act of God's goodness
of reversed physical and social laws, ‘we Jaws.
8 no less self contradictory and false in that he does receive aught from our
may find brewers, liquor-dealers and

and whisky

impracticable measure,”

much

time

would

between

give

as

lar will, the liquor advocates resort to the

through

the thin disguises of falsehood

‘and sophistry.

No matter if

the enemy

does call grape and canister,

* rotten

hands, that we poor erring creatures of a

day are permitted

to fashion

something

‘but it is the source of the sweetest pleasNo life, devoted to the seek-

ures of life,

ing of pleasure can afford such unalloyed
pleasures as are showered in abundance
‘upon the righteous man.

do u great work.

PEP

THE THEATER.

or

rk, watch;
pray and vote in the inter-

|'

of truth and sobriety, till this greatest

DOES RIGHTEOUSNESS PROLONG
UIE
eae
BY HENRY REYNOLDS, M. D.

smemy to the prosperity and happiness of |
anation receives the universal decree of | Is the person who lives righteously,
obeying the commands of the Bible, more
everlasting banishment from our land.
i

likely to live long on the earth than the
same person would be if living a life disregarding the commands of God? This
is a question upon which there will be
found to be considerable difference of

rote

MOTIVE FOR WORK.
BY G. A, BURGESS.

# All creatures of the brain are the result
“Of many motives and of many powers.
“All life is such indeed.

Man is so con-

that the righteous God.who has $i wealth stituted that to know that heis doing
Their * facts and | will stoop and accept. ~Precious. plan of right and living a righteous life fills his
His! Precious privilege to work in His soul with the highest pleasure allowed to
plan! May He give us sfrong motives to mortals. 0 LL
Lied

meanest fabrications.

to studying the anumus of

liquor conventions, as they do to swallowing
whisky-baits, they might see

WwW, L. G.

ur,
Not following the Sun correspondent
through the four columns of his redoubt-

eloquent

peroration

and

writes from

Kansas in. the interests

Anti-probibition

take

leave.

“Truth,” he says, ‘throws a dark shadow
on the efforts of the prohibitionists. It

reveals the fact that the people of Maine,
deprived of the lighter drinks that temper
the habit elsewhere, have fallen back on
illicit whisky; that the trade in iatoxicants is thrown mainly without restraints

or supervision into the lowest and most
irresponsible hands; that the percentage

a

bitterness

spirit and a hotness of wrath which

The

power that leads—

Zhe motive dominant—this stamps the work
With its own likeness.”— Holland.

of

of early and late, to further the cause of
seem Christ, asking no favors, seeking no re-

turns this side of Heaven:
A single evening newspaper brought
us not long ago two names, Vanderbilt
and Longfellow, who have just passed
And here is a sad contrast in lives
very presence, and this without fear of away.
that
might
both have been signally usepunishment, a comparison with transgression of prohibitory law, would he. ful. Longfellow tasted the sweets of

to have ulterly blinded his eyes to manifest self-contradictions.
Among other
things he says, ‘ If murderers and robbers defied the State authorities in their

apposite.” With such wholesale defiance
of law, why break into the following
strain of aggrieved and insulted dignity ?
He continues: ‘¢ Under Kansas law, the
celebrated miracle at Cana would be
illegal and its author a crimifal. Timothy,

acting upon the advice of St, Paul, under
like law, would first have to swear that
he did not intend to nor would make a
beast of himself. Ose who rightly uses a
thing is punished for another’s abuse of
it;as though every vessel should not
stand on its own botton. Saint and philosopher find no exception. Each man is
dealt with upon a basis of imbeecility. If
this is not an insult to one’s manhood

and

intelligence, then what is?”
Somehow the present writer has a dim

ment,” and this last,

of

in

so

early

to

¢‘ learn

to labor and to wait.” ' And labor he did
till © ¢ his works were his best monument,”

and “ to blot out the children of his brain
would be as great a loss to religion as
to fiterature.” His failing strength does

not; lessen his desire.

He exclaims:

opinion. All have seen wicked men who
‘neither regarded the commands of God

course

of anti-prohibition thus
ip these artices is not

peculiar

to

New

York.

of life, or the reverse, or is it of no effect ?

A disregard of the teachings ef the Bible
cuts a man loose from all moral restraint.
Pleasure and self-gratification become his
aim in life.

Eat,drink, and be merry, be-

comes his rule of life.

Entertaining such

sentiments the way downwards towards
destruction is broad and many there are

walking therein.
Thousands
of men
yearly, who should be in their prime, fall
untimely into drunkards’ graves other
thousands, by a course of pleasure having
ruined their health and brought on disease, fill untimely graves, and this broad

road to distruction is paved with the
bodies of the victims of a life of pleasure
and debauchery who have disregarded the
teachings of the Bible and given rein to

‘1g 1b too tate?
Nu, nothing is too late

their own inclinations, Once ina while, it
Fill she tired heart shall cease to palpitate.”
is true,we see a manof pleasure, and per‘The younger Vanderbilt was reared in
the midstof wealth untold. What princely opportunities were his for broadening
his own mind and for blessing God's work
among men! But we find him. asserting
«I have nothing to live for,” passing his
last night on earth in a gambling saloon,
and taking his life with his own hand.
Why, the $372,000 he left in his will

would have set agoing blessed influences,

the fullness of which only God and Eternity could tell! . Longfellow had a motive, Vanderbilt no motive

for religions

work.
Perhaps two
thoughts will greatly
strengthen our motive for work for God.
First, such work in result is

real

and

enduring. The human soul, immortality,
Heaven, God, *¢ things that are not seen,
are eternal.” Things that fill the eye

are bot the only realities.

The

Scotch

evangelist, who spent his whole life
among these unseen spiritual objects;
as the
This letter, as well
determine.
could say truly, ¢ Reality is the great
one from Maine, is another evidence that thing, 1 have always sought reality.”
liquor-devotees is Yes!
trathfulness among
God and Heaven must in our
en
phenomenal.

perism is heavier and rapidly increasing ;

than

pictures

honest toil and so came

indignity, the letter leaves us - unable to

the license States ; that the amount of pau-

there

which

vividly the personal wrongs of ‘ saint
and philosopher.” How there can be
neither saintly nor philosophical exceptions to this despotic reduction of all classes to a state of * imbecility,” where law
is openly defied and trangressed, and in
what way the ** manhood and intelligence”
ot our Kansas Correspondent has suffered

This phase
rudely shown

of drunkenness is greater

with

tory between the first statement about
open defiance of State authority, trangression of law * without fear or punish-

ANTI-PROHIBITION IN NEW YORK.
BY

shot,” his fear to face it provesits efliciency.
.
;
;

hearts and lives be most real of all

reali-

ties, and we must be fully assured that
no effort put forth sincerely, humbly for
Him can fail; the right must triumph,

haps of moderate

practices, who,

indulgence

in wicked

having inherited

an

iron

constitution, is enabled to live to quite an’
advanced age in spite of his

vicious

life,

although by a better course of life he
might have lived several years longer.
Vicious indulgences, excesses of all kinds,

are dearly paid for in the shorteningof life
and in added miseries and sufferings. The
greatest pleasure derivable from’ lfe-is
not to be obtained by making pleasure

the object of life.

When made the object

of life, it eludes the grasp

of the

and leaves mortification and
ment in its stead.

Righteousness

seeker

disappoint-

couduces"tv length of

years and a happy life. It gives the mind
peace and tranquillity, taking away that
unrest which wears out the nervous system

and induces disease.

The teachings of

the Bible, if allowed to have their perfect

work, would removea large part of the
worry and fretting which is wearing the
life out of thousands and shortening the
days of many. But it may be said ‘that

there are many so-called Christians

who

are impatient, who fret and worgy and
scold. Thatis very frue, but they are
not what they should be; they are not

ed. Thereis just one thing that puzzles,

“like their master,Christ,and never will be
SS
Satan cannot be accredited with great God must win,
in this respect until they crucify &nd coninvenWitty
*
work.
And
then,
teo,
secondly,
such
work
is
his
in
originality
tions” have been sought out to some ex- surelya privilege. By patient toil we quer such unlovely excrescences upon
tent as regards methods but nothing add- ‘might be able to acquire a considerable their characters. The righteous man is
ed to the real genius of evil. The ery of property, perhaps to count our wealth by temperate in all things and that is condu“liberty,” which the friends’ of alcohol tens of thousands. Quite a pile that cive to long life. Indulgences ofall kinds
are now using to ward off legislative en- would make of pure, shining gold. How tend to injure and shorten life. Self-inactments, has been in allfthe ages the much
richer
do you
suppobe that dulgence in the delicacies of the table,
false rallying watchword under which ‘would make God who knows where there brings disease upon many, and cause

and may well puzzle, a clear thinker.
If prohibition promotes
drinking so

are hid treasures untold in the heart of
the mountain; whose creative touch has

that crimes,especially of the higher kinds,
are advancing

at a. fearful rate; thas the

‘death rate is heavier there than in license
States ; that theré are more suicides,insanity, idiocy, blindness and bodily defects,
&o." It will not be best to proceed further,
or there will be a greater emigration from
Maine than the past has ever yet witness-

gome of the cruelest fetters have been
riveted upon mankind,

In the name

of

“dollurs. Let mo one excuse himself because he largely, why is it that every drunkard liberty, France threw off religious rethinks others will do their part. - This certainvotes so heartily and per- | straint, but bound herself in a far greater
ly will bring failure. Let each help to remove | and rumseller
of unbelief. In her name, she
gistently
against?
Are they such patrons tyranby
the small remainder of this debt and then we
of good morals ard public peace and cast off the yoke of monarchical despotisni
all shall have a share in the victory.

\

eking to rivet fetters upon their slaves.

To intrench themselves behind the popu-

profess to be so antagonistic

notion thdt there is something contradic-

PRP
gh
dn in oo

increased, the Sabbath-school has more than
doubled, and the church expenses have all
been fully and promptly paid. It is with deep | able figures; I will give a specimen of his
regret that we part with a good

bet North,
but, while asserting the right of

world's gathered learning , but with it all death should have no place in the heart of

Wwe can never make God the wiser. He | the righteous man. He knows that for
knew all before we began. The incest him to die is gain,andhe feels that he can.
‘works of our hands are sad botches be- Lide his time ,being ready at any moment
fore him, the finest schemes of the human to obey the call. Finally, not only does
brain but foolishness; ‘all our righteous- righteousness conduce to length of life,

We present some extracts from. a sermon against theaters, recently delivered
in Columbus, O. by the Rav. J. C. Jackson. He said:
:
In the time of Charles II.-a catalogue
was made of authorities against the stage,
which

contains the most

eminent

names

in

the heathen and Christian worlds. It comprehends the united testimony of the Jew
ish and Christian Churches; the deliberate
acts of 54 ancient and modern, general,
national,
and provincial
councils and
synods, both of the Wester,
and Eastern
Churches; thé condemnatory
sentence of
71 ancient fathers, and 150 m
ern Catholic
and Protestant authors. Has all this opposition been born of ignorance and prejudice? ‘Modesty ‘will at least examine
history before declaring it so.

nor the counsels of man, who prolonged
their
lives ia indulgence and in de_ To be bereft of every motive for tod is
a thousand other things. All this the
bauchery
till quite an advanced age had
The editor of the Saratoga Eagle,one of indeed pitiable—if not perhaps even rare.
Congressman
must attend to and even if
been reached. On the other hand we have
Men
usually
find
some
object
to
labor
for,
our
temperance
(P)
men,not
content
with
he is able to employ a private secretary,
He then gave an epitome of the history
seen righteous men and women cut down:
as most are not, the simple labor of giv- copying the article above reviewed in full, though too often that object may be trivial
of the theater for 2600 years, from its orby death in what should have been the
iog appropriate directions for each case endorses it in a lengthy editorial in which of selfish. But there are instances where
igin in the worship of Bacchus. Grote,
prime of life. Some persons are ever disit
is
evident
he
swallows
the
bait,
hook,
all
motives
for
activity
seem
to
be
gohe,
“| is no small matter. A bil! has recently
posed to think that the best people in the Schaff, Henry B. Smith, Hannah More,
been introduced into Congress to provide line and all, without so much as a spasm ap the man sinks back as helpless as a world usnally die first, leaving the unwor- Lecky, Green, Taine and Macaulay were
for the payment of a private secretary for or wry face. He says: ~~ The attentive lag upon the current—as aimless as a but- thy as survivors, certainly not an instance quoted to show the demoralizing influperusal of the article in question, fortified tarfly on the morning sunbeam. A young
each senator and representative.
ence of the theater in every country and
of ¢ the survival of the fittest.” It is often
The matter of correspondence, then, is as it is by an array of statistics and man with some wealth and rare ability said of children who die young that they age. All this, however, has no applicaan important one in estimating the work corroborative facts which are calculated gradoated a few years ago from one of were *‘ too good to live.” ¢Death likes a tion to the subject, if the theater of todone by our representatives in Congress. to carry conviction to the unprejudiced our New England colleges. But dissipa- shining mark” is another popular saying day is essentially different from that. of
By far the most considerable item, how- mind, can scarcely fail to cause intelligent tion had begun already to° enervate his indicative of the common belief that the other times. An analysis of all the writ: ever, is the committee work.
An intelli prohibitionists to hesitate agto the practi- limbs and rob him of" the pleasure of best die early in life.” The death of the ten plays given in New York for three
gent young Englishman, a correspondent cability of the extreme measures they so honest toil. He continued until he re- late President Garfield, the noblest man years was quoted from Dr. J. M. Buckley,
When one stops marked to a friend, «I have no ambition
showing just fifty out of sixty were utterof the London Daily News, told me that’ strenuously advocate.
to
think,
itis
evident
that
the rigid en- now todo anything anywhere.” Another, ever elevated to the presidency of our ly disreputable in matter and the others
by giving so much into the hands of comcountry,is regarded by nota few, perhaps, |
‘ Camille”
mittees our Congress is enabled to dis- forcement of the laws regulating and of fine musical talent, said in my hearing, as an instance of the death of one too greatly so in manner.
'+¢
East
Lynne”
and
¢
Fresh,”
were cited
patch business with far greater rapidity governing the sale of intoxicating drinks *¢ My life is a disappointment." I have no good to live.
:
and described as recent instances. - -Then
-t than the British Parliament.
The work in this State already upon our statute niotive in my life other than to supply
The children of Israel were taught that the testimony
of play-writers and actors
that tells, that, il brought before a com- books, would wipe out the monster In- my common daily wants.”
length
of years came from.obegience to the was given.
It is pitiable in the merely selfish world
mittee of the whole, would call out some temperance with one fell blow. ‘ The adcommands of God, and that
disobedience
ringing speeches and make things appear vocacy of still mere stringent measures, to see men thus lacking motive for the
M. Dumas, who wrote ‘¢ Camille,” said :
brought disaster and death. Moses,in his
exercise
of
rare
ability
and
for
the
imwhile
existing
ones
are
in
the
main
dead
‘You do not take your daughter to see
lively, all this is quietly carried on in the
last
counsel
to
the
children
of
Israel.
my play. You are right. Let me say
committee-rooms aod the public hears letters, seems to savor of preposterous. provement of great opportunities. In the
urged them to obey the commands of God once for all, you must tot take your
religious world it is sad indeed. “Here
little of it. Some of the most efficient ness.”
sjand to lead their children to do the same, daughter to the theater. = it is not merel!
men in Congress are never heard on the |" Our purpose is not to refute these ab- ifseances of lack of an ‘iiicentive fo 54 / A and added : * For it is not a vain thing | the work that is immoral, 4t is the placé
Whenever we paint men there must be i
surditi. . ut to set forth certain phases of arp s frequent. Men refuse to work
floor of the Senate or the House.
their fellows and for God because the for you; because it is your life: and grossness that can not be placed before all
Again,
it should be remembered that Anti-prucitition in New York, and to
“through this thing ye shall prolong your eyes; and whenever the theater is elevated:
the present is s transition period in show that the enemies of public peace tind neither delight nor profit in such foil. days in the land whither ye go over Jor- and loyal, it can live only by using the:
How
few
rich
men
are
prosecuting’
with
color of truth. The theater being the picpolitics. The country is not quite ready and private virtue are actively and agzesl the work of the Lord as if it were ‘dan to possess it.” Are these words still ture or satire of the passions and social
for the Civil Service question and the gressively at work.
true for us, to-day? Is obedience to the manners, it must be immoral—the passions
A correspondent of a local paper here thgir own! How far too few are engag- teachings of the Bible conducive to length and social manners themselves being imissue on the tariff seems to be as much in
ing with rare ability and earnest tact,
posed legislation, local home politics and

such’ crises appear, then these Capitol

been allied,

and which openly avows sympathy with
method of assassination.

is the smallest
Every Congressman has, by virtue

free, nor, thank Heaven, that a conquered
people is to be ‘‘ reconstructed.” When

murder, of which this is but a single occurrence? Let the League now break with Feniwhich

dur-

to a great issue. It is not every year that
four millions of slaves are to be made

But how far is the Eand League re-

"anism, with

United

Congress has failed to give due attention

the moment when there seems some chance for
the country, to destroy the hopes of her best
period

than

mands legislation and. this gives us &
quiet session. Men say, ‘* We do not see
that much has been accomplished,” when
they should rather point out wherein

presiding over Ireland, which always comes at

sponsible for the whole

working

the air as ever. There are few important
questions upon which the country de-

[Editorial]

The Irish nationalists, and Land-Lesguers

friends.”

the country

uent, and relates to pending

8

manent position npon its apex, when

criminals conviet

them: at the polls? If our quasi-temper-.
ance friends, who talk about ** broad and
lofsy views of temperance reform ? and
consider prohibition such a ¢* narrow and

there is no harder

States threw

gown the gauntlet of war at the feet of

per-

‘peatedly, if necessary. It may very safely

| item.

158
158
158

find its most

to each other there is no division

States senators and representatives

1LY CIRCLE:—AWorker 's Prayer (poetry).

lawsP In her name, the Southern

prohibitory

When a pyramid shall

essential that the truth should be told re-

ye done in the daily sittings

16

to enact or enforce

the state of affairs really is. But facts considerable progress has been made in
will bear repetition, and,in a matter which many States by the Ultra-prohibitionist
it. strange that while beer
80 nearly concerns the
honor. and good: |- party.” Isn't

ing a session of Congress. ~ The work

ye

virtue, that from principle they eemoest Lut weltered in the blood of the far worse
| bondage of popular passion and hate.

| ly oppose upon every occasion all attempts

Washington correspondent.” * Our leg- ‘consumers voting for prohibition.
The * Agitation Committee,” in making
islators come up -here to the nation's
capital to waste and squander the public its report to. the Brewer's Congress in
moneys.” All this we have heard again May last, said: ¢ It is with extreme
and again. Doubtless the public has been regret that your committee notice that,
made acquainted quite as often with what since the presentation of its last report,

class of men in

‘156

Prof. J.

the country is that the present Congress
has done very little work. A similar impression prevails every year at about this
season. The diseussion of Congressional
| idleness gives point and piquancy to the

be said that

Id

Hall.—The Rev.
entral Institute.

‘A very general impression throughout

name of the people's representatives, it is

"The Rev. . Dunn, D. D154

.

NOMINATIONAL:~Uhurch

DEN

a

11,

RIAL :—The Sabbath of the Jews— Pastoral
Ts
there any Danger
?—Notws,

EIT

108

js

.'

Mrs. Jennett M.
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-

153
15
198

Bakers Challenge. "Fie Rev. @.

will

MISSIONS.

Rey-

nse

(poetry). G. E. Emery.

Ne Rev.
Don’t.

Life? Henry

ns

153
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WASHINGTON, D. C., May 11, 1882.
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formed the gold? But we strive to gather
knowledge and spend our days and nights

in pouring over: quaint old

Yoeks

and

mastering what our short lives can of the

moral.”

Edwin Booth,

Christian
my

wife

Union,
or

in a

letter

to

**I

never

permit

says:

daughter

to

witness

without previously ascertaining
acter

While the

the

a

its

theater

play

char-

is

per-

mitted to be a mere shop for gain, open to"
every

huckster

of

immoral

gimcracks;

there is no other way to discriminate between the pure and base thas through the
experience of others.” W. C. Macready
said:
‘¢‘None of
children shall ever
with

my consent, or on any pretense, eater

a theater, or have any visiting connection
with actors and actresses.” Thege men.
knew whereof they affirmed.
Shall we trust our sons and daughters te
the educating influence of an institution
of which the best that can be said is that
sometimes it is not indecent? But it is
asked,

** Why

does God give dramatic tal-

ent if he does
The question

not mean it to be used?”
contains a sophism. God

simply gives talent;

it

becomes

dramatic

when devoted to the drama.’ Whitefield
and Simpson and Gough could have surpassed Garrick and Forrest and Booth,but
would the world have gained or lest by
such

an

exchange?

But

it

is

said

that

‘“ mach dramatic literature is rendered ngeless without the drama.”
There could be
no greater mistake than this. Mrs. Stowe’s
¢ Uncle Tom's Cabin” did its work years
before it was dramatized.
Even Shakespeare is dramatized to a very

limited

ex-

tent comparatively.
Thereis a world of
difference between dramatic literature aud
the drama.
But ¢ the race needs amusement;” say rather recreation.
There. are
8 hundred innocent forms with no demoralizing “tendencies.
‘But can not the
theater be reformed?” It has often been
tried, but as often failed. The early Church
tried it;

Ben Jonson

tried

it;

Miss

Kem-

ble tried it; the experiment was made. in
New England sixty years ago: Dr. Channing tried it in Boston; the manager of
Park Theater in New

York tried it;

it has

always failed. The majority of theatergoers wish it to remain as it is; make it
respectable and you drive them off. Kate
Field, in the New York Tribune of ' March
29, 1875, says:
*‘¢ As a rule managers prefer legitimate plays acted by ladies and!
gentlemen. If such do not pay they svréad.
the viands in demand.
Many a time have
I heard managers deplore the uneducated

taste of their audiences,” and regret the
necessity of acting down ‘to their level.”

Demand

and

supply

regulates

it.

The

stream can not rise higher than its source.

Garrick confessed this.
lows says: ‘‘ The vices
uniformly been those of
fanity and coarseness

The
of the
the
from

late Dr. Beltheater have
times. Prothe pit and

ness from the stage.”

Hence, there is

boxes have required profanity and coarse‘hope of reformation for it in the nature

no

of

‘things. Dr. Marvin R. Vincent says, “The
theater as it now is, is no place for a
Christian.” Dr. Howard
Crosby
says,
‘ As they are, I pronounce them Satanic

and self-destroying.”
Mr.

J.

closed

:

by

showing

that for

Christians to patronize the better plays

sometimes impels thera to put an end

to

only gives countenance
to the ‘institution
as a whole. The divine rule is to * shun
every appearance of evil." We are our
brother's keepers.
If by going to the
theaterwe cause our brother to stumble
and fall, we should ‘never go while the

their miserable

of

world stands.

them to endure much suffering in conses

quence.

‘Temperance in all things should

be the rule.

The fear of death is a source

of much anxiety to pleasure-seekers, and
existence.

This

fear

v

|

i

-

THE

BY

G. E.
E.

and love them for their work’s sake,
‘GEO. H. Bail.

EMERY.

S——

Oh, thou Eternal One

Who walketh mid the stars,
Thy light pour forth to me

That I may yet more clearly see

BY

‘Where darkuess now debars!

harm;
And shield thy trembling child from
:

REV. Ww. A.

shelves.

HEADRICK,

Western North Carolina, the Tow River
Association embraced about 26 churches,

and

probably

Of this

1,500 ‘members.
were in

number several

Tennessee, con-

taining probably 500 members.

© Spirit ruling all,
Whom we of earth Our Father call,
Unseal my blinded eyes!
I.et me behold thy way;
Guide me yet safely unto day;
“Oh, teach me to be wise!
tO

THE

IL.
When the war of the rebellion burst
like a storm over Eastern Tennessee and

Reach, O Almighty arm,

1 need thy saving hand!
Unless thy love sustain,
How shalt T e’er high paths attain?
Thy will how understand?

Don't, my dear sister, please don't
scallop that Star not more than two
weeks old, to lay upon your pantry

FREEWILL BAPTISTS IN EASTERN
TENNESSEE.
ep

Who holdeth in thy hand the sux,

~~

BY MRS. JENNETT M. WEST.

a

During
were torn
their
<| of
They did

—

0. E. BAKER'S CHAL' LENGE.
In the Star of April 26, Bro. O. E. Baker calls me to account. for saying that
Free Baptists and Disciples are gradually
approximating to each other in belief, and
with a significant air of complacency he
administers a rebuke. He lays out a
broad field for a long discussion and challenges me to the contest. I most respectfully decline.
1. Because 1 cannot spare the time for
THE REV.

the war, the Freewill Baptists
by political dissension, a part
number
being
¢ Southern.)
not make much progress dur-

ing

the war.

note

that

preachers

However, it is worthy

nearly
who

all, if

belonged

were loyal to the Union.

not
in

all,

of

the

Teunessee

I believe that

pt

STAR. MAY, 17 1882.

DON'T,
DON'T

fairly
etn fairly,
and all cad afford : to treat them

AN INVO0 ATION.

MORNING

-

"

-

I know it is a very clear, nice

looking paper, but don't doit. As you
unfold it, some unread article holds your

hands still a minute to let your eyes very

O.
POLI
ions
Pass

God,
Spiri of God dwelleth
and that that the the Spirit
od, and

THE REV.

JAMES.

anything about, our denominational inter-

Tiutchins, Marks,y and

The subject of

from the hills and

born in

this notice was

both

family removed to Huron County, Obio,
there.
How many copies of the Star are and bere, with the advantages and disadtaken in your chirch? How many of vantages of a new country, the boy beyour members are interested in, or know came a man. ln the meantime, Elders

It is the only paper you take? Then
go to your grocer, select a shade of
wrapping paper to suit you, pay a few

visited

others,

+I tought
og Johnso n Su ad
orn so,”be replied
Haged
«1 think so”, was the reply.
would
cent. ?
« Ten

you

F. B. church was orGreenfield,
‘ganized, and Elder Wheeler settled for a
Under this influence
long pastorate.
James Ashley -was converted when 15
years of age, and after a mixed experience of five years gave himself more fully to God and the church, and ever after
one single motive controlled his: entire
a

|

the Bible School, in

of its departments, is in full

blast.

say

thousand

« What

.to ton) thousand
ger

cent.!

Are

raving?”

per ie
you

;

¢¢ Not a bit of it”, said Brown.

«Ang

the very best of security—a regular royal

pledge.”
=—
Dreand -Mrs—Phillips have returned
~“Now

ASHLEY,

Canada, Nov. 18, 1815, but in 1824 the

to find oui? No, sister, please don’t use
that paper on your pastry shelves.

|

in you? ?
From all this we learn that we should Conducted by the Rev. G. C. Waterman.
reverence and ‘honor the Holy Spirit,
A Ketter from the Field.
should give attention to his teachings, |
BRIMPORE, INDIA, Mar. 23, 1882.
should work with him, both personally | - The hot season is fast coming upon us.
and relatively, and should depend on his At present the sun at noon is almost unpowerful aid.
endurable; and it only needs the rains to
>
ove
put the climax upon the heat.

hasitly follow it down, and you say apologetically * I didn't have time to read the
inside of this paper.” What a pity!
But if you did have time, don’t put it

ests? How many know about our missionary undertakings, and how are they

;

I know

you are crazy.

Who

ever heard of such a thingp?

“Crazy?

Not a bit of it", said Brown,

There is a fuller attendance this year aod he added: * This”, wheeling arounq
from among the Santals. One of ‘the | and laying his hand ‘upon a paper on his
wayward ones has confessed his sin and desk ‘‘is a check which I have just
been admitted again to the School; but signed, and intend for a poor Western
not, however, without quite a season for missiopary whom I know, and have just
repenting. The new bell for the Bible heard is sick and in much need.
The
School, brought out by Mrs. Phillips and Scriptures say that +He that giveth to
her

daughter

Nellie, rang

out

its notes

on the 21st inst., and is doing good service already, iis is testified by the Principal, in the prompt attendance of the pupils,
Anything, in this
recitations.
upon
country, where the people move so slow- |
ly, that makes them move promptly, is a
boon to be thankful for.
If the kind frignds at home have any
more moneys to spare and would like to
know in what way they can profitably expend them, after having given their full
quota towards our three departments of
denominational work, I can inform them
of a way. We are greatly in need of a
bell for our work here at Bhimpore. We
have schools and work of some kind go-

the poor lendeth to “the ' Lord", but
I was
never awakened fo the fact of what interest he pays until yesterday, when our

preacher startled ‘me by saying he had:

promised . ten thousand --per cent,
1
every one of them preached some during
pricked up my ears at the statement, and
the war. One or two of them preached cents a pound for it, pink the edges, and
waited curiously to hear the proof; and
considerably along the lines of railroad.
see how much more durable and how life. In 1838, he married Miss Polly L.
there it was, ‘sure ‘enough, in Matt. 19.
When the war was over, reconstruction much prettier it will be. This Starfs Magee, whosé untiring industry and
99 :
.
and
family
the
was not confined to national matters; it a light, aud we are forbidden to put r | ability for the care of
¢¢«
And
every
one
that
hath
left
houses,
pervaded all classes of society, religious ‘light under a bushel or under a be
home, released the husband from many
or brethren, or sisters, or father, or
burdens and gave more time for labor in
and political. The leading spirits of the With pencil in hand, read your.
mother, or children, or lands, for my
the church and ministry. His labors asa
Freewill Baptists in Tennessee were loy- .garefully, and down that column rH
name's sake, shall receive a hundred fold
imwere
and
1841,
in
commenced
sets
forth
the
claims
of
our
missions
draw
preacher
al, and they adopted the plan of reconand inherit eternal life.’
struction religiously that Congress did a heavy line. Mark that article fall of mediately and generally successful. His
w
«I was struck at the sound of ten thou- such a discussion.
politically; that is, they held that the Christian comfort, and then hand your earnest prayers and exhortations, as well
sand
per cent., but I figured it out and
proas
e,
disput
Bes
long
a
e
careless,
the
aroused
sermons,
his
as
Becaus
9.
rebels had committed a disciplinary of- paper to Brother A.
He is better able to take a paper than while his deep sympathy and remarkable ing on all the time, and a bell would be found it correct. The preacher was very
posed, would not be profitable to the fense, and that. they must make suitable
acknowledgments and reparation before you ure ?
affability and colloquial gifts attracted a great blessing. So, if any one will in- much in earnest as he declared the Lord's
readers of the Star.
remany
in
and
good,
is:a
they could be again received into the
All the more reason why you should and made friendsof all classes. New terest himself in getting up a bell for our dividend. He was as enthusiastic as a
Bro. Baker
‘spects an able, man, but he is not gifted church. It was upon this basis that the hand it to him, just where missionary ef- fields were opened, new churches consti- work: in the jungle, we will ever hold his stock-broker, only in an infimtely more
‘noble cause.
I was very much imwith powers to discriminate between Freewill Bapfist church was re-organized fort should be centered. Ask him, when tated, and the Seneca Q. Meeting organ- memory dear.
pressed
at
the
time with the thought,
trace
to
ability
and
points that differ,
he has read it, to please send it down to ized. The Huron Q. Meeting, in which
in 1865—6.
I have often been pleased to note the and, in fact, have been ever since. It
unhe
hence
and
ons,
relati
logical
nice
Read your paper. next he entered the church and the ministry, great change that comes over the wild
There are very few records of the do- widow Brown.
was in my mind when you came in. . Not
wittingly makes loose statements, mis- ings of the church until about 1867. week and repeat the operation.
In time, received a portion of his labors, but most boys of the forests in a very short’ time
il-.
that I can lay claim for a moment toi-the
draws
and
nts,
represents his oppone
Then a measure was introduced in the ask him to subscribe for it, and ask every of his pastoral and evangelical work for after they have entered our school.
They spirit of self-sacrifice which the text
ing
intend
t
Withou
sions.
conclu
l
logica
American Association to divide its territo- brother and sisterin the church. I see 14 years was in connection with the Sen- come in from the jungles looking more
to’ do me injustice, he totally misrepre- ry.
During ‘the- war, or at about its no reason to expect a live, intelligent, eca Q. Meeting, where much good was like animals than human beings : their hair quoted indicates, but my gift to the poor
gents what, I said in the article to close, the Tow River Association had di- spiritual, moving. church without a read- accomplished and a hallowed - influence is as long as many a woman's; they are is a loan to the Lord, and I am not afraid
but that I shall reap a good dividend.”
which he refers, and also misstates the vided into two bodies, and the new one ing membership. Nineteen-twentieths of left for years to come.
rough and unpolished in everything that
“You take & worldly-wise view of the
relations of the Free Baptists and Disci- was named the American Association. the people, if not more, are led by some:
In 1855, he removed to Cass Connty, pertains to politeness and good manners.
matter; don't you?" inquired Mr. Johnples on each and every one of the fall This had now increased fo such a size as body; now shall we give up the matter Mich., where, mostly ‘in the St. Joseph
It is pleasant to see how, little by little, son.
oily
:
;
dozen points of disagreement he asserts made it necessary to again divide the ter- of supplying reading in the homes of our Valley Yearly Meeting, he spent tht rethey
get an idea of what is polite, eut off [ Perhaps
Ido; but it will bear:it, alto exist between them. A discussion ritory. The western boundary of North brethren to the agents who come around mainder of his useful life, holding the
their long hair, and become really neat
though it is i one view of——"
[Ilere
_ based upon such a beginning would af- Carolina became the western line of the with ¢ chromos”, or shall we put into pastoral relation for more than 25 years.
| and tidy about their persons. Ihave seen the office door opened, and the conversaford neither pleasure nor profit.
American Association.
The new
body their homes a paper which shall help In Y. Meetings, Q. Meetings, Councils, remarkable changes in a week or two.
tion was at an end; but Mr. Johnson
3. Were to discuss at all, it would was called the Union Association. It them to build upon a'rock? I know that etc., he was punctual in attendance,
For instance, the Bengali way of asking
be better to do so with a man who “him- embraced something over 20 churches, I it is sometimes necessary to turn the prompt in action, and kind in spirit, alwent on his way comparing his own unfor anything is anything but polite toa
self agrees with Free Baptists in belief. think about 25 ministers; and nearly ‘Star story page out tomake it look at- ways ready to sing, exhort and pray,
lucky investment with the small one of
foreigner’s ears. They come up, and inOn several points relating to the pre- 1,000 members. Its churches were scat- tractive, but. better go that way than even-when the best measures and plans
Mr. Brown's, which had yielded so large
stead of saying kindly, ¢ Give me so and
posed discussion, Bro. B. is not in agreea return in solid pleasure, and who could
tered through fouriconnties in Tennessee not at all. Let every reader of this pa- were rejected or neglected.
so”, or, ** Please do so and so”, they will
,
.
stance
ment with our people
He, for.in
tell
what per cent. was laid up for him
per
feel
that
be
is
under
obligation
to
ministers
B.
I.
Western
other
all
Like
and two in Virginia. The general feelinsists that churches composed of un- ing on the subject of paying ministers try, yes, even with efforts which cost self- forty years ago, he labored virtually as a say, ** You must do so and so”, ¢ You in the Lord's treasury.— Christian al
must give me this or that”, or 1 will
immersed Christians are not really Chris- had become so modified that nearly all denial, to increase its circulation. It is missionary, receiving an indefinite, irregWork.
oy
a
drink
water”, all of which sounds very
tian churches. Readers of the Star will the members did pay something, and the no more ‘the pastor's or the deacon's ular and insufficient support, supplying
Items.
uncouth to Americans. But such is the
recollect how earnestly he argued this
minister was allowed to take up Sollee- work than it is your work. ” Your nsich
‘pficiences by manual labor. In the sup- idiom of theif language. We
The school established by Mr, E. 8S.
have
==--~= in som® articles not
long
borhood "feeds its elevating inven
tions occasionally.
rt and education of ten children, this taught them a better way of asking, Morris of Philadelphia, at Arthington,
Free Baptists fully believe
oh its inspiring influences. v wr
Until the year 1874, the Freew
as mot always an easy matter, but it somewhat after our style. These are but Liberia, Africa, now numbers 53 children, *
‘ches of Christians are Chris- tists in Edst Tennessee had had
_ ion its helpful influences
)
“ccom- afew of the many little things in which some of them sons of chiefs from the inas cheerfully and faithf:''s
8. We do not unchurch Conie Father's great love,
munication with
their hrethre
3 wife we notice great changes. It is very sel- terior. The school is carried on upon
iished, and eight childr:
sts, Presbyterians and Methid is not a Tespepter of
where, and many of them wartfelt
vw!
remember
‘mother
«+d
dom the case now, unless the boy be just the principle that the ‘true-education. for }
This dif1se not immersed.
aware that there were any Baptists
, arn.
in no sense is this mero Fou
voted io from the jungle, that we hear, ** You Africa ‘must combine the formation of
atitude the love and car
...ween Bro. Baker and Free their order except in Tennessee, ‘ir
he gives commands to his 1
sband and father.
must give me a book”, or ** I will drink industrious habits with agricultural purs™
senerally is radical and far- ia, and North Carolina. But some of the lowers to labor, to be aggressive ia ay
;
suits and the teaching of a spiritual Chel" of
some
witer.” **
Although
the
writer
has
enjoyed
a
long
reaching. Moreover, he holds that bap- brethren knew it and after some corres- rying on the gospel. To whom has he
tianity.
“A
little
instance
that
amused
me
not
a
and
interesting
acquaintance
with
Bro.]
tism is the door into the local church, _pondence, in 1874 the Union Association said, * There is no work for you to do"?
The schools in Egypt, Syria, and Pale
little
occurred
just
last
month
during
a
Ashley.
yet
the
particulars
of
his
life,
and
|
which Free Baptists do not generally was visited by Rev. A, H. Chase of Hills- And in what way can you know. better
live, are attended by increasing numbers
visit
of
brother
a
and
his
wife
Bhimat
of
his
forty
years
of
ministerial
work,
are
hold. They believe that baptism is an dale, Mich.
what you ought to do than by reading, not well known, and if they were it pore.
of Moslem children; and as many as one
that may or
act of personal confession,
This was the first Association that the and praying the Father to show you in would be impossible -to notice them in
thousand Mohatimedan girls are now
We
were
having
&
meeting
at
which
may not be preceded or followed by re- writer ever attended,
he having joined which of the already white fields
But there were the subject of baptism came up and I found in Christian schools in Syria alone.
U
|
such
an
article
as
this.
ception into the church. Our churches the chureh about a year previous to this.
shall harvest? Again I say, don’t shut certain traits of heart and life too plainly was asking about a young man who was From Persia comes the report of ninereceive members by.vote, and not by bapout the light of the Szar but be yourself a developed to be forgotten, and too valu- ready to be baptized, and had so signi- teen Mohammedan converts in Tabriz,
In
Sept.
1876,
the
Association
was
visism. We hold, with the Scriptures, that
for
ited by Rey. J. 8. Manning. “At this ses- reflector to throw it into dark corners.
able to be ignored. The plain, simple fied to me. I wished to bring the matter and five hundred more are waiting”
believers are * baptized into Christ”, but
Fairfield, Mich.
perthe
modification
of
government
decrees
the
of
his
baptism
before
the
church
for
their
heartedness,
open
the
sion
the
writer
was
ordained
by
Rev’s
J.
frankness,
"ire voted into the local church either
ES
ng
S. Manning, W. B Woolsey, and William
fect absence of all ‘cunning, made one action; and in doing so 1 asked the to profess the faith they have already
when baptized, or to be baptized. These
Blazer.
A
plan
was
adopted
at
this
sesfeel in passing from the présence of some young man what he had to say, to inform found, while in other parts of Turkey and
two points of disagreement are enough to
THE HOLY SPIRIT.
sion
to
form
the
Association
into
Quartermen, and some ministers, into - the sun- the church how his mind was on the Persia there are like tokens of encourexcuse me from accepting Bre. Baker as
ly
-Meetings,
and
three
were
organized
;
BY W. H.
shine of his presence like one passing matter. He sat still and silent for quite agement.
a champion of F. Baptist doctrine.
Mr. Benjamin Bacon, of the Yale Theviz.,
Hawkins
Co.,
Liberty,
and
Bear
from the winding paths in a canebreak a while. No one said anything. I was
Of the Disciples I have spoken kindly,
The Hely Spirit is very often spoken of into the open fields of flowers and sun- just in the act of going to help the young ological School, son of Rev. L. W. Bacon
Creek.
Of
the
latter,
I
think
only
one
them
see
to
and I think truly. I rejoice
session has ever been held. One of the in the Bible. He is called also the Holy shine. Bro. Ashley said what he felt and man get started in saying something, of Norwich, will go to France in May,
improve in doctrine and practice, and
ministers
had gotten himself into a diffi- Ghost, the Spirit, and the Spirit of God. believed, and felt what he said. And yet whereupon his sister-in-law, who was under the auspices of the American and
prosper. I am sorry that sharp points of
Many persons when speaking of, or
was firm and decided in religious doe- sitting away over at the other side of the Foreign Christian Union, to do missiondisagreement “still exist between them culty previous to this time, which] finally praying with reference to, the Holy Spir-|’ he
and ecclesiastical relations. His chapel, called out in a stentorian voice ary work for the French Protestant
trines
and us. While more liberal than for- resulted in his expulsion, and the other it, use the neuter pronoun ‘ it", gs if they
and practice were not based up- to him to say something, very much to church. He will be associated with M.
relations
one
became
disattected
and
left
the
Freemerly, they are yet tuo sectarian, by far,
were
speaking
of
a
thing,
an
influence,
will Baptists and joined the Methodists.
on policy, convenience, or profit, but up- the amusement of myself and the rest. Reveillaud, the French evangelist.
to be agreeable to Free Baptists. Their
or
something
of
that
kind.
But
in
the
not ashamed It was not the speaking that amused us,
The Spezia Mission in Italy now num. eagerness to tear down other churches to Being thus left without a minister of Bible, the personal pronouns are used on convictions; and he was
|
rebers
eleven stations, with twenty-one
ss
convictions
these
it
but
was
the
suddenne
with
which
express
to
afraid
their
own
order,
the
churches
of
Bear
nor
build up their own is offensive. It does
when speaking of the Holy Spirit, and in specting religion, morals and politics, she spoke and the stentorian tone that agents.
There are - thirty-two public
Creek
Q.
M.,
within
a
period
of
four
years,
case,
not help, but ‘rather injares, the
seven verses of the fourteenth and six- upon al! suitable occasions. - Such plain- made the thing seem amusing.
religious
services
weekly in connection
became
almost
extinet.
About
this
time,
fallacious
the
under
that they do this
teenth chapters of the Gospel of John, ness of speech and boldness of position
with
the
mission,
independent of the
Friends
at
home
will
be
glad
to
learn
probably
im
1879,
Rev.
J.
C.
Fowler
of
plea for Christian union. They are less
Jesus Christ used the pronouns. ‘‘ he” would in most ¢ases have secured oppo- that at present'writing, so far as I know, weekly instruction given in the various
the
Tow
River
Association
removed
from
but
rude in this respect than formerly,
and * him” sixteen times in speaking of nents, if not enemies, but in this case the all the missionaries are well and at work. schools and young people's classes.
have not yet attained the fraternal cour- N. C. and settled in Tenn., in the bounds the try (sie.
Thus we are sure that sincerity and unselfihsness, and especially Our dear sister Crawford bas been quite
The Woman's Foreign Missionary Sotesy a broad Christian spirit demands. of the Bear Creek Q. M., and by his zeal the Holy
and ill, but by the blessing of God has been ciety of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
Bpirit
is
a
personality.
Farnature
good
of
degree
wonderful
the
repaired
the
breach.
The
result
was
is
The pretense that they are not a sect
thermore, in the Bible the perfections of cheerfulness sanctified by piety, rendered spared to us and the work. And as I have commenced work in Rangoon, Bur- :
probably sincerely made, but it astonish- that at the Association held at Midway in
Miss Ellen H. Warner comGod
are ascribed to the Spirit.
He the boldest and most positive speeches write about her I cannot but say a word mah.
es others that men of logical minds and Sept. 1881, all the churches of that Q. M.
is joined with “thé Fither and the Son in expressions of friendship, compellin g men in closing about reinforcement for the menced a school there on January. 16,
were
represented
by
letter
and
delegates.
honest hearts can so complacently urge
the baptismal formula, and in the apos- to love and honor him. Whether in the work. Brethren at home, do not the with eleven pupils, which by February 8
such a plea under the circumstances as
The Hawkins Co. and Liberty Quarterlegis- crid
§
ot “these
peoples enter into your bad increased to twenty-three, and more
ly Meetings were organized respectively tolic benediction; and Jesus declared, family or pulpit, in the church or
they exist.
his ears? Ob, that they may enter your were expected. ~Q@ospel in All Lands.
¢¢
All
manner
of
sin
and
blasphemy
shall
popular,
very
was
he
where
lature
Moreover, I could never see the force, in Oct. 1876 and Feb. 1877, and both held
be forgivén unto men: but the blasphemy good nature never failed, and his friends hearts as well. Send us help! help!
188],
nor fitness, of their denouncing other regular quarterly sessions until
Missionary News and Notes,
against the Holy Spirit shall not be for- were numerous and confident,
help!
Taos. W. BURKHOLDER.
Christian bodies for taking’ ‘¢ gectarian when it was thought best to suspend
There
are 5,600 Indians drawing ragiven’ unto men.”
The Holy Spirit, ~ In March 1881, a severe sprain of the
names”, and claiming for themselves them for a while, owing to some serious
tions
at
the agency of Standing Rock,
Ten Thousand Per Cent.
;
therefore,
is
not
only
a
person,
but
a
diback nearly disabled him and perhaps
* special virtue for having a * Scriptural opposition which had arisen against
Dakota... - °
Mr.
Johnson
dropped
into
the
office
of
vine person, equal with the Father and
During this period, five new
caused a tumor, and thus pulmonary difname.” It is not the name that makes them.
his friend, Mr. Brown, in a mood decid- | During the present gosaion of Congress
the Son.
the sect, nor the adoption of a ‘¢ Script- churches were organized in Tennessee
ficulties, discovered by post mortem exedly
blue, occasioned by a business in- 140 bills relating to the Indians have been
The work of the Holy Spirit'is a very
ural name” that unmakes
a sect. There and some six or eight in Virginia, and,
amination, clesing his public labors last
vestment
which had proved a failure. It | introduced, an average of one to about
important one for us.
He gave the
autumn. After suffering intensely, and was a little after business hours, but Mr. every 1,700 Indians,
are several sects that contend for an owing to the immense territory which
Scriptures, ‘for the prophecy came not especially for the last few months, March
« unsectarian name” and in fact they are they occupied, it was thought expedient
Thirty
descendants of Indians in
Brown was still in his office and alone.
in old time by the will of man: but holy

I es- to again divide.

A division was effected,

“ Church of God” and ** Church of | .making Holston River the boundary line,
Corie” to belong to the whole family of | [and the new body was named Clinch
saints, and that no sect has any more right Valley Association. Their prospects are
10 its use a8 a sect name than I have to io- encouraging, provided a system of min_ sist_that ‘my name is simply Ball, and isterial support can be adopted in order
that all who adopt another definitive pre- that their ministers can preach more and
fix, or personal name, dishonor the fami- better. May God bless the Freewill
ly name, | I' may degrade my family Baptiste in Tennessee and elsewhere.

name to 8 personal one, as some de-.
grade * Church of God" to a seét one, but

eral sections of the (

family.

There are other points of difference,

for Jesus declared that he would do so.
He is the agent in regeneration,
for * except a man be born of water and of the
Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom

walk

not after the flesh, but after the

' Before we censure a man for seeming
what he is not, we should be sure that we

Spirit", and **as many as are led by the

know what he is.-- Carlyle.

He bestows

Spirit of God, they are the sons of God.”

spiritual gifts, different in

Use no stratagems and devices to get character to different persons, “* but all

but E will not discuss them now. TherdF. praise. Some use to inquire into the these worketh that one and the selfsame
geems to me to acco
. Baptist
Spirit, dividing to every man severally as
the gospel than faults of their own actions or discourses, he will.” He dwells “in believers.
with
ectly
e
‘perf
or
‘m
on
purpose
to
hear
that
it
was
well
done
theirs, yet I have profited, and others; or spoken, and without fault.—J. Taylor. « Know ye not that /ye are the temple of
aintance with thém
may profit, by ‘acqu

Sp

[}

the 23d he retired from labor and pain to
An im-

the heaven of rest and glory.

mense audience, employing over a hun-

‘dred and eighty

teams’ in’ assembling, at-

He laid down his pen and greeted his | ‘Delaware have asked to be admitted to
friend with a familiar nod and a cheerful the Maryland Conference of the Method-

“How

tended the funeral upon the 26th, and as an east

are you, Johnson?”
wind”, was

the

¢ Sour as

response, as he

ist Protestant Church.
There are 1,000 Indians in the Everglades of Florida, speaking their own

far as possible listened to a sermon from

looked at the beaming countenance of his
friend, whom he had known for many a language.

whole congregation seemed to be mourn-

‘year, and

15.

the writer, based upon Heb. 6:

of God", and ‘that which is born of the

Spirit is spirit.” He leads Christians;
Papa
> +o
and there" ** now no condemnation to
The sun is not so fall ofof light as God is them which are in Christ Jesus, who

_ it seems more fraternal to devote the of love for those who fear him.
family, and use
whole
t
family. title to the
surnames, sect names, fo define the sev-

men of God spake as they were moved
by the Holy Ghost.” He convinces men
of sin, of righteousness, and of judgment,

The

whose counsel

he had ogi

They are said to be friendly
and honest in their dealing with the

many a time and scarcely ever had ‘been whites.— dm, Missionary.
The Arab influence is said by the misdisappointed.
sionaries
of the C. M. 8. to be de
i There appeared to be a little more than
the usual brightness in Mr. Brown's face stroyed in Mtesa's kingdom, *¢No fear
as he wheeled around his chair and bid of starving now,” writes Mr. O'Flaherty:
PW
STN
+t We can water our garden, which bears
>
>
his’ friend be seated in another. Mr.
fruit
twice a year, We live like lords
There are no difficulties to be found in Johnson noticed it and said:
on
native
have
flesh meat twice &
any path of duty, for which he that(is | “ What are you up to, Brown? Hada |.day. The food,
climate
ighbvely,
country beauHim
by
streak of luck, eh?”
called to tread it is not prepared
tiful,
people
and
kind,
and we
the
be
may
er
0
no,
Johnson”,
he
replied,
*
nothing
Whatsoev
him,
that sent
are
happy.
Our
Work
is
so
increasing
road, our equipment is calculated tor it, unusual or new in particular. I was only|.
daily that we donot know whore to beand itis given to us from Him that has thinking of alittle investment Iam just
gin or what to do first,” —JIbid.
McLaren.
about
making.”
Alexander
appointed it.—

ers, and
—

: je most sectarian sects that exist.

seldom can death strike a more

shining mark or move more hearts with
R. Dusx,
a single stroke.
March 81, 1882.
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Sunday School.
=F

Xesson IX.——-Maty 28,

friends, and, if need be, incur

For Questions set Star Quarterly and
Lesson

Papers.

pr

II.

is spurious.

The light of the world.

of Jesus.

Psalm 63:1—1j.®
Col. "2: 4-14,
Rev. 7:15-17.

No man can afford to be ashamed °

:

wa

©

man

and

would

come

himself, and take

35 me,

For

said

unto them,

after me, let him

up his

whosoever

me

whosoever

:

of

and

fications which the

"YOUR DUTY

the Lord Jesus Christ, but not all these

are willing to meet the conditions of true
discipleship. In this lesson we have set
before us the primary and indispensable
conditions on which one may be correctly
counted ud such. He must be willing to
deny himself, take up his cross acd beSaviour.

Not only mast he be willing to do this,
but he must actually do it. Self denial
must be not simply a theory,but a practice
as well, a practice steadily foHowed year
after year. Self-deaial, to be genuine,
must be something more than the giving
of a portion of one’s surplus income after
spending all that he wishes to for himself.
It must be something more than merely
dispensing with a few luxuries and per-

stitute

plement
amen

AS A TEACHER.

yourself,

let

the

8.

superintendent

Keep your class in ordér by giving

them something else to
the tricks and jokes to
naturally turn if left. to
interested boy is always

thi@k about than
which they will
themselves.
-An
a good boy.
:

4. To interest your class.
in the lesson
of the hour, because you have first he-

manded and commended it must eat deep

come Interested in it yourself, because
you have been planning, beforehand,
how you shall interest them.
5. To set your class an example, not
only of punctual and regular attendance,
but of interest in the general exercises of
the school. Do you sing, then they'll

Until one feels his

denial he does not know that he has made
any.
II. Saving life. By reason of an in-

stinct implanted within us,

every man

clings to the life that now is. It has its
good things, its pleasures, its privileges,

sing.

its opportunities, and while we hold them

On

the

other

hand, do you

chat

with a neighbor while the superintendent
we feel sure of them. We are reluctant -is reading the Scriptures, then theyll
‘tolet go of these even to secure some. chat with a neighbor. : Like teacher like
thing that we fully believe to be better, class.
!
:
but which is remote and intangible. So
6. To make yourself responsible, as
absorbed do we become in gathering and far as possible, for the general interest
saving the things that belong to this life of the school. To shift no duty upon the
that we are constantly liable to forget superintendent or his assistants which
at there is a higher and more enduring
you can do yourself. To work, give,
ife than this about which we are so busy. pray, make sacrifices, bear burdens for
We forget, toe, how slight is our hold ** our school." —Gospel Teacher
upon this life, how easily the cords which
bind us to it may be broken, how sudden-.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
ly we may be called away from it, and

* Among successful methods of teaching

ushered into the other, the unending life.

We forget how little it is all worth

when

temperance in Sunday-schools are total
abstinence societies with monthly meet-

Wwe have saved it, if in the saving of it we
lose that which is of infinite consequence.
III. Losing the soul. No man means
to lose his soul ; no man expects to. *In

ings,

is to be accomplished

Just

they may

not have clear and definite ideas.

those who

how

based on the

pledge,

quarterly

temperance Sunday-school concerts, the
distribution of an annual pledge among
the classes following an earnest temper-ance meeting, extra sessions on weekday evenings, in which temperance is
taughs from temperance text-books.

One way or another, every man expects to

secure its salvation at last.

it

or may
Among

accept the Christian theory,

There is no better safeguard

and, in this land, these constituté the
Majority, a large proportion, probably
Nine-tenths of those who bave not already
: acted in accordance with their convictions, are-simply postponing action to a

for the

Sabbath than for each Christian father to
gpend it rightly in the company of his
children. One of the noblest women of
England says of it: ‘¢ Sunday is a day
of many memories of my dear father. It
seems to me especially his, Perhaps the
seeing most of him on that day made me
first love Sunday. But 1 always much
enjoyed going to church.-- Gospel Teacher.

more convenient season ; they mean to be

Christians, but not just now ; this, that or
the other interest claims their attention,
and they fancy that they can safely put
off the matter which ought most to con%rn them. Not a few find it a fatal step,

Rev.

but only find it so when it is too late,
When the opportunity is gone and gone
forever.
:
On the other hand every one who is
Willing to lose the present life with all
its goods and gains for Christ's sake and
the gospel’s shall find and save the better

C. N.

Pond,

in

School World, characterizes

the

Sunday

the

random

effort of teachers, who attend to whatever
may happen to strike them at the time,
as being about the same x8 if an mstructor
in arithmetic should dwell upon the table
of nines in multiplication to-day, leap to
to the rule of compound proportion to-

life, the enduring good of the heavenly p morrow, fall back to subtraction the day

following, take the next lesson in the
notation of numbers, and the next in

life, Men are busy with their questions

ofloss and gain, but Jesus Christ asks
the question which above all others de-

Serves attention ; « What
Man to gain the whole

decimal fractions.
The proportion of
those who lgok through a lesson with
referenceto
dgeing just what they should
aim at is very small.— Selected.
‘

doth it profit a

world and forfeit

his 1ifepr?

' IV.

Ashamed of Ohrst.

~ Only about $5,000 has been subscribed
towards the Raikes Memorial Hall at

It seems

Vory strange that any oné should be
“shamed of Christ, and probably none

Gloucester, England, and the project
languishes for lack of support. It is
certainly appropriate that a building rep-

Tould like to acknowledge that they are,

Ut they act 80 that we are compelled to
lieve that

they

ure ashamed

resenting the best modes of teaching in

to be

Bown a8 his' disciples. They seem to the present century should stand side by
feel ag if it would ‘somehow operate to side with the earliest and: most primitive
their damage,

structure for Sunday-schools.

or bring upon them re-

Poach and, perhaps, = persecution to be
known gg Christians. So, in a certain
“use, they deny their Lord and Muster,

"fuseto acknowledge
him before men

HEADACHE,

Soitie India’

shawls are

mtde

ACHES
BURE, SIMPLE and HEAP External Remedy.

as to be

1

O-b-0-0-0
>

The religion of Christ supplies a place
which nothing else can. It fills the heart
with hope, and the mouth with praise.

ita claims. 3y1pECTIONS IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.

‘SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN MEDICIN®

A. VOGELER & CO.
Baltimore, Md., U. S. A.

BE

together that it is impossible to find
joining.
J
How often we are ‘‘ discouraged
cause of the way,” because we

N. H. DOWNS’

the

:

be-

can

only

see the wrong side of the pattern our
daily life is weaving. We forget ‘‘the
Lord knoweth

them

that

ate

Ilis,”

and

that ** all things work together for good
to them that love God.” * And should we

a

part

himself

a glorious

od]

shadow

©

arigl

I know

the

Ne;

y

ire

« dncker life's tangled

phn

becomes local fover and the pulse more fro- mm

2

quent, the cheeks flushedand
chills more com=
mon, This Elixir in curing the above com=

Pints, operates 80 as to remove all morbid
r ritations and inflamation from th
~4 to the surface, and finally expel #'

OONVERSATION.

conversation

be

never dries or stops the cough, but, by
ing
the cause, generally destroys the
before the cough is entirely “gone.
quently, when the cough is cured the

seasoned

with salt” is an apostolic injunction.

As

food is flavored with salt, so should the
conversation of believers be with Chris--

feeling

and

sentiment.

ig'well.

Christian

more consnming flame.
The subdued
and low conversation of the Quakers con-

PERFECTLY

«+ ghines only when in motion;”

it was

twins.

In this duy, of all

days,

a day

without

York Observer.

re

are two courses of study,
Systematic

college.

e] 4} {

the first Tuesday of Sept., Déc., and March. . J.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete
board of assistants.
Students fitted for business

GRANDE

COLLEGE.—Rio

College Fees $7 to $8 perterm.or $26 to $28 per
year.

[PRICES].

ELANON

KIDNEY -WORT

by an old Scotch lady to a minister who

ACADEMY-—Puplils

noes, relentific
ADAMS,

further

“Threw Away her Supporter.”
Dr. PIERCE :—A neighbor of ours was Suffering
from * female weakness” which the doctors tol
her could not be cured without a supporter;
After a considerable persuasion

my wife

induced

her to try your *‘ Favorite Presorption?’
After
using one bottle she threw away the supporter
and did a large washing, whieh she had not done
MILLER,
in two y yearsisbefore
wg JAMES
Wheeling, W, Va.

B,,

particulars,
ELIHU

fitted

for

address the principal,

HAYES,

Sec. Trustees.

COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
further information address the Pres.
B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUL.
D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

This irstitution is
now under management of Rey. D. Powell,
EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.

with.

name

Prof. O.

G.

Augir,

A.M.,

principal,

‘©

Cure

for Burns, Scalds, Bruises, Cuts, Sores, ete.

After forty years of trial, PERRY DAvig’ Pore KILLER stands unrivaled. It
|
is safe! It acts immediately! It never fails!
.' W. Sharper, Valdosta, Ga., says:
Bditor of the 8t. John
y hit Fd
A forall bude ua burns:
ek
ounds, ee
ac

IID te iont effectual remedy we know of.
ghotild be without a bottle of it
No
:
for a single hour.
From
Otnoinnati Dispatch:
ile Oo seen is maglo effects, and know
a
artic,

From 1 Fo Boer U. 8. Consul at Crefeld,

it
Rheniah long Ponts of use, I am satisfied
remedy
18 positively efficignt as a healing
for wounds, b
8, and sprains.

R.W. Adams, 8aco,
Me.:
It AL
immediate relief.
R. Lewis says:
In forty years’ use it never has failed me.
W.W.Lum, Nicholville, N. Y., says:
I use your PAIN KILLER frequently. It
relieves pain and soreness, and heals wounds,
like magic.
3

. W.Dee says:
For fr

Ah and burns it has no equal.

PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER 18 not a new untied, Feely.

or Jorty years it-has been in

constant use; and those who have used it the lon
very family should have a bottle ready for
Its success 18 entirely because of its merit.
saved by prompt application of the
use, Much pain and heavy doctors’ bills may often
Unlike most medicines, it 18 perfectly safe even in the hands of a child. Try it
PAIN KILLER.
once thoroughly, and 1t will ss its value. Your diugglst has it at R5¢., 50¢., and $1.00

per bottle,

PERR

DAVIS

Prof.

Aught is a gradvate of fiillédale Coll
. Those
wishing
to attend this Institution will address
Rev,
. POWELL. Flemington, W, Va.

Card Co,
18t4

PAIN KILLER
A Never-Failing

busi-

or the best colleges.

Principal.

VEGETABLE

. *Under the laws of Providence, life is a
probation ; probation, is a succession of
temptations ; temptations are emergencies, and for emergencies we need the
preparation and the safeguardof prayer.
— Austin Phelps.

a
i

schools

A.

PERRY DAVIS’

knew he had offended her, and who expressed surprise that she should come so
regularly to hear him preach. Said she,
.“ fiy quarrel’s wi’ you, mon; it's no wi’
the gospel.”—Bible Garner.

We are not always willing to be used of
the Lord in his way. We hesitate to carry
sand for mortar; it seems so useless, yet
some one must do this.

Grande, Gallia

0., Ohio.
The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
The
courses
of
study
are
‘the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz.: €lassical and ScientificCalendar.
First term, Aug. 22.
Second, Oct.
31. Third. Jan. 23, 1¥82. Fourth, Apr, 8, 1882.

Bae
—WFor
ident, 0.
LONTOY,

American
:

;

©

the

Record.

Minutes

author's

view

RY

of the

General

Cu“:

form ai tive wavs.

different F,
11 ots.

Commentary
—Proi. J.

J.

iwenty.ibree

ptist Minis

Butler,

con

tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath sehools and family
reading.
88 cts. per vol.; postage, 12 cents.
Lectures
>
-v
©
ON
THE TRUTH OF THE
BIBLE;
an excel

The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet
very concise and well aisanged ; stating in fifteen

pages all the important, parliamentary rules of deiberative

cents.

& SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. I.

bodies.

Price,

wy

9 Yo

Flexible

Leather,

X'he Church Member's Book
is a valuable little work, and every

would

8 cts.

The

be benefited

Golden

75

Christian

by reading it. 25 cts; postage

Sheal

by

Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, {llustrating Hindoo life

and

Christian

experiences

of Bai,

a converted

heathen, Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
ules of Order.
are the same as those in the Manual,
paper covers. 10 cents.
Church Records
.

thick

a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
for Pastors, Deacons, Clerks, Treasurers, Sab.
Church Statistics, Resident ahd Non|; bath-school,
Resident Members, and abont 200 pages of very
nice paper,
for the records of the church, Price
$2 50; Postage 25 cts,
William

Barr,

Daniel Jackson,
or

-

Open

-

Li

Ls

Biographies of
Geo. T.Day,
- -

-

-

a5.
-

09

JO

2

= 50

»

0”

0

gg
”

7%

55

Communion.

An
Experience, and an Argument,
175
pages. Price 20 cents.
i
Christian Baptism
2 book of 118 pages, Price 25 cts.; postage 8
cents.
Sabbath School
estion Books
are for adults and children.
LESSONS

for Kvery

sunday,

,15,

postage 02

SToRY of Jesus,
213,
a AL
WONDERFUL Works of Jesns. 12,
02
Dougiars olddress on John Brown.
By Frederick Douglas at the laying of the cor.
ner stone, Anthony
Hall, Storer College, Harper's
Ferry, West Va,
hum,
Pricelb cents. All the profits go to the college.
Sermon &
REV. BENIAMIN RANDALL, preached in 1803,
at the drath of a child, and printed by request.
The oni’ published sermon by Randall.
ce

10

cents.

Blanks

Mattiage Certificates,

10 ots, doa.

QM.
or. i sasenpere) ertificates,6 *
«
Church Members’
ficates,
Geo
BEugractw (]
Of
Dr. 6, ox
i
5 ots.

«3

L. Philips,

5 and 35 ota,

Small Engravings. 5by 8 inches, the same

as those in the Centennial Record, 5 cents each, or

20 cents for the seven; the first four on one sheet.
Xllnminated Cards. From one to ten on a
sheet, 3 by 5 inches. Price from three to six cents
a sheet.
MAP
OF ORISSA. On cloth, 26
86 inches in
size, showing the field and all Ae stations of the
Free Papua Mission in India, with much of the
adjacen country.Price 75 cents.
:
e above named books are sold by the dozen,
at 20 per cent. discount or single vol., for cash
with
the order, or on receiving the books.

1. D. STEWART,

vovsr. N.

H.

THE MORNING STAR .
$2.00
if
strictly’
advance; $2.90 if paid Within paid
the first:
Shirts
TERMS:

meer

days,

and

if not.
$2.50

allow it to be in
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ent
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the
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ne a, ae

paper, and nos)

The Star is not discontinued when the time
expires for which it is paid unless
persons request it; and it is discontinued when it has
been more thin one year in arrears, after due
notice and time shall have been given,
REMITTANCES must be made in mon.
ey-orders or bank-checks if Jossible, or in a
stered letter and at our risk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons will please
designate thei” STATE, as well a8. fown, ané
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the cid and new
when
order a'change wm the direction of their Pa they
The Star
to press Tuesday morn
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for insertion ought to
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4
Address
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and

are published in pamphlet

Close

For

Chromo @ards.

6 cents

but clearly, all the question

theology,

sermons, by as many
ters
Price $1. Pos

or college.
For further particulars address the
Principal, or E. S. TASKER, Secretary.

MORIUS

New Style

embracing

the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions.

Sec.

NoRrHwaoD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge
-N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on

“4

Elegant

covers,

‘F1eatise. . Price

$1.00, including postage.
Sermons.
A volume of 300 pages, Soniating

The-

KI INTE

50
in Gold and Jet, 10c.
West Haven, Ct.

paper

of every session, and the hound volumes embrace

-lec-

sexes.
Secures good influences. For further information address the Principal or A.J. Russell,
Secretary, Rochester. Wis.

Never

given

The

|

the

Board, (Including room rent)
$2,15 per week.
For further information apply to A. A. MouLTON, A.M, Rio Grande,
Gallia Co., Ohio.

do

general

Knowlton, Phillips, Hutchins, Burr a“
Frice $1.00. Postage 9 cents.

Butler's

OCHESTER
SEMINARY.
Full board
of teachers and course of study.
Students
are fitted for teaching and for college. Business
course
complete and
practical.
Admits ‘both

CONSTIPATION.

God through dissatisfaction with the minister, or to abandon any of the social services of the church because of the presence
reply

J. J. BUTLER,

our

'

doctrines

The Tahleg, twenty in number, are o!
ue for reference.
There are steel en
Buzzell, Stinebfield, Colby, Marks,
Cl}

Theologiand

and

the

of
efx

ance and Anti-Slavery. It also has articles on th
General Conference, Literary Institutions, Pub
lications and Aged Ministers.
:

Hillsdale

Pastoral

-

A vcl. of about 300 pages, reviews the denomin
ational progress for the century, «ives a history o
our work
im the causes of
Foreign and Hom
Missions, Education] Sunday Schools, Temper

time, $30,

classes

denominational

of

denomination,

Centennial

Financial aid is rendered to

needing it.

or

well to consider the pointed

Theology,

have access to the

the

discusses briefly,

college

embracing

:

are those generally accepted by the denomination
$1.60 postage, 12 cents,
;

Bittsfield, Me., July 11, 1880.

in a short time
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will
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of doctrinal

cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers.
Expenses low.
Spring term begins Monday, Jan. 30th, 1882.
A¥~ For Catalogue address J. H, Parsons, A.
B ., Principal,
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“Any * touchy” Christians
who are
tempted to neglect the worshiping of

D.

AINE CENTRAL ‘INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi-
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individual,

Department
College.

of our

the first 44 pages of the

Tuition, incidental

Commercial course, unlimited
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or 50 cen ts per dozen, and 4 cents postage.
Butler's Xhcoiogy
.

Collegi-

Finest

1.50,

é

tage, 1 cent.

Best of religious in.

Sheap.

Morocco;

lent book for all who would ‘‘seargh the Scrip
|"tures ” Twenty-two lectures on the most im.
portant points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, 9
IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming
Co., New
cts.
York.
This school was never in better. condi.
Minister's
Manual,
tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instrucdesigned especially for ministers,
tion. No primary instruction. With three carebut useful for all church members. It contains
fully Arranged courses oy study. The Classical,
Scripture
Selections
for more than thirty different °
Seminary
and English Colrse. For full catalogue,
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
address
the Principal.
different
meetings;
Formulas and
Suggestions.
:
R. M. BARRUS.

something done.— New

of some uncongenial

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Hillsdale, Mich., July 2, 1881.

spur and a stimulus to ceaseless labor to
do better. ‘‘Rest and obscurity” ~are
ing effort is the price of success.

Ph.

80; Moroc-

$1.00, including postage.

Doctrinal Views
< ig a emall book in

.

and

Small,

Book, exten.
,

Turkey Gilt,

usages in church-building. Ii 18 published by anthorwy
of the General Conference. 20 cents; poss

7 fees, only $15 a year. Board,$2 to
&
Room. 40 to 75 cents a week. Schol-

Jor

those

FOR THE PERMANENT CURE OF
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Meservey,

the Northwest.

students
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peated it over and over again, and {ried
to get it into the war and woof of the mind,

B.

-

Therough

tures of the

like

the remark, committed it to memory,

A.

ology, Homiletics and Church History.

The Simplest, Cheapest
®*sirongest and most ‘brilliant
Dyesever made. Cel cent
£! e will color eo
ver sold, 23
or
4 brio oriancy article.

the flame of a meteor, shines only when
his motion continues.
The moments of
rest and obscurity are the same.” I copied

held

particulars,
:
Principal.

drnIcs, $1. LIQUID OR DRY, SOLD BY DRUGGISTS,
WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO.
Can be sent by mail,
Burlington, Vi

Nearly forty years ago, I stumbled
¢ The
upon this sentence by Ferguson:
around him,

each.

Scriptures,
cal

a= BR.DIAMOND
DYES.

rebukes idle gossip and malignant slander,
and fills the public ear, memory, and
heart with all sweet sounds, beautiful
images and trusts, good-will and charity.
— Watch- Tower.

further

Admits both sexes.
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There

fillof Mie worst forms of this terriblo disease

' 0 have been quickly relieved,

thirteen

December

INSTITUTION .—New Hiamp-

Rev.

Theological
:

THOUSANDS OF CASES

tian conversation lights up the social circle with peace and joy.
It precludes or

lustre which man casts

aviv

giving

Ponly the victims
of Rheumatism can

played all the day long. Ili-tempered
words stir harsh discords in hedrts of
patents, children, and servants alike.
Christian conversation in the family is
better than piano, harp, or vocal music
to fill the home and heart with cheerful
gentiments and charitable feelings: Chris-

or

8)

1,25;

The Treatise
containg a brief statemeni

Eysic $12 and Painting $12 a term.
For Latalogue address,
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.

8 it is for all discascs of the KIDNEY.
LIVER AND BOWELS.

are

H.

term

begins

Hymn

book, in

Gilt,

Payment

time expires;

The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
give the rise and progress of this body
Christians in New York, till ‘the {ime of
union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.

28th, 1882. Expenses
school in New Eng-

FRISBEE,

Large

Morocco

detail, the early evénts

Scientific, Theological, Commercial, PreMusic and Art
Departments.
Elective

A

i

RHEUMATISM

tributes to their peaceful temper and
manners. Christian conversation in the
household is like tuning an instrument on

»4”

Rl

v.

“ue,

'KIDNEY-WORTi]

in any evil passion Kindles that passion to

N.

TILLSDALE
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ws:

DOWNS’ ELIXIR.

he puts ‘‘ away anger, wrath, strife, and
all uncharitable judgments.”
Speaking

the most delightful harmonies

§

HESRY, JOUNSOX & LORD, Props., Burlington, Vt.

scrupulously maintaining it. In careful
regime of his thoughts and expressions,

¥.

used.

- history.

A.

Winter term begins November 21, 1881. Spring
term begins February 6, 1832. Summer term begins April 24, 1882. Send for Catalogue to
REV. A.B. MESERVEY, Principal.
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each
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when

TERMS; $1,50 for single copy, $1,20 for the suply of churches. Postage, 10 cts. Abridged book,
5 and 60 cents. Postage 7 cts.
;
The Racred Melody
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings,
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cents; postage, 2 oénis. °
a
The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century or our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with censiderable

teacher of Penmanship in the State. EXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms

full directions for cure of pulmonary diseases.
Price 35 cts., 50 cts., and $1.00 per bottle.
"SOLD EVERYWHERE.

conversation by its retlex influence improves the temper and character of those

which
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catalogue,
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©

2 system.

each,
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worship,but ir often used in churches.

the Institution 18 the best commercial college in.
New England.
Telegraphy
a specialty.
Best
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thread,

Pp Oot ign.

ton,

is not incurable, if properly attended to.—
©
ption,at its com:
t, is but a
#2 slight irritation of the membrane which covers I'T8
= the Lungs; then an inflamation, when the
cough is more ubservable, but rather dry; then >€

out

Winter

for $5.00.

This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
offered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public. The abridged
edition is a selection of just one-half of the hymns
and more than hall of the tunes found in Lhe
larger book. and is for the vestry and social

School.

principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with

-

the

is meted

terms

EW HAMPTON

n duly administered its efficacy has been oOo
invariably manifested, convincing the most incredulous that
.
.

path I tread is ruled by a

—

“ Let

{iting me

three

land.
For
Send to

©

’

thi -

olny»

And foe

;

of

weeks in length.

nd Langs. In all cases where this Elixir has =

tad

Do:

of J. F. FRISBEE,

13. Summer
term, March
are as low as in any similar

and every species of oppression of the Chest

not having spot or wrinkle, or any such
thing ;” but that it" should be holy and
without blemish.”
And I kno «

years,

Influenza, Spitting Blood, Bronghitis,

church,

“I know the hand that is gliding me through

of

Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Catarrh,
Croup, Asthma, Pleurisy, Hoarseness,

Church, must be washed and made white
in the blood of the Lamb, *‘ that he might
present it to

result

Series, for both

address

Postage 9 cents each.
fosiage 4 cevts.
ipiriteat Songs:

city, and adjacent to Bates College, itoffers advantages superior to those of any School in the
State. The Course of Study-exténds over three

many years’ close study, in order to discover
tho cause, the symptoms, and the cure—viz:

of the

sively

ce,

B, and J. F. PARSONS, A. B., with competent
assistants.
Situated in the suberbs of a thriving

Fra

one

in advance.
Discontinued
Sample copies sent free.
The Psatmody
is the denominational

Maine.

Under the management

is valuable medicine is purely vegetable:

the

Latin

Lewiston,

,

thd discovery of which was

bé incomplete if that place were not filled?
4)
There is another point of similarity;
each thread is bleached thoroughly white
before being re-dyed for the shawl; and
we also, before becoming

ELIXIR
5

not.try to remember also, that though our
place in the work may be a small one,
the great fabric, the Church of God would

Nichols

Vegetable Balsamic

)

International

100 copiesto

FE dwcational.

DOWNS’ ELIXIR

3

and children, are printed monthly.at the ras of

A= A box of Dr. Warren’s Wild Cherry and
Sarsaparilla Troches sent by mail for 25 cents.
Address AMERICAN MEDICINE Co., Manchester,
N.H. For sale by leading druggists.
Geo. C.
Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents.

but the comparatively trifling outlay of 50'CrNTs, and every

The pieces are all so beautifully joined

church,

:

pages, in ts

Papers

of the

ver, N. J.

A trial entails

one suffering with pain can have clieap and positive proof of

forms a complete bit of the pattern;-and
the right side, being the under one on the
frame on which it is woven,is not seen by
the weaver until the piece is finished.

Lesson

now we

Hp

D. D. BISHOP, rector of St. John’s

No Preparation on earth equals St. JACOBS OIL a8 & SAFE,

of hun-

dreds of pieces, some so small

Faithfully yours,

£ eigh
paperof eight

8. S. Quarterly.
:
_ This Magazine of 32 pages, contains the Inter.
national lessons
foi inrce months, diction.
.
maps and various other helps. It is intended
be equal bo \lie best.
BMs : 15 cents per copy in packages for the
year, or 20 cents to single stibscribers. 5 cents for
one Copy.
5

of the-

all want more of them. I sincerely believe them
to be of the utmost value to those affected in any
way by temporary difficulties with the vocal organs, or more seriously afflicted by that most provoking annoyance, the catarrhal engorgement of
the mucous membrane.
7

LL OTHER i

— Archbishop Trench.

instead

on them is unanimous in their favor, and

ARD

i

That this is blessing, this is life.

but ‘to

know of your intended absence,
2. To gather and keep a class about
| you—not merely to teach those who hgppen to be present. You can easily enough
gather a class by a word of invitation to
the boys and girls playing about your
streets, .who do not go to any school,
You can only keep a class by making
them feel, both in the school and out of
school, that you are interested in them.
.Greet theni’ with kind words whenever
you meet them. Hunt them up as soon
as they become irregular in attendance.

sonal indulgences. To be the thing com-

"mough to be felt.

unto,

1. To be in your place every Sunday
Luke 9:
at least five minutes before the time for
discourse school to begin; or have an approved
given imsubstitute there in case of necessary
lesson, “ | absence.
If you cannot provide a sub-

the

TOOTH, EAR

Despite of all which seems at strife
With blessing,
all with curses rife—

of ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE LIFEOF THE
‘He
:
OHRISTIAN,

Bay tist Teacher.

I. The true disciple. There are many
who like to be reckoned as disciples of

3

ministered

Semmestl Af A

follower of

“ 5

This firm faith never to forego—

practices.

minister; and to give his life'a ransom

‘

here recorded seems to have been
mediately after the events of the last

And one thing farther make him know—
That to believe these things are 80,

for many.” -And unless we have ‘the only an eighth of an inch square, ‘others
sizes, none larger than'a square
spirit of Christ, we are none ot his."— oftvarious
half yard.
Each piece, even the smallest,

Notes and Hints.

come 8 humble

Romanist

sight in Christly self-forgetfulness.

—

short

than keeping

day

Star,

Sample conies sent free.

"with singing, so much easier than usual, that I

It means the leaving
6T self clear out

:

Link.—The

deal more

thing far different from the bodily morti-

Ashamed of Christ.

Connecting

FEET

The winning of that final bliss,

Lent, or abstinence from meat on Fridays, or doing disagreeable things just
because they “are disagreeable, or refraining [rom doing enjoyable things in the
hope of pleasing God, It means some-

>

Parallel passages, Matt, 16: 24—28;
23-27.

have

customary Monday: throat and chest lameness.
For the nextjchoir rehearsal I distributed the
troches to the members of the choir for the purpose of having them compared with such pastiles
or confections as they had used. The verdict up-

by, which shall in no ‘wise taste of death, ‘came not to be
till they see the kingdom of God come with

Losing the soul,

who

And that in it we live and move.

life

with the holy angels.

. Saving life.

those

means a great

deny

9 And he said unto them, Verily I say unto
you, There be some here of them that stand

Torics—The true disciple.

the worst season for

follow

ashamed

power.

at

was actually better the next

and of my words in this adulterous
Father

just

Mornin

* 1s a large rcligious

daily and exhausting vocal labors, It found me
with the regular breaking-up-of-winter throat,
hoarseness, and something of a cold on the Jungs.
Imsed them for one Sunday myself, getting
through. three services, including Sunday-school

Who will not count it true’that Love,

sinful generation, the Son of man also shall
be ashamed of him, when he vometh in the

glory of his

“SPRATNS

for circulars to

C.. CHASE,A. M.; Principal; Lee, Athens
Ohio.
;
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fifty-third. volume.
It is able, literary and progressive.
All
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N.H.
i"
d celoth
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if
8
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aid Pola, sty pA
first thirty days, and $2.50 if not.
:
Postage is paid by the pubtisber,
The Little Star aud Myrtle
are Sabbath-school papers, printed aiternsid
weeks, on superior
paper,
beautifully illustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is’ for an oldey class of reaeers’ than the
MYRTLE.
;
5
Terms: single copy, each, =
8 cents.
Packages of Len or more to one address, each, 25 cents ©
Payment always in adVance, discontinued when
time expires, and nc commission allowed on mop.
ey sent.

Wild Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches came to

me

a

The

stimulaation of

Blessing, not cursing, rules above,

save his

shall be

QUINSY,

TWOOD INSTITUTE. —Send
.,

Freewill
|
Baptist
ptist Publication
Publications.

the membrane, is felt in every training school and
and musical conservatory to be a great desideratum. All preparations for that purpose shouldbe
tried by those tests and qualities.
Your box of

SWELLINGS

FROSTED

of

must deny himself. And to deny himself

37 the whole world, and forfeit his life? For
whut should a maa give in exchange for his
For

+ causing a temporary relaxation or

IESORE THROAT,

And, ere thou leave him, say thou this,

4

and

lower of Christ; and to follow Christ, one

with

shall lose it; ard whosoever shall lose his
life for my sake and the gospel’s shall save
36 it. For what doth it profit a man, to gain

38 life?

OF THE

Yet one word more’; they only miss

training

If" uny

cross, and

would

Henson.)

the

Students
will be conveyed, free. of

.charge, to and frcm the depotat Waterbu
the beginning and cluse, of each term on a Hien
tion:
Address Rev. 8. D. Church; at
aterbury, or the Pfincipal, Miss Lizzie Colley.

throats, my own and other people’s. | A troche that
has a curative mstead of a palliative effect, that
releases the
voice and restores the impaired
elasticity of the vocal cords by relieving the swollen and overeharged glands instead of merely |

CHEST,

i

n the State.

H.:—

choirs, etc., I have some knowledge of voices

SORENESS

cast,

N.

As an elocutionist, and

with considerable experience in

cou,

Shall meet, our perilous voyage past,
All in our Faiber’s home at last.

;

Following Christ. A Christian is not a
mere ‘‘ professor of religion,” but a fol-

34 And he called unto him the multitude
piv disciples,

GLEANINGS.
(From Rev. Dr. .P. S.

MARK 8: 34-38; 9: 1.
( Revised Version.)

And we, on divers shores now

Manchester;

which they are employed.

BACKACHE,

|

Co.,

you that they fully accomplish the purposes for

. LUMBAGO,

Yet, if we will one Guide obey,
The dreariest path, the darkest way
Shall issue out in heavenly day.

—Ore

a

§ SCIATICA,

A dreary labyrinth may thread,
Through dark ways underground be led :

Courses of Study.—College .
Pre
TY
- Classical, Englich,
mercial. Spi
attention given to those preparing to teach,
ExJoss low, The beet
Commercial Department.

ST. JOHN'S RECTORY,
DOVER, N. J., March 15, 1882.
Medicine

Wa
EMIX,NARY, » Waterbury

MOUNTAIN
REEN
Center, Vermont.

G

While I never wrote a recommendation of any
sort of prepared medicine and do not like the
practice, still in the case of Dr. Warren’s wild
Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches I ought to tell

il NEURALGIA,

im

That weary deserts we may tread,

obi

41. The polit of soul-saving.
III. The coming of the kingdom of God.

after me, let him deny himself, and take
up his cross yand follow me.”—Mark 8: 34,

.
American

And auguish, all are shadows vain ;
* That death itself shall not remain;

=

:

REMEDY

That doubt and trouble, far and pain

TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY.
“1.” The conditions of discipleship.

will come

TEXT.—“ Whosoever

GoLpEN

III.

John 8: 12—20.

¥ GREAT GERMAN

Under a canopy of love,
- As broad as the blue sky above;

or)

fits

Interesting to Singers, Pubiic Speakers,
and Those Troubled with Catarrhal
Affections.
ou wine

:

That he, and all men move

A religion that costs no self-denial

Following Christ. Mark 8: 31-38, 9: 1.
Matthew?’s account. Matt. 16: 21-28.
Following Christ rewarded. Luke 18:18—30,

TaD ;

To the first man thou mayest mest
In lane, highway, or open street—

If we wish to be Christ's disciples

we must will to be...

‘DAILY READINGS."

Following earnestly.
Follow as ye receive.
. Following rewarded,

* I say to thee, do thou repeat ~

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
I,

—

J = qT

THE KINGDOM OF GOD.

their con-

stant displeasure than to fail. in loyalty to"
‘| him who hath redeemed us and given us
:
T the hope of salvation.

FOLLOWING ‘CHRIST. -

T

- Selections,

and so forfeit claim to his acknowledgement at the court of heaven.
Better be disowned
by all earthly

-
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: for
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Baptist: body, of which the Watchman is
‘so able and courteous an organ.
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« DON'T” fail to read Mrs. West's article on
our second page; and then ‘turn “ reflector.”
__-As a rule, we do nof: think itwwell to publish controversial articles,-especially if they
are at variance with the beautiful Christian

in the kindest

ideal of two friends discussing

spirit

°
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”

benefit in the elucidation of

for mutual

truth.——The

important

first number-of

the

of 1500 years,

Into this period

whose record is contdin>d in the pages of’

the Old Testament

prephets

historians,
for

and poets, we must look

information

of the nature and spirit of the Sabbath as
:
kept by the Jews.
#1
An analysis of the Jewish conception of
the Sabbath gives us three distinct ideas
as to its object. In the first place, the
Sabbath was observed as a joyful celepra-

tion of the Creation.

Inthe

Ex. 20: 11."

second place it was a day of special worship. The morning and evening sacrifices were doubled, and the shew-bread.
Thirdly,
was renewed in the holy place.
the Sabbath was a day of rest. ‘And
God rested the seventh day from all the

"Morning Star was issued fifty-six years ago
jas Thursday.——The work of clearing away
work which he had made”—*“indicating,”
1he ruins of the Washington St. church is pro|
ing.
it is well expressed, ‘the universal
as
rebuild
ceeding, and plans are being laid for
need of refreshing rest.” ‘The very word
The many expressions of sympathy which
have been received, both in Daver and from
Sabbath itself means cessation from labor,
outside, have greatly cheered Brother Chase
2
Te
rest. Ex.20: 10. ....
and his people. What good thing, after all,
s
Old
the
in
which,
with
emphasi
The
does God mean for us in this calamity? is the
nce
:
nt,
Sabbath
the
of
observa
the
Testame
trustful
ul,
earnest query. of, many a prayerf
is enforced by both precept and penalty
heart.——Preparations are rapidly proceeding

for eur great denominational family gathering

at Ocean Park during the month of August.
The programme will be published soon.

How truly has it been said that he who
has slight thoughts of sin has, also, no
great thoughts of God. ‘Whoso loves God
must hate sin. The two emotions are viRadically
tally, inseparably connected.
they are the same.

Robert Hall once acutely and truly
said, ‘When a man is opposed to Chris; tianity, it is because Christianity is opposed to him.” There may be exceptions,

It deeply impresses and
is remarkable.
awes the mind. See Ex. 20: 8-11. AlSuch is
so, chapter 16, and 31: 13—15.
the language with which Moses, under
God, enforced regard for the Sabbath.

with |

Placed on the tables of stone, along

the prohibition of idolatry, profanity,
murder, adultery, and covetousness,—
the law of the Sabbath was made not a
whit less binding than

these

laws,

other

and its infringement was threatened with
the most terrible penalties.
| During the life of Moses, and of Joshua
but they are exceedingly rare. Your infl. his successor, we have reason to believe
del is usually a person who resents the op- that the people kept the Sabbath with a
position ‘of Christianity to that in his na- fair degree of fidelity.
But later, during
ture and life which Jesus came to rebuke’| the broken and disorderly period of the
and destroy. It is better to submit and Judges, they grew unfaithful, idolatrous,
surrender the evil, and make

of Christ oar

Saviour.
¢‘I should have been a devil,”
said Mr. Hall, ¢ without Christianity.”

and suffered, in consequence, a series

of

humiliating captivities to the nations
around them. And still later, after the
golden period from the time of Samuel to

not in social

visits,

which

no

quently, in all matters of civil

pertaining
has a right
required to
the former
necessitate

and,

conscien-

life

the sake of securing and retaining a certain kind of popularity.” As a whole, it
‘was pronounced of the system that it is
‘injurious both to, the ministers and to

the people, and ought neither to be yielded to by the one, mor demanded by the
other.”
dC
ee
That there is force in the views thus expressed, we fully believe. No doubt
there is such a thing as overdoing the
work of pastoral calls. There is no good
system, in the church or out of it, that
may not be so worked as to do more

(ap-

Caledonia,

lows: For the
peal, 606.” -

favor

of

a majority

of

in

against

repeal, 616;
%
:

yet hdd a strong and capable expositor of
Romish

house to catechise the children, than it is

not pay much attention to it because
will never dominate this republic, is

rejoice that justice

re-

the

vindicated,

gun policy has failed; the counting-out policy
is likewise doomed.

been

The problem of elevating the freedmen to
the high plane of istelligent citizenship is still

poorly represented, timid, and rather ask-

one of the gravest questions for the statesman-

ing toleration than influence. Butit has
passed oiit of that stage.” *‘That we need

ship of this

system

has

generation

to

solve.

The

tion that it must be

it
an

a

long

process

whereby

they shall
be fitted and furnished for all the duties and immunities of independent hein
In view of such facts, all: philanthropists may
rejoice that the sagacious statesmanship and

princely generosity of Mr. John F. Slater, the:
*‘richest man in Connecticut,” are both contributing, in no slight measure, towards the
solution of this difficult and indeed dangerous
problem.
- The recent Encyclical Letter (Etsi Nos) of Leo
XIII. to the archbishops and bishopsof Italy

reveals the expectation of a restoration of the
temporal power of the pope, and indicates that
Catholies will no lenger hold themselves aloof
from the national elections. The pope ean
control ten thousand votes in Rome alone.
There is also to be a correction of deficiencies :

love and

tenderness for the

destitute of pastors, and. likely to be destitute

unless their difficulties can be settled, and they
become upited in support of the gospel.—y. y.

Anthony Hall.
ar

Sm—

Beingin frequent communication with Rey,

N. C. Brackett and others at Harper's Ferry,
West

Vi; I know

and

mission

among

the situation of our school

the lowly

there;

and

hence feel constrained to ask the friends of the

causeof Storer College, especially;to id our
agent,

Rev.

time, when

N.

C. Brackett, at this special

he so much

needs a few

hundreds

more to complete certain portionsof the building and meet certain claims that are made ups
on him at this time. Please do it immediately

that the workmen may not be dismissed for
want of the means to keep them at work; and

that certain unfinished jobs may be completed:
before the Avaiveraars ob the school and the
dedication of the Hall, the last of this month,
Please help just now,
A. H. MORRELL,

Soliciting Agent.

© Chepachet,R. 1., May 11.

if

P. 8. Send to me, Chepachet,R. I., or directly to Rev. N. C. Brackett, Harper's Ferry,
W.Va:
4
A HM
OBO
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Maine Oentral Institute,

peor

blacks were sunk to such a depth of degrada-

amplest consideration to his conscientious
convictions ; itis another to be blind to the

lates to the proper division of his limited
time, and the proper expenditure of his

length

though only one Democratic. representative
had the courage of his convictions and dared to
vote for Mr. Lynch's admittance.
The shot-

to-day. So far as the:system now exceeds
thelimits of necessity, it is degenerate, a egregious mistake. A long way on this
consunier of time and strength that could ‘side of ruling, it may obstruct, retard,
and should be more profitable employed. and injure. Poising itself between two
And yet, we affirm that true pastoral vis- great parties in the State, and unfettered
iting, wisely limited and judiciously eon- by any but its religious pledges, it can
ducted, is as necessary as any part of a exact and secure concessions in its. own
minister's work: No wise pastor will be interests, and to the damage of the repubblind to the fact that the work of saving lic.” “It is thought, indeed, illiberal to
souls, and helping them, is very largely have strong convictions on a topic of this
a _ personal, face-to-face, hand-to-hand
nature; but it is one thing to afford the
work. One of the hardest questions a fallest rights to every citizen, and ‘the
re-

Is at

of prudence, and

May

one Presbytery, with an aggregate vote of
the ministers and elders in Presbyteries as fol

of

important and indispensable a hundred

which

making

the repeal of the law,

years ago, and less, before prayer-meetings were so commen, before Sundayschools were everywhere established and
when ministers had to go from house to

minister has to settle, is that

Tuesday,

on

by voting
2d, decided the question

their calls during the week, than they country, and also throughout the world.
We quote in closing, without, however,
could do good by their excellent sermons
on the Sabbath.
:
: any special indorsement, the following
The system of regular and frequent utterances of Dr. John Hall, delivered a
pastoral visitation was no doubt more few years ago.
‘ This continent has. net
The

It might pe.

cause of Christ and of souls. Especially might
he do a good work amoung churches which are

the

says

Presbytery,

This

N. Y.

Observer, * at its meeting

Again, “ required to listen’ is a judicious
wording for which, when circumstances
favor, * compelled to obey” may be readily substituted.
2

views.

to go through the churches, and * setin order

the things that are wanting,”

the Presbytery of

cision of the question upon

the Catholic church in this matter. We
do not attempt to say how far she is
The House of Representatives has unseated
wrong. We simply recognize and point Gen. Chalmers of the celebrated ¢ shoe-string”
out an inconsistency between the Ameri: distriet of Mississippi and given the seat to
can idea and Catholic teaching. We Mr. Lynch, the colored contestant. Mr. Lynch
shall endeavor to keep our readers in- bad an undoubted majority of the votes, but
several thousand of the ballots cast for him
formed, as our duty requires, of the sta- were thrown out by the canvassers on a mere
tus and prospects, so far as we can deter- technical quibble, and the certificate given to
mine them, of the Catholic church in this Gen. Chalmers. ‘All fair-minded men must

harm than good. We have heard of ministérs who-frequently did more hurt by

co,

missioner, with the authority of some hong
sible body, so as to inspire confidence in him;

‘quire a mau of raregifts. He should be a mp
The United Presbyterians of this country of large faith, of buoyant Lope, of prevailing
are getting over their prejudice against the prayer, of much knowledge of men and things

to faith and morals) the priest
to speak and the people are use of organs and other musical instruments
listen.” We can not see why «in public worship. Recently, a motion for
the law forbidding their use was
part of this sentence does not. the repeal of
A tie vote
by a bare majority.
carried
a broader application of the among the other Presbyteries threw the de-

We do not now criticise the position

There is 8 demand for an inspectoror

to

remains are found on the bills of Scotland.
Thus is confirmed the theory that the British
Isles were once covered with glacial ice.

principle than is made in thé words
which we have inclosed in parenthesis.

tious minister will resort to merely’ for

obliged

was

upon which the ill-fated crew

lerpreter of the law of God, and, conse-

toral calls are upon thé old and infirm
who cannot go to church, or upon those
in degp trouble and in special need of religious consolation. All true pastoral influence takes its rise in the over-shadowing powers of pastoral preaching, and

mutual “bitterness and strife, weakening their

covered

subsist in part, was the “floe rat,” whose fossil

under the direction of the church, the in-

connected with it. The true sort of pas-

the Sabbath, we looked back from Sinai
to the Creation; continuing the subject,
we now look forward from Sinai to Cal-

deep and the bottom of the ocean was

an

4

with blue mud and shale. _ It is interesting to’ own interest as a church, and bringing dishoy,
* Govern-"_ | know
y
a
:
that the seal most frequently found, and or to the cause, « .

following:

God, and the priest is the guardian

tion, and the confidences and familiarities

to

the

4

}

oA

ments and states and the relation of citizen
to citizen must be founded on the law of

resulted from this sortof pastoral visita-

THE SABBATH OF THE JEWS.
In an editorial last week, relating

vary.

utterance as

such

of

understand the implications

dences, as ministers. In-nine cases out
of ten, the shame and scandal which
have laid at the doors: of ministers have

tw

The threatenings for Maine Central Institute
are of a most serious nature. Its chances for

survival are few indeed. No more jsouey will
be paid in there until it is certain that every
dollar of indebtedness will be paid.

must
closed
ought,
pay.

The debt

now."be paid or the school must be
out. It has ulready run longer than it
if we lack ability and disposition to
The door for safety is mot quite shut.

Indifference and

a very

little time more will

close the school forever.

The agent will hot

pay a dollar until be is sure that the friends of
the school will meet the debt promptly and
cheerfully. There must
mediate death.
There

be
sh

ain life or imbe no loss of

money contributed, if the debt is not paid.
Complete payment

must come.

KINGSBURY

BACHELDER.

tenets and tendencies of a system which is, among the parochial ¢lergy, and more Fo be
and cannot help being,a political corporis- attempted than ever beforein the ling. of perthe death of Solomon, after the division
people.can make comparatively easy for ‘tion hardly less than a religion,;and which riodical literature, daily papers, &c. Pope
of the nation, when the people again and
[We invite the sending from all our churches of
him, if they will, though the work itself has already enough of organization and Leo evidently means to despise no longer the items
for this department of news. These items
again, through strange perversity, fell inuse of methods that- are in accord with the
must be accompanied by che addresses of the writbe hard ; or, they can make it so difficult force to make it the interest of politicians
to idolgiry
and
neglect of the Sabbath,
ers, nt necessarily for publication, and should
structure
of
modern
society.
:
a8 to burden his mind at times almost be- in our great centers to securé iis pat
reach this office before Saturday night in order to
most.
Our friend Zeal undertakes many
i emmeiriraio
th
ererepeatedly visited with chastiseget into the yo issue of
the Star. We, of
yound endurance.
They who make such ronage.”
things; he listens to all calls; he turns
The
American
Bible
Society
held
its
sixty.
course, reserve the right to condense, and to reject,
ment, desolation sud death. In those things hard for a pastor are mot always |
when
for
any
reason
it
shall
386th
welt to do so,
sixth annual meeting in New York, May 11.
this way and that, and rapidly darts and
matter thus furnished. |
days, the prophets Isaiah and Jeremiah the tault-finders ; they are chiefly, perhaps,
'!
NOTES.
The report makes no mention of the recent
spins, with arms extended to embrace ev5
lifted fearless and warning voices that
A recent numberof the Independent eon- trouble with thg Connecticut Bible Society
-those who so far lack adherenee to prinery opportunity.
At the feast of life’s su.
Maine.
were clarion notes amid the turbalent
preme banquet, he must, forsooth, swalciple and duty in church attendance and tained the foflowing: *‘ Baptists can Téirly There seems to have been, during the last ' We learn from the Lewiston Journal that
raise against Congregationalists the charge of year, a large falling off from the receipts of “all there was a baptism at the Court Street [Au_fow every dish, simply because all are at | recklessness of the times, enforcing the
work, as to fall into negligence and apathy
You
use in
With
much.
which

desire to be of the greatest possible
the world. It is a noble ambition.
it, you can scarcely fail of doing
© But there are two ways into
men go, seeking to accomplish the

hand and he is invited.
Wisdom,

partakes

of

‘Our other friend,
but

few

dishes, and

‘observance of the Sabbath with alters
promises and threatenings.

19—27.

Jeremiah 177.

Bat the people were often d¢

those the ones that best agree with him.
There are opportunities. which, distinct
from all others, are his; he knows them

and stony-hearted,

when he sees them, and recognizes no oth-

ishment truly typified by the fate of

ers, however much they are pressed upon
his notice by injudicious advisers.
He un-

man who, back in the

dertakes

of his duty and of God,

but

few

things,

but.

puts

his

and put themselves:
pun- |
again and again under the rod of
that

wilderness, in

days of Moses, being found

the

in contempt

gathering sticks

whole strength into the doing of them,
and goes straight for the final achieve-

on the Sabbath day, was, by divine command, stoned without the camp by the
ment, as an arrow to its mark. Do you whole congregation until -he died. The
wish to behold the deepest consecration prophet Ezekiel, in his day, did not hesiproducing the highest.results? Consider: tate to ‘declare that Sabbath-breaking was
the way of Wisdom, who will dare refuse
the capital sin of the nation: just there
to do one thing, however proper and good
their turnings from Jehovah began, and
"in itself, when he knows that his talent,
tact, strength, and daty, elect for him an- from that sin they went on and on into

other.
sizes

All our Protestant
the

Weaklings,

autonomy

of

mayhap,

must

faith emphathe individual.
be upheld

and

allthe gehenna

20: 12—26.
After

the

of their woes.

restoration

of

Ezekiel

=

the

pushed, but no well poised mind that is at-through the clemency of Cyrus
once thoughtful,
and devout.

ambitious,

conscientious

sian, and the

Ezra and

The Watchman has learned that a Congregational
Association in New
York
State receives to its membership ¢ Free-

heroic

Nehemiah,

the Per-

missionary
the

Jews

zeal of

latter,

in

his

work of upbuilding at Jerusalem his wellemphasis, as among the first necessities,
of the hour, upon a reverential and scru-

will” Baptist ministers, * with the under-- pulous observance of the Sabbath.

standing

that they retain their principles

as to baptism.”

-Yes, and more,

as we un-

derstand it. They remain immersionists;
they still hold to believers’ baptism as opposed to infant sprinkling (*‘pedo-rhantism”);

and

do

they. not

also remain ther-

ough Arminians in theology?
We so understand it. Now, then, if Congregationalists are ready to welcome Free (With or
without the ¢* will”) Baptists to membership in their denominational organizations,
what
shall
we
Watchman, ** This seems

sensible.”

We

say?
Says
to us sound

think so, too.

Any

the
and

body

of Christians that can so far indorse and
aceept Free Baptist principles as .to.do

/

io.

IS THERE ANY DANGER?
The Christian world, viewed ecclesiastically, presents two huge forms which,

the

by

these

powers

tive positions on the subject.
of baptism?

prompted

¢¢ clenched antagonisms’” between monarchs and parliaments and peoples; and
through endless intrigues, by open and
fierce debates, and on fields drenched

He replied, ¢ Believers."

about their childrén? ‘They should not be
baptized; certainly, my children shall not be.’
«.But how in the case of such as desire to bring

their children for baptism? ~ ¢ If they cannot

profits of which

Dr.

Duryea

preached

him, until, under the favor of God which
is never withheld from an obedient peo-

ple, the nation was once more established
in something of prosperity and happiness.
Thenceforward for four hundred

years,

until the coming of Christ, the Sabbath
was kept by the Jews with the most
scrupulous care.
They
remembered;
they could not 1orget, how; in times past,
their nation, again and again, had been
scourged, scattered,
crushed,
through

respects,

however,

Jesus came, and for the\deeds

they

had

which

he

did on the 8eventh day was denounced by

the scribes as a Sabbath-breaker, the
Sabbath had become *‘burdened with
self-enforced severities and ridiculous
prohibitions,” and the hour was ripe for

the utterance, ‘The Sabbath was made
for man, and not man for the Sabbath.”

PASTORAL OALLS.

mainly

Home Mission

work,

that we may be

and intelligence and
religious or even

ed with blood the Era of the Reformation,

and there may be danger that a such base
mixture may again occur, to such an extent exceeding what we find to-day, as to
make possible vast and fearful tragedies.
We have not yet outlived the period of

wars and political assassinations. The only
peril, we believe; lies in permitting again

such a union of Church and State as clearly produced the dreadful scenes of the
seventeenth century. Protestants, as a
body, do not mean to allow such a

on either side of the Atlantic.

union

It has

no

existence in this country; and from Great
Britain,

and

also

the

continent,

al-

most every week brings some evidence
of the decay of ancient church establish-

Such

things

y

all

their

community
in

material

Christlike

extension, ‘ Freely

freely. give;”

not

nent infidel

be gen-

because

:

the

been published

England, during

the

Ohuroh News.

young preacher, who is supplying a pulpit not

far away, he remarked that the church and society were in perfect union and
harmony.
Not a discordant note was heard among them

in

handsome pamphlet form by his grateful people. It was delivered thelast Sabbath in March,
1 Cor. 15:58, and is & plain and forcible
from
appeal for steadfastness in devotion to the
manifold work and interests of the church.
In view of all that he bas been permitted to

fn all their church and society arrangements.
This struck me as something out of the com-

May God renew his health for future work.

this case as long as it lasted.

mon

order of things;

certainly so far as

my

ican Roman Catholic Bishops . contains
some things that go to convince us that
the precise position of the Roman church

was soon broken.
or
fires
On Tuesday, upon meeting on the street a
veteran minister, who by age and infirmity is
laid aside from active pastoral work, he informed me that he had just spent ten days in a

structions, pointingto a consistent Christian
life, were superficial. This would be the saddest news I could hear. But I am persuaded

neighboring town, endeavoring to settle an old

could believe the Catholic church at one
with Protestants in this matter.

But we

their ancestors ;” but it is not difficult
|

to

that the conversions were not real, that the ip-

But the charm

difficulty and division in the chureh there, and
hoped he had succeeded. If he has done this
better things of you.
. Brethren, pastors, who are about to leave thoroughly and finally, it is as good as a whole
year of ordinary pastoral service.
churches, is not this a proper thing to say?
The day following, Wednesday, I was consulted by another young preacher with respect
Herald reporter the story of the ** Jeannette,” to statedly supplying a certain church, but
gives some. scientific data which are of especial ‘learned that there were serious defections in
interest. The conclusion was reached by: the it that made it not the most promising field of
officers that the ** general motion of - the ice labor for one inexperienced in a service diffiwas due principally to the wind, and that the . cult enough at best. Possibly the average
of
these
three’ churches
is
resultant of the winds was from the south- condition
east.” It appears to have been the opinion of slightly worse than the average of all the
those who made observations, that the polar churches, but it is wonderful how many of
regions are covered by * an immense ice cap, them are in trouble, and consequently weak,
which seemed to have a slow general ‘move- | owing to Internal dissensions and divisions,
ment in the direction of the hands of a It is.marvelous how professed Christians will
watch.” The water was from 100 to 360. feet hold out from yedr ‘to year in the exercise of

Lieutenant Danenhower, in recounting to a

i

i

New Xiampshire.
Five young ladies were baptized, and receivs

ed into the F. B. church in Deerfield, Sabbath, May 7. Others will go forward soon.
“Sunday, May 7, thé pastor of the Laconia
F. B. church baptized three and received
them with eleven others into the church.
There are several others looking forward to
Vermont.

The Rev. R. H. Collins

fr p—y

7%

Putnam

Albany

:

has accepted a call

chureh.

He

entered

up-

church continues well united and is

water.”
to the

At the close, the church
water

side,

when

adjourned

several

were baptized by the pastor.

candidates

The day being

fine, » large crowd had assembled, who greet
ed the return of each candidate to the shore
with loud songs of praise.
2
.

** May

council consisting of Rev’s R. M.

are not permitted to do so.
The recent pastoral letter of the Fourth
Provincial (Cincinnati) Council of Amer-

and under the
We wish we

E. G.

Thomas is chairman of committee.

Ohio.

‘We quote his closing utterance.” ~~
My work is to be tried. If any shall fall
away,or lose their interest in the prosperity
of the church, simply because Iam no longer
pastor, it will show that my work was faulty;

with,
State.

to obtain a

them.

The Rev. T. E. Peden writes:

Last Monday, while I was conversing with a

The farewell discourse of the Rev. E. W.
Ricker, over six years pastor of ithe Broadway
Dover, has

in

Denomanational.

ye have
of

lecturers

past twenty years, have embraced Christianity.

hearts.

desert of the recipient, but because of our debt
to our God and our love for bis kingdom.

F. B. church in

to settle with

in the Free

It is said phat sixteen out of twenty - promi-

result of true mis-

Thert is the same principleof action for all
received,

The church at Sabattus desires

good minister

rejoicing in prosperity and accessions. May 7,
The number of fumilies reduced to poverty
the’church
was crowded, and both aisles filled
by the Russian cruelties aguinst the Jews is | with extra seats. The discourse was from the
thought to be not less than one hundred thou- words (Matt, 3:16.), * And Jesus, when he
sand.
:
was baptized, went up straightway out of the

from an abundance of wealth and culture con«
work of gospel

pastorate is in waiting for our brother.

on his labors there May 14.
New York.

force must

of

has carried,

Presbytery of Edinburgh, a motion for the dis-

erated for them, just as for the‘ most benighted, |
by the love

Rainy

experience in’ Dover, Bro. Ricker may well
say, * Our labor in the Lord is not in vain,”

ments in alliance
patronage of, the

is essentially unchanged from what it has

confi-

Spiritual

ble auspices. Already there are premonitions
of good. We believe a pleasant and successful

baptism, and more, it is hoped, are to follow.

Principal

and helplessly destitute spiritually as the inhabitants of Central Africa. Christ can be
sionary work.

with

commend to
zeal it indi-

unanimous request of the Cape Elizabeth
church to become its pastor. Bro. Remick
bas entered this important field under favors

to'the East

privileges

glorified in such only as the

of the “sta

Corres-

pondence may be had with Dex O. A. Melcher, Brunswick, Me.
!
%
The Rev. J. M. Remick has accepted the

to 15; while Dr. Kennedy, the Free church
Highland leader of the opposition, has been
defeated in the Synod of Ross.
Tn

a manor. a

exalted

one

We are pleased

cates.

resources and secular culture, while as truly

secrated

India,

the

a Thristian

obsérvation goes, and my correspondence is
not very limited in this line. It possibly may
be said of such churches as is often said of extraordinarily good children, “ They are not long
for this world!” Still, I determined to enjoy

A year or two ago, at a meeting of been for centuries. The letter recognizes
Our esteemed contemporary, however, Baptist clergymen, in the city of New and deplores the extentto which the spirit
says one other thing which calls for a sin- York, a vigorous attack was made upon of the nineteenth century is affecting
gle remark. “For an open communion the system of pastoral calls. It was de- many communicants of the Papal church,
Baptist body, like our Freewill Baptist clared that they .oflen *‘ degenerate into and gives evidence of opposition to the
brethren,to maintain a separate existence the indulgence of jugrained laziness and
republican doctrines of human equality
‘gees to us a needless sectarian division.”
‘and
absolute self-government by the’ peopropensity
to
gossip.”
+
Protestant
Well, we shall be glad, none more so, clergymen,”to give the views that were ple. Itis true that Leo XIII. has prowhen the time comesin which there will expressed and indorsed, ‘‘are not con- claimed that** people are not forbidden to
no longer be any neéd of our separate ex- fessors of the Romish order to be recipi- provide themselves with that kind of govistence. Meanwhile our combiaation of a entsof the follies or little sins of one or ernment which is most suitable - to their
free salvation with’ open communion and both of the sexes ; and lawyers and trades- genius or the institutions and customs of
is as peculiar to
men have just as much call to such

Hence,

possess

Helper,

to support

7, and

Brunswick.
This
church is ‘mow withouts
pastor, and they wish to secure some one to

establishment of the Scottish Kirk by a vote 27

taking

May

G. O. Wiggin of Bates Theological School
has closed his lsbors with the Ist church of

possess.

when

forces.

neutral,

I.,

Palasbani

go

the appearance of the paper, and
all our churches the missionary

helping

on Sunday,

five were received into the church.

are in no sense

influence,

moral

are in themselves

may

The

preacher at Palasbani,

a feeling in regard to

ed by the man of the world,

the

paper,

tions of our F. M. field.

those who are well able to help themselves,
are and this we hardly like to do. But a second
thought should lead us to consider that money

alloy of political ambitions mixed with the
remnants of religious fervor that crimson-

the

mis-

sionary

burn) F. B. church

settle with‘them as soon as possible.
longer in

The church at Georgiaville, R.

Lin a new age, and on fields both new and

And

/

No; President Arthur was no

This, we are informed, was the substance of
the examination on this poiat. He was unan-

imously accepted, and

less stern and

the

Rev.

" Thereis frequently

appoaching conflicts no

pro-

the

We are not alarmists, givento fearful
imaginings; and when men tell us that
and Protestantism

society

prosecute

J. T. Ward. pastor, has issued its annual

the sermon.”

Catholicism

The

to

be dissuaded, I should not object to a form of
consecration ; bu I should not call it baptism.’

with blood, have striven for the mastery.

old,

year,

‘or Christian charity, has urged this deplorable
measure! No great Congress ever
did
a
meaner thing. The common sense ot the na®
tion is outraged, and will give evidence of it
hereafter even more than now.

* How

trols them.

the Watchman, rather than differ.

us 88 is close communion to the larger

asked

pelled to'admit that it was

gone to the opposite egtreme; and when

baptism’

was

years.

next

veto mood, and the nation is in disgrace. The
national confession of littleness
“and weak‘ness made by the enactment of the Anti-Chinese Juw, is pitiable: What consideration of
national honor, or enlightened statesmanship,

by the council, “ Who are the proper subjects

‘charaéter from the one who possesses and con-

In some

' ‘believerss'

He

during

lars.

stalled, who took somewhat novel and suggbs-

important

have

But

tional minister, Mr. Clark, has just been in-

two

differences, and by many great events of
their majestic histories. For several cen-

taries

ism.

allow to be baptized.
But in the same Manchester which Mr. Leavell
has left, a Congrega-

in commen, are so far distinct as not to
be confounded. :. They represent twe vast
powers, fraternal by their birth, but es-

tranged and made hostile

fourth general supply of this country with the
Bible.
We
have not yet learned that the
Society is converted to a more liberal spirit
than it has manifested of ite, in some partien-

infant #4

of consecration for infants which they will not -

notwithstanding a certain spirit and many

traits and features possessed by

not aceept and practice

that matter is being very quietly
ttled in favor of liberty, by the passing over of Baptist
ministers, who do what. some distinguished
Baptist authorities have suggested : use a form

wars are not likely to recur, we are com-

sies of their fathers, had taught them.”

with

re-

for ‘previous

poses,

he, *‘ we will not buy it of them.” In
this spirit he toiled, and the people with

which, as a denomination, we stand are
inakiog in the world. The Watchman also
says, ‘We never could understand what

more rigid than the requirements In evidenceof a regenerate Christian character.
But no mere of this; we prefer to agree

:

ang

kinds

victuals, on the Sabbath day to sell,” said

over the progress which” the principles for

Lord’s Supper.” Nor could. we ever understand what semblance of reason there can
pe for making the terms of communion

r‘'monstrance.

coaxing

intolerance,if the latter are unwilling to fellowship churches and install pasters that shall

yet, while we affirm that purely religious

keep his holy Sabbath.
‘No doubt the
strictness of the better classes in the time
of Christ was a virtuous reaction from the
looseness of former times, brought about
by the dreadful lessons which the aposta-

than those of communion in the

.Of pastoral visitation,

the people of the land bring ware, or any | in history, we hesitate to believé'it.

what that New York Association has done | neglect to reverence God's sanctuary’ and

rigid

unless they are nnder the continual ‘spur

If momentous than those cf which we read

gives indisputable evidence of soundmess
and good sense. We regret that some
other bodies can not afford evidence of
equal soundness and breadth of Christian
fellowship.
We do not complain, however. We have abundant reason to feel easy

semblance of reason there can be for mak_ing the terms of church membership more.

Ministers and Churches.

limited strength. It is a question that his

7,8

Cloud, O.

H, Denny and T. E. Peden met with the brethren at Gilboa, Gallia Ca., to consider

the pro-

priety of organizing a F'. B..church, Twenty
baptized believers had united in asking recog:
nition, sixteen with letters ‘of dismission from
other churches, and four recent converts. The
council, thinking it for the best to organize
them into a church, proceeded as’ follows:
Sermon, prayer and charge to the church,

T. KE. Peden; Reading covenant, 0. HiDenny; Hand of fellowship, R. M. Cloud.
The church then elected clerk, deacons snd.

trustees,

also

Bro.

R. M, Cloud

pastor:

The outlook of this new organization is favor

able, but, like all other

points, the breth-

ren will have
to labor much

In humble faith

to insure ruccess,”

:

Michigan.
;
The Rev, W. De Puy has accepted a call 1

the church at Grand Ledge and entered on bis
labors May 17.

:

Rev. Mr. Shaw of Canads has been holding
meetings in the city of Lapeer, Lapeer C0
with good results. He has organized a F. B.

church of 16 members,
and 8 stand as cund®

dates for baptism—expect to be baptized May

14.~Several others are expected to unite With

the new church 00n.......The Rev. E. J:
Doyle has been unable to fill bis appointments

for 8 weeks, suffering with severe pains in the
bead, the result of over work. He is now

able to resume regular labors.

The Rev. Ira Allen writes: ‘* May 7, was 8
happy day for our people in Elste. After the

morning service, large concourse of people
repaired to the water to withess tbe baptism of
seven happy

converts, all headd of families,

the fruit of our

§
~

union meeting lasp winter.

a

——

THE MORNING STAR, MAY 17, 1882.
the pastor

gave to the

candidates the hand of fellowship.

A few oth-,

ers are to follow......The church of Middle
"bury bas disbanded und’tiken letters. Six of
the church
ie

EE,

-

(Kansas City Mail.)
:
!
Member of this Department relievedof Rheuma.
tism by the use of St. Jacobs Oil, says George W.
Wailing, Esq., Superintendent of Police, New
York, in one of our exchanges.

The Rev. J. H. Walrath writes:
¢ The"
Waupun churelj and society met at the par-

$117.40, makingin donations during the year,
thanks of their pastor and family are extended.

two

are well

sus-

jecial
dreds
aild-

Aid Society just organized; a good choir; and.
With |
current expenses for the year ull paid.
courage to undertake greater things for the

ately

year to come, the prospect for the little church,
so sadly disorganized one year ago, is to-day

cheering. The work is the Lord's and we ask
that the prayers of God's people may be con-

eted
1 the

sinued for us.”

onth,

The Rev 8. T. Dodge will begin meeting
at Woodlawn, Juve 17. The prayers of God's

Dr. Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer
of the age for all Nerve Diseases.

fiee.

:
:

He leaves a large

Twill be as successful as heretofore in winning
souls to Christ. The Rev. M. W. Spencer
expectedto tuke his place in Zorra.

y will
every
debt
it be
han it

on

@Quartexly
Massachusetts

to

is

Xeetings.
Association—Held

the Somerville church,

April 26, 27.

The

with

time

of

holding the session was changed from the third to

shut,
e will
Il hot
nds of

the fourth Wed,

in April, July,

Oct. and Jan.;

the name of this body
was changed from Mass.
4. to Mass. ‘Assoc sition; the following resolu:
Whereas, our denominational interests make it
rtant that we establish a vigorous church in

thé

city of Boston, and, whereas, our brethren are

*

that
{Au
, and

of the Minn. Y. M. Mission

school
ch of
out 8
ne

to

OrTesfelch-

d . the
zabeth
emick
AY OTH
itions
essful

free!

(6) That

in view of the

fact

that

a

Rev. E. D. Lewis,

into.

That

our

delegates

to

the

dissolution of that body as proposed
BR. I. &

Revs J. D. Waldron, J.

Mass.

Mariner,

C.

8.

M,

Rev. J.

H.

Perkins,

Ru.

Next session will be the fourth Wed.in Oct.

(Me.)—Held

church, March

17—19.-

business

dispatched

was

aconia
ceived
hurch.
rd to
low.
8 call
d up-

and is

fay 7,
filled

m

the

en he
of the
urned
lidates
being
greetshore

the

were

with

presence

Boyd, the State Mis, and F.
Vermont, who added muchto

H.
the

present.

harmony.

of Rev,

A few

W. Dixon, chairman.

Clerk.

G.

Salem (ind.)—Held its March session with the
Stone Station church.
Enjoyed the labors of
Rev. 8. D. Bates ‘of Marion, O. Opening sermon by Rev. M: C. Miner.
business was done in
much harmony: Some revivals were reported.

License ot
M. C. Miner renewed
one year.
Large attendance and good interest manifested
throughout the session,

Next ¥. M. located at Ridgeville, commencing
Friday, Sept. 22,
Next Q.
M. with the Salem charch, June 17, 18,
ASA PIERCE, Clerk.
Warren & Clark (0.)—Held with Clifton
Avenue courch in Springfield, Feb. 24-26,
Next

session

at

Pleasant

‘Giove

church

Clark Co., commencing Frijlay evening, May 26.
:
“6. JEREMIAM MILLS, Clerk.
Hocking

Valley

at the Jackson

(0.)—Held

in

its last session

school house, Friday

March

10,

it

beivg the arm of the Dover church. There was a
oad
interest in the Meeting, Reports from several churches.
Rex. T.
P. Taylor appointed
moderator.
Rev. Henry Fulton and Rev. Jas.
Glover were present.
Next session with the Dover chureh, Friday be.
fore the full moon in May.
JAMES GLOVER, Clerk.

Oakland (Mich.)~Held

Astor.

favor:
brethe
faith

all 10
on his

r

Co,

Highland

, ‘church, April 15. T e de'egation was not as large
as usual. Letters were read from
Commerce,
South Salem and Highland churches, The ses.
sion was a very profitable and
harmonious one,
The ou hasan entirely new staff of ministers,’

Rev, C, W. Dealtry settling with

the Commerce

church, Rev. Wm. Risner with the Green Oak and
and Rev. J. 8. Warren with the Highland church.
In consequence of the Y. M. being held within the
honnds 0 the Q. M. there will not be a July 8e8-

; Next session with the South Salem church, Oot.

68,

J. 8. WARREN, Clerk

I

olding

with the

.

the

Rev. 8. A,

.

Trtasurer of

M,, to whom

Sabbath.

C Ross—W N Ruberts—B F

There

Spencér is in‘the

F Snow A Tourtellot—L © Truetl—Mrs J Thayer’
D

H Templeton—W

F

Thayer—M

cox—A-

full

1H

Paine

be a

by N. Y., P. & O.

Boston

on

R.R.

will

with

Those coming

by C.

taine for West Mansfield.

at

J. B.

meeting, conducted

of

Mrs.

If at
A

0p i U

Patrons.

Sunday-school

oe
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and
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SALEM,

Treas.
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Del

R.

Conservatorio.

departments

and

GRAND

of mus cai art and
)

{armoniums

of

all

manufacture.

descriptions,

European

For

and

MEDAL,

SILVER

Their manufactures value this extraordinary distinction the
as

INTERNATIONAL

SO PRE-EMINENTLY

Improvements.

can '

an

by especial exhibition before the Ro

mendation from their Majesties
At all the great WORLD'S
have received the HIGHEST
such at any.
During
greater

ORGANS.

HAMLIN

more
The

Mason

a Court by CARLO

DUCCI

MUSICAL.

of the imporCOMPETIHamlin Organs were

because

highly

MUSICAL

|!
IN DUSTRIAL

&

of Rome, and

warm com-

neen.
the King an
INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITIONS for fourteen years these Organs
HONORS, being the only American Organs which have received
the year jut closed this company have introduced improvements of
value than in any similar period since the introduction of the Amerihet

Organ by them, twenty years since.

Elegant Styles

a

HOME

almost at your door.

st daring nds in
Fir
the World. Easy payments.

$480,

$570,

$840

and

900.

including, also, the most valuable of the recent improvements,

Popular
Styles. to all uses; public and private, in plain and elegant cases, are
$66, $72, $84, $00, $93,899, $103, $105 to $200 and up,
$557,

Easy Payments.

These organs are sold for cash or easy
rent pays for an organ.

payments, or will

and adapted
30,
at $32,

be rented until

Long time.

0. M. BARNE!), Lansing, Mich.

, wie
ol CRAKE:
A New Illustrated Catalogue, ‘asst HOSED SEE

THE

DINGEE

& CONARD

about organs.

BEAUTIFUL

EVER-BLOOMING

Low rate of interest. For terms,

address

CO'S

Certainly no onezshou
be se ut free to-an, ¥ one desiring them.
v circulars, w «
net price lists and
buy or rent any organ without having seen these circulars, which contain much useful information
MASON

INESS
0

AND IN!

WwW.

i

HAMLIN

ORGAN

AND

PIANO

YORK;

ANNUAL

table for immey post-office.

Ess

2 forg2;

10 for$
f- "i toal I.
oho fn slegant y illustrated
4, CONARD CO. Co., Pa.
Rose Growers, piNGE
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SALE

OVER

INrarrinLsif taken as

TONS.

its cost in the increase of yield.

It is rich in ammonia, bone

: Phiospijate of lime aud potash, Aland is_a complete manure,
Pam= suita) le for all crops. For sale by local agents.

& phlets with testimonials, directions for use and much valua~
ble information mailed free on application.

directed. No Fils afterpl

CLIDDEN

reatise and $2 trial bottlefreeto
firstday’suse,
expressage, end name,
fit patients,
they pay!

PO and. express address to Dr.

KLINE,931

Arch St. Philadelphia, Pa. Seeprincipal druggists.

uss.

350,000

All Farmers wishing to make their business a success, should
use this old and tried plant food. Itsuse pays better than
any other investment, giving a direct return of many times

IT : BRET
STOPPED FREE

FREE.

CO.,

149 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.

oice, all labeled, for LIE]
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|

&
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FRANK A. BROWN,

SHEET

ROSES
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FOR BLOOD, BRAINAND
NERVE

the brain or irritate

Organs

&
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154 Tremont St., BOSTON;

SUPERIOR
IN PHOSPHA' TES

PIPE

NARROW

and exare now received from their factories daily, surpassing m capacit
cellence anything which has before been produced, and certainly worthy
with the very finest musical instruments in the world. They are in cases of solid
to be¥ ranked
black walnut, mahogany, ash, ebonized, etc., at net cash prices, $240, $330, $360, $390,

you can

and TERMS

in in the various

including

THE

TION IN A COUNTRY

11b., postpaid

a farm when

LEAD
AND

being the only highest award in this department, was conferred upon the

honored

NEVER WASTE
renting

REED
INSTRUMENTS,
American,

tance of the occasion, especially

80c. 3; 81bs;, postpaid, 1.00,
$1.25
prepaid,
freight or express, not
o
C. each, extra,
be no hig $2 0 N ew bags
Ask your merchant for circular, Address,
® D. M. FERRY & cO., Detrolt, Mich

4

LEAD,

AND MANUFACTURERS

closed at Milan, was probably the MOST EXTRAORDIN
INSTRUMENTS, old and new, ever brought together; fully illustrating the great pro-

of super excelience attained

.

PRESS,

RUSSIAN

PURE WHITE

EXPOSITION
1881. _! AT THE GREAT ITALIAN MUSICAL
ARY COLLECTION OF

Recenay

MUSICA

Best in cultivation, 100 bu
per acre,
Hardy, proiific,

.

AND GRINDERS

After
gress which has been made and present high excellgnes.in this department of manufactures.
Sstending through a period of several
compatisons,
and
exhaustive
examinations,
tests
months, more than 250 Awards were-made of of medals and d Plomas, in recognition of degrees

bu,000 501d. 12 stylés. Hand and fool power. Price, from §3 up.
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Sotto 11 Patrocinio di 8, M. 1a Regina,

i Prints everything needed by Busiiess
kd Men, Churches, Sunday-Schools, &c.
and easy to work.
Any boy can manage it.

r time or money

By

Cards

Chromo

Pearl

and

NATIONAL

first order.
en, Conn.

) Send to J. W. Daughaday & Co.,
721 Chestnnt St., Riufadalphian ons
scent stamp and get by return mail a
handsome oity (40) page book called
HOW TO PRINT, which gives with
8 ahundred other things, cuts, descrip
7 tions and prices of
the celebrated

{
A

"SALEM LEAD COMPANY,

~ ESPOSIZIONE MUSICALE IN MILANO

& MORPHINE
EATI
Treatise on their
eedy cure SENT FREE. Dr.

MODEL
/
\V/
1. strong, rapid

Union,

Johnson
(Ky.)—Held
with
the
Concord
church, April 22,
Rev. G. R. Walker was
chosen moderator,
The attendance and interest
ry good. We earnestly desire the prayers
Quarterly Meeting Notices,
ren that we may so live and
work
_ that, under God, we shall be instrumental in
Oxford (iioh.) with the Bruce church, comreading the principles of our denomination
menciog Friday, id 26,
E. J. DOYLE.
all over Eastern Kentucky.
{1
Chautauqua (N.Y.) with the Hamlet church,
Next session with the Thom's Creek church,
commencing
Friday evening, June 2. Bev.J. L.
July 22, 23,
GRO. W. BUTLER, Clerk.
Higbee is to preach the opening
sermon.
The
clerks of the churches are requested to fill blanks
Genesee (Mich.)—Held with the church in for Register and return to clerk, also to collect Y.
,
Rich, April 21-23. Owing to bad roads and to M. tax und forward to clerk.
- W.U. EbpwARrDS, Clerk.
lack ot R. R.. communication: the attendance of
Tioga
Co.
(Pa.)
is
changed
from
Marsh
Creek
delegates was limited and many of the churches
to Delmar.
, C. HILLS, Clerk.
were not represented by letter or delegates. Bus
Adams & Washara
(Wis.) at West Plain.
ness meetings were harmonious.
e weather
field, June 2-4.
W. PHILLIPS, Clerk.
was fine and the meetings were well attended.
Cattaraugus (N.Y.) with the Eiton church,
Voted to put an evangelist
in the field the
commencing Friday, June 2, at 3 P. M.
coming year. Bro, Swailes, clerk of the Sanilac
EW 1ON C, MCKOON, Clerk.
. ML
gas with us, and reported the interest with
‘Weare (N. 1) at Manchester, Wed., May 31,
em
, but the fleld destitute of ministerial
at 1 P. M., Instead of Tuesday as usual, the Intler
help. I pray the Lord of the harvest will send
laborers into the. field there and also to us; for being Decoration day.
‘many of our churches are without pastors.
(219)
F. M, RICHARDS, Clerk.
As

Steel Plate

(half efich) name on, 10c. 14 packs $1.
Full particulars with
$50 given to best Agent.
Hav-

If there is no local

Ori
uA, P.O. Box 138,Chicago,il

AS
IN ===
I od
¢

Le

stimulant it quiets and soothes,
Sold by Grocers everywhere.

business, addresses, questiou-box by Rev. H. Canfield. Churches are requested to take and ftorward the annual collection of at least five cents:
pet resident member. Each church shall be en:
itledta one delegate’; if having
25 members, to
two delegates ; if Hf, to three, and one additional
delegate to each additional fifty members.—Art.. 2
of Constitution,
J.M.
BREWSTER, Clerk.
The Preachers’ Institute of the N. Y.& Penn.
Y. M. with the Chatham church, Tuesday 2 ¥. M,
June 8, Jroning sermon by Rev. G. R, Foster of
Odessa, N. Y.
R. R. fare either from Corning or
Elmira, N. Y. to Elkland, 80 cents, Persons coming by rail will find teams at Eikland to convey
them to the place of meeting, a distance of six
miles,
‘0, C. HILLS, Clerk.

AdDb hs

BIG CROP AGAIN IN 88}.

2t28eow

en, Conn.

3° HOW TO PRINT.

D. Patch, K. N. Fernald and others ; 3 1:4 , Sermon
by Rev. C. 8. Frost, followed by Communion ser.
of the

earlier and larger

Palazzo

S.

Ms Parkis ; 10, A880. business; 11,8ermon; 1 1-2 P.
M., Prayer-meeting,conducted by Rev. R. D. Frost;
2, Missionary meeting, with addresses by Rev’s O.

issued.
Babies

Most comical set ever
DY SET:
Old Folks laugh till they weep, the
“The

WKER FERTILIZER C

71-2,

E.

WARRANTS.

HiLL, Washington,.

«+ MINNESOTA, DAKOTA,
ano MONTANA.

'

—TheDAD=-

1,

stimulating as champagne, cannot
do better than to substitute chocos
Itisnot only nutri.
Ee lage at supper,
tious, but so far from being a nerve

by

DITSON & CO., Boston.

SCRAP BOOK CARDS

EW

i Also for sale STOCKBRIDGE MANURES.

lung

Burlingame, Rev.B. D. Peck and others. Thursday, 9 A. M., Prayer-meeting, conducted by Rev. J,

vice ; 71.2, Meeting

| liked by the farmers.

Those people who, like Sweden-

and business; 11,Aunnal Asso. sernion by Rev. A.
Lovejoy 3 11.2 P, M., Prayer-meeting, conducted by
Rev.
G. J. Abbott; 2,
Reading of letters from
churches, followed by Agsociation business; 3 1-2,

Woman's Missionary Meeting (or business;

OLIVER

20

borg, are apt to see visions *‘ after

Rev. W. A. Nealey. Wed.

FOR LAND

us GRAZING LANDS see ro ox
Northern Pacific R.R

Banner of Victory.

agent near you, send to us.

evidence is wanting.

coffee,” and

Mig. Co., 821 Cherry 5t., Phila., Pa.

dress Le

This new book is quite comprehensive, providing in A small space ample material for two years,

crop. Inthe Reportof the Mass. Inspector
|i
3 to
of Fertilizers, its valuation is from
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past
The
price..
same
the
which sell at
ear over 3000 tons were sold against 100 [jit i
tons three years ago, showing that it is

and will produce a much
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laugh till they sleep.” Price 10 cts. per set. New
list free. NATIONAL CARD WORKS, New Hav-
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LAsH; Clerk.
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of Auburn.

flo Sickness and Health,
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addresses
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Light.
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No farther guaranty concerning advertisements
can be given than the above.
Readers must exercise their own judgment on articles advertised.

teams

AUTOMATIO FISHER. SAMPLE BY MAIL, 25 CENTS.
ha
AGENTS WANTED, Z NOVELTIES

including a great variety of new hymns, as well as
some oldor omes which are always in reqgnest.

15849

Ce

Aw

Philadelphia Novelty

hosphate, and
is is a true bone su
used on any cro Pin tho hill or drill
Mo
or broadcast, either with or without manure,

Advertisers.

To

The Annual Meeting of the R. I. Association of
F. B. churches with the Greenwich
St. church, 4,
Providence, May 23-25.
Order of exercises:
Tuesday, 2 P. M., Mibisters’ Conference; 71-2,

9 A, M,, Prayer and praise

a

HOSPHATI
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Robe

any time it shall appear that the managers have
been deceived, the deception will be exposed.

Please send J. B. Lash,

Za. esville, O., a card stating when Fa

arrive,
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hack

at

nigsz°

per<ons cured. No
pay
STEPHENS, Lebanon, Ohio.
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Light and Life.

Va

Mass

character satisfactory

of

THY SANDS GC

By A.J. ABBEY and M. J. MUNGER.
This is the latest of the three new books, and is
sure to meet with good ‘suecess.
It contains all
the variety and freshness which could well be desired, including many beautiful pieces especially
adapied for prayer and praise meetings. Price,

EXPRESS.

Davis.—In Woodstock, Me., April 17,
fever, Mr. Charles Davis, aged 52 years.

the

oPIUM HABIT

By RK. M. MCINTOSH.
.

QURED

selected from a large quantity of manuscripts, of
which four out of every five were rejected, only
the very bert being retained.
Price, 30 cts.
2

M

Died.

P. R. R.

Morphine

cts.

Lewiston, and Miss Ida B. Brown

To

Lancaster,
Penna.
Sixteen (16) Grades.
Ce
he
All Quick-Train Railroad Watches.

By J. H. TENNEY and E. A. HOFFMAN.
A collection of new hymns and - tunes, carefully

St.,

Watkins—

Unger—F

The Beacon

.

wate WATCH

York.

publications

:

LANCASTER

Street, Chicago.

previous

prom

ASK YOUR JEWELER FOR THE

been extremely successful... The new books are:

CE

Marrcied.

and conveyed to place of meeting,
“Traios leave
Marion on above road at 6.30, 11,02 and 11.30 A. M.
will connect with

as

atideow

Ditson & Co., make a special feature of Sunday

day-school, and with

‘hel
Wholesale
and : Retail." oH

Parsons—Brown.—In Aghurn, Me., May 7,
by the Rev. T. I, Millett, Mr. James A. Parsons
of

560 Washington

81 Randolph

between
we

G.. 'W. SIMMONS & SON, OAK HALL, 32-44 North St , Boston.

shape,

BICLOW
& MAIN,
76 East Ninth Street, New

and

ise one to each juvenile patron in any department
(Hats, Caps, Boots, Shoes, or Clothing). On Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday,
we shall distribute tops, marbles, bats, balls, and
kites of which we have a large stock.

School Song Books. and can safely commend the
three néw ones which they publish this season.
Their compilers are practical workers in the Sun-

M Brosions.

BY

part of the

fare

and

Every Saturday we shall inflate 500
the hours of 10 A. M., and 6 P. M.,

sunday School Music

CLOTHS,

BOSTON.

is to preach

at Broadway, where they will be met

meeting,

York—E

F

OIL

distinctly

Louvre,” in Paris.

Price, in Board Covers, $30 per 100 Copies.

A Woodman—Mrs MB White—J W. Wil-

Books Forwarded

«A. COATS, Acting Clerk.
Central Ohio with Union church, Harmony
Q. M., Friday, June 9, 2 P.M. Delegates and

Temperance

Timms—O M

Tarbox—B

na
BY MAIL.
S R Evens Sherman N Y
Rev D Boyd Oneonta N Y
R Hayes st Louis
Rev M Bailey Moupfain Road

The train arrives at. Spencer at 8.38 P. M,

Rev. R. H.

H

Washburn—J A Weller—A
Walgamett—J 8 Warren—C

and

We very clearly and

balloons is an advertisement, a very obvious one,
us our names will generally be found in preminent letters on whatever we give away.
The
balloons which we distribute at this season are
made to our special order in Paris, and they are,
the handsomest toy balloons to be seen in America, they being the same in size and quality as
those which have for years been
distributed
as advertisements by the * Grand Magazin du

BA copy in paper cover sent on receipt of 25 cts.
AF-Speeimen pages free on application.

of every

r

[I

A smilie—H

date of purchase.

Ready! |

The book is very convenient in size and
and may be easily carried in the pocket.

:

H Ray-

Rev J M Brewster I'rovidence R I
Rev W Parker Lake Pleasant Pa

will

western

paying

Annual Conf, sermon by

558

Scott-'& B Stevens—J

Mil. & St. P. Railway to Spencer will be retured
at one-fifth fare. On the B. C. R. & Nor. R’y to
Emmittsbarg will be returned at one-third fare.

(noon trains)

D Parsons—H

}i

~Mrs

RUGS,

any

all cases money will be refunded to all dissatisfied
purchasers who return goods within six days of

Mass.

339 NUMSERS BY THE BEST WRITERS.
MUSIC BY FAVORITE COMPOSERS.

JH PRAY SONS&ED.

C Osborn—V

B Scales—J

Boston,

sent to
5

Our goods are sold entirely on their own merits,
and each and every garment is warranted, and in

Song int the Sunday School.

VERY LOW PRICES.

E Gunsaullus—H

Rollins—V

assortment

for sale at

—T P
§#cenl—J L.Smith—D R_Stevens—Mrs M
SEE
[gui
Soy
3h,

in connection with the
Z. A. BANKER, Clerk.
with the Chatham
9, at 1 P, M.
G. H. FREEMAN, €lerlk.
Willet church, June 16

State, on the line of the Chi., Mil. & St.

and 400-7. M.

PETINGS,

model B M Stillman -8 F Smith w Spent
-—
LA
Starbord—Mrs J C Sanborn—A Sargent

Iowa in Spencer, Clay Co., commencing with
a sérmoo by
Rev. J. H. Decker, Thursday even-

visitors coming

-Mrs

samples and rules for self measurement
address on receipt of postage.

NEW 'SONGS.OF GREAT SUPERIORITY FOR
E SERVICE OF

variety of Foreign and Domestic CAR-

)

GEO. L. WHITE, Clerk.

and

Also an immense

Cole—W

T H Siddall Halifax N 8 care of William

Worden of Columbus

Parties attending

8 Gurney

Hale

By Rev. R. Lowry and W, H, Doane.

ny

ertson merchant

the opening sermon,-Friday, at 2 p. M.

ing, June 8.

R

D Boynton—
D

-

excellent

finish and low prices.
g
+ Illustrated circular and price list of 75 pages

& CO.

-

Now

ue

Brooks—

Battelle—W

B Batchelder—H

S Prescott—W A Puillips—MrS H

June 2, ,,

Ministers’ Conference held
Y.M"
New York & Penn.
church, commencing June
.
Union (N.Y.) with the
—18.

Bates—J

St.,

can justly

efféct,

announce that our distribution of toys, books, and

of all purchasers.

Pope—O J Pettigrew—Mrs V Prentice—J W Par-sons—R A Proctor—W Parker—J W Prescott—R

Sa

over

Breck—Mrs

Burnell—J

Blood—E

Franklin

our assortment is well worthy inspection

Moore—S H Marrow—G W Mathews—C A Merrill

:

28, holding

M

—8 8 Nickerson—8H Nicholson—D

Holland Purchase (N,Y.) with the Sherman
church at Sherman, Chautauqua Co., N. Y., commencing Friday, June 23, at 11 A. M.
J. L. HIGBEE, Clerk.
Southern Minn. with the Wykoff church at
Wykofl, ou the So. Minn. R. R., commencing June

resolutions were

T.C. Bary,

Ske

T{Bass—F

wu

passed. We had
lonesome thoughts when we
thought of the absence of Bro. J. 8. Manning.
He failed to meet us for some cause.
Minutes
:
Rev.

D. LOTHROP
32

of Fancy Patterns and Plain White, and

Curtis;

H Cheney—N Clirk—R
W Collins—~Mrs
L H
Curtis—O B Chevey—B G Chatfield—W H H
Crecker—S Copp—B Corwin—C C Cuse—W Car-

= Yearly Meeting Notices.
Maine Western at Canton, June 20.
:
St. Joseph Valley (Mich) at Batavia,May 26.
Genesee (N. Y.) at Potter, June 16.
Minnesota at Rock Eim, Wis., June 2.
Michigan, Commerce Ch., June 2—4.
Illinois, Liberty Ch., June 2.
New'H.
shire, Rochester Village, June 13.
Central
N. Y., Plienix, June 28,
Wisconsin, Winnebago Ch., June 21.
Ohio & Penn., Waterford Ch., June 23 .
io: B Lawrence (N. Y.) at Philadelphia, Jane

We

Smithers from
interest of the

will be printed at each session.
Next session with the Nazareth church,

Neb.,

all money for this So. should be sent.

Illinois at Liberty,

The

James

Union
(Ky.)—Held
with
the
Uniontown
church, April 14, 15, was a lively
session,
We
had preaching during the session
Wm. Driver,
GQ. W. Powell,C. C. Edwards and
others. All the
ministers reported
good
work.
Three
new
churches have been organized during the last
year, Several revivals followed which
proved a
Q. M.

Va.

\

30. of No. Kan. & 5. Neb.Y.

Sik

C Boker—H

Boyd—8

all its contribu~

>

S.

Northern friends

C Boyd—A M Beede—O E Baker—L

Ohio at Mainvitle church, June 2—4,

roads

meeting. Able sermons were preached by Rev’s
J. Boyd, J. W. Carr and T. H. Smithers. The
spirit of Jesus was in the meeting. Rev. James
Boyd remained a'while after the
Q. M. to assist
the pastor.
The interest creased, wanderers
came home, the church was révived and a number of sinners were converted.
Ts
Next session with the Lionena church,” June
16-18.
F. H. BUBAR, Clerk.

great work in this

M.

23-20.

2d Hodgdon

The Weather
. and

‘being good, fair delegations
were favored with

eceivy
bbathy,

with the

P. M.,

W Goddard—S B Golt~Ars E Hatch—L Hull—C
H Hoag—R Haves—M A Hunkins—0 C Hills—J
W Isaacs—D Johnson—W H King- A Leach—Mrs
D Leavitt ~L Loujee—Mrs B Longfellow—L Lucas
—G C Lussenden—Mrs 8 Lenhart—A Libby—W H

J. Butler, Hillsdale, Mich., Treasurer of

Rev. 8.F. Smith, Fairbury,

fus Andrews, C. F. Pollard, J. L. Hammett, E,.
Costello, James Ramson,
Dr. A. Wares, G. W.
Vinton and C. =. Filot.
;

oulton

all money
W.

C Buswell-G

N Bolcam—D

C H Gurney—T

(1362)
Y., Treasurer of

=

Gospel ministry.

— 0. T. MOULTON, Clerk.

ain a
E. G.

(10128)

Treasurer

Harper’s Ferry,

by Rev.

By Rev. E

which we

claim are not exrelled for stylish

- CHINA Our Glad
‘Hosanna
.
GS
IN
TT
MA

moo, J Rev. J. Woodman—subject, Historic side

Dustio—E O Dickenson—F E Davison—J Durhem
—3 R Evens—T Ensign—J H Felch—E B Fuller—
J C Fisk—W H Gurnsey—L Gott—A L Gerrish—

all

the Western Education So. ; to whom contributions
may be sent in aid of those preparing for the

are

Dow,

C. Brackett,

tions should be sent.

£. W. Porter, J. Malvern und T. H. Stacy; laywan,U. P. Pease, Win. Quimby,J. T. Ashworth,
Henry W. Jackson, A. C. Eaton, C. H, Latham,
A. C. Russell, A. L. Russell, Wm.

whom

Missions within the Wis.

the Central Association, to whom

Istand

Y. M.

be sent.

to whom

Societies,Concord, N. H.
Rev.J. H, Durkee, Pike, N.

at its last,

03

to

Center, Wis.,

ghould be sent for Home
y. M
Rev. N.

& Mass. ¥. Meeting be instiucted to act as their
judgment may Jirect on the matter touching the
session.
Our delegates tothe

- Absolutely Pure.

Prayer

Spring Suits we are now offering will be found to
‘consist bf original designs

and Miss Susan Hale. 1 vol, 8 ve, extra cloth,
tinted edges, $2.50.
nil
A
Any of the above sent, postpaid, on receipt of
‘| price by the publishers.

Concord church,

16.30, Sermon ; 2.30

Fully illustrated, $2.00.

Norway and Switzerland.

June 9, 10,
La
=
V. R. CARY, Clerk.
‘W heelock (Vt.) withthe Sheffield church,
Friday, June 2, and hold over Sunday. Programme as follows:
. Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other prepFriday, 1». M.,Conference; evening, sermon ; Sat.
aration makes such light, flaky, het breads, or
A. M,, prayer meeting at ¥; at9,Discussion--subject,
urious Pastry.
Can be eaten by Dyspeptics
Motives and methods of giving, by Dea. Cobb,
ut fear of fhe ills resulting from heavy indifollowed by H. Lockhart and ot ers; 10, Subject, \
stible food.
Sold anly in cans, by all Grocers,
How shall we gather in and hold’ the young men | ‘ROYAL
BAKING POWDER Co., New York.
in our Sunday-schools ? Dea. Switser, ATE by
i]
Rev. A. P.
Tracy and others; 11, Conference ser-

meeting;

have separate and distinct qualifications—each requires careful attention ip manufacture, and the

FI FTY
YEA S$
WITH.
THE SABBATH.
SCHOOLS. Rev. Asa Bullard, AM. 12 mo.,
cloth, $1.25.
yn
.
SHAKESPEARE'S COMPLETE WO
s. The
Household edition,
irgest type, 12mo edition
in the market. ‘Illustrated, bevelled boards
A
A FAMILY FLIGHT through France, Germany,

rick—C T D Crockett—H H,_ Cook—E Crowell—H
Carter—Dr Dver—A Deake—H
C Dodge—Mrs 8

Treasurer of Storer Cellege and Ageut of Shenan-

during

Rhode

and Educa-

doah Mission.
Moses
B. Smith,
Treasurer of the
Freewill
Baptist Foréign, Rome Mission and Education

the com ng year will require a Jarger amount of
money than usual to prosecute the work, also
that new ana efficient workers ‘are immediately
needed in toe field in order that our work may
nob sufler there seriongly: (1). That we will interest ourselves more fully in seeking out suita.
ble persons for the work, as ‘well us for means.
(3)

Oak

of the Home Mission Board,

proba-

field

Society,

money for this Y. M. work should

it they may love it much; (5)
That we bail as a
happy indication of success, the present effort of
several of our-churehto lighidate the- debts upon
them, and sincerely hope per:
ce will’ mark
thelr action until
they can truthfully sh we fue

ble change in the Foreign, Mission

1 . haltbinding,

con- :

Boon
Co. e (Il)) Ww Hy e mand
C
Laona Tol
ch
pe
mencing May 26, at 7p. M.
3 Shure $ Som
;
.
P. 8. DOOLITTLE, Clerk.

M

8. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free ComBaptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (52138)
L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich., to whom all
contributed within the bounds of the Mich.

Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M.

a home

much

(Ct.)

M. and

"Children’s, Boy’s Youth’s and School Clothing

1 vol., 12 mo, cloth, $1.25.

DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE. By William
Smith, LL. D. 1vol 8vo. Ruby cloth, imitation

commencing the 1st Friday in June, at 2 r. M: The
churches will please make their annual report.

Baldwin—D M Brown—M C

tion Societies.
=
i
TS
(E50)
; Rev. J.D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer

forward their werk; (3) That we recommendto
the churches of thus Association to raise $200 by
collections between this time and the Oct session;
(4) That we congratulate the Somerville church
utting

Killingly

May 31, at 10 A.

WL

“The Still Hour.”

;

WOODCOCK, Clerk.

R. I. with East

$1.25.

12 mo, illustrated, $1.00.

| THE WORK OF THE HOLY SPIRIT; or the
New Birth. ' By Prof. Austin Phelps. Author of

Boney Letters Beceived,

+ (2522)

Rev.
muoion
Rev.
money

ancial aid of all, believing all should have an
abiding. care tor h er highest welfare; (2) That
we prayerfully remember the Worcester iutereet,
and its” demands npon us, and plan to work in
every church with the purpose of making the
amount this conference recommended to be raised this year a success to assist them in. carrying

that

RR.

Prof. R. Dunn, D. D.,

Me.

his co laborers in this inter2st, avd we recommend
that they share the prayers, sympathies and fin-

and hatl with Joy her success in securing

2

May 30, at 7.30 p. M., Exhibition.”
especially invited.

Post-Office Addresses.
now Suiemplating svew and permanent home,
therefore,
REV. E. N, FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
Resolved m That the past history
of the Bos. | p from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston,
Me.
ot
ton chureh-is one of heroic and profitable service
All money contributed for the Maine State Misfor God and the salvation of souls, that we have
sion should
be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
full confidencein the ability of her pastor and

of her own, with the hope

from each church.

Teachers’ Helper.)

of our Mission; Sat. 2 P. M., Woman’s meeting;
6.30, Prayer meeting ;+7.30; Sermon ; Sunday 9.30 |

~ WAotices.

tions were discussed and adopted :

i

Clerk.

for
Particulars
An Elegant Watch.
C. E. BOWEN & CO, Broekion,
stamp.

&

"GENERAL SELLING AGENTS,

CURTIS,
- bit

BOSTON, MASS.

H. A. BLAKE, Sutton, Vt,, Special Agent for Vermont and New Hampshire.
JOHN B. MORRISON, No, Chesterville, Me., Special Agent for Maine.
i

v

*z

28 for

dandruff removed, the

E.

ALSO LATE EDITIONS OF

tinuing two days.
Ministers’ conference the Tuesday preceding at2 p. M._
2
8. B. Young, Clerk.
Waterioo
(Towa) with the Oelwein church,

=

his

He expects to organcircle of warm friends.
ize a church at New Buffulo, where some F.
It is hoped he
B. families have lately gone.
titute

prevented,

1yl8

|:

Consumption Cuted.
Sermon; 6, Prayer meeting; 7, Sermon.
Bach
clerk is requested to send in the statistical report
Since 1870 Dr. Sherar has each year sent from
of nis church for the next Register.
this office the means of relief and cure to, thousa
=
+ LOCKHART, Clerk.
ands afilicted with disease.
The correspondence
Otsego (KN. Y.) at West Davenport, Friday
necesitated by this work becoming too
heavy for
eveniug, June 2, at 7.30.
E.J. MORGAN, Clerk.
him, I came to his aid. He now feels constrained
Otsego Q.
M. Mmisters’ Conference with West
to relinquish it entirely, ‘and has placed in my
hands the formula of that simple vegetable remeDavenport church, Thursday evening, June hat s
7.30. Agsignments:
dy discovered by an East India missionary, and
found
so effective for the speedy and permanent i Opening sermon, Rev. P. Scrambling; Friday—
cure of Consumptis«n, Bronchitis,
atarrh, Asth. | -Bsshys : Spiritual idolatry, Rey. J. B. Francisco;
ma and all Throat and Lung Diseares; algo a posi- Predestination, Rom. 8:29, 30, Rev. T.L. Scott;
With what bodies do we arise from the graves?
tive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and
Rev. 8. Darrow; Personality of Satan, Rev. F. H
all Nervous Complaints. Its remarkable curative
powers have been proven in many thousand cases, “Butier; The Trinity, | Jolin5: 7,Rev. E. C. Hodge;
We have this Spring received unusual=
and, actuated by the desire to relieve suffering hu- The mystery of iniquity, 2 Thes.dl: 7, Rev. D..
manity; I gladly assume the duty of making it Boyd; How shall unemployed ministers be in- ly 1a ge shipments, direct from China, of
troduced to uasupplied churches? E. J. Morgan,
known to others.” Address me, with stamp, namM. D.
x
D. BOYD,
k.
ing this paper, and I will mail you, free of gharge,
every grade and quality .of Straw Mat=
the recipe of this wonderful remedy, with full
diFourteenth Anniversary of Storer College. Ma
rections for its preparation and use,
printed in
ting. All that we offer have been im=
25 and 26, Examination of classes; Ma, pr at 2 ay,
German, French or English.
W. A. NOYES, 149
M., Meeting of Trustees; at 7.30, Address ‘before
Powers’ Block, Rochester, N. ¥.
13t13
ported this season, and are made from
the Alumm Association by R't Rev. A, W. Wayman, Bishop of A. M. E, Church; May 30, 9.30 A.
%
A M,Pr ize declamation; at 11, Graduating exercises;
fresh grass. We can show a large variety
at 2 P. M., Dedication of Anthony Hall, oration by

removed

and

churches

labors with the Zorra

to the Territory of Dakota.

i

A.M, Prayer

has closed

McEiroy

Send to 931 Arch St. Philadelphia, Pa.

Gray hairs

Province of Quebec.

Thomas

is the marvel
All fits stopped

scalp cleansed, and the made to grow thick. by the
use of Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer.

people are asked on their behalf.
The Rev,

be expected

Erie (N. Y.) with the East

A lady in reply to some guest who praised ‘the
mutton on-the table said: * Oh, yes, my husband

‘By E.

AT EVENTIDE. ‘By Rv. Nehemiah
Adams, D. D.
This new edition is enlarged by the addition of
a Biographical Sketch ‘of the Author, by the
late Rev. Wm. H. Adams. 1 vol, 12 mo., cloth,

. M. FREEMAN,

Western

When once uséd secures.the confidence of the peo0.

OF

GARFIELD.

Stanstead (P. Q.) with the Compton church,
Saturday, June 17, at 10 A. M.
A. A. WOODMAN, Clerk.
Fond du Lac (Wis.) with the Boultonville
church, June 2-4.
G. MANSFIELD, Clerk.
Lake George (N.Y.) with the North Creek:
churcn, June 2—4. Delegates with statistics will.
church, commencing

always buys the best: he is a great epicac.”

1 for
; and

Towa,

the

cures effected by this medicine are so wonderful
that the simplest statement of them affords the best
proof that it combines rare curative agents, and

tained
; & flourishing Sabbath-school; a Ladies’

?

is

Humor in the Stomach.

| our

e ups

This

of

Much of the: distress and sickness attributed to
dyspepsia, eliranie Siarrhey and other causes occasioned by humor in the stomach. Several cases,
with all the characteristics of these complaints,
have been cured by Hood's.Sarsapariila. - Other

Sabbath;

+ prayer-meetings during the week

hours.

pounds

A.

Brown. 12 mo. Steel Portrait and illustrations,
cloth, $1.75. Cloth gilt, $2.25.
:
This latest edition of this
opular life contains
the eulogy of Ex.Secretary James G. Blaine, and
{also that of the Hon. George F. Hoar, making it
the most desirable life of Garfield offered ot the
publie.
rere
:

Church clerks will see that the ten cent

ford, June:

pro2uct of the burning of nine ounces of carbon.

to the regu-

the

two

EDITION

JAMES

tax is collected. Business conference, Friday, at
2P. M,
C, W. NELSON, Clerk.
Sirafora (Vi). with fhe church at South Steal |

Ses

on

about

Wentworth,

June'2, and continues over the

OF

—

morning and evening

lungs exhale

carbonic acid in twenty-four

Jar membership 21, and under the watch and
care of the.church,8.
Good congregations

chool’
and
f the

The human

at South

"LIFE

DANIEL WEBSTER:
Life and public services.
By Joseph Banvard, D. D., 1 vol’, 12 mo., illustrated, $1.50.
:
PANSY’S SCRAP BOOK: (Former title The

Ba

erry,’

There bave been aided

Sabbath.

My Husband had drunken habits he could nct
overcome until
Parker’s Ginger Tonic took away
his thirst 1or stimulants, restored his old energy
of mind and nerves, and gave him strength to ats
tend to business, —Cincinnati Lady.

The above will indicate the mutual confidence
and fraternal feeling existing between them at
the close of the year's labor.
The last -Sabbath of the pastoral year, the pastor's report
contained the following
encouraging state-

(N.H.)

commences Friday,

—Lucy Larcom .

over and above all stipulated considerations,
$220.27, for which the grateful and heartfelt

ments:

Wentworth

And to dream of the sweetness we miss
Is not wholly in vain;
i
For the soul can be glad in a bliss
It may never attain.
i

‘sonage Wed., May 3, to muke the pastor and
wife a donation visit, leaving as a result,

Rey.

Pl

;

at

A NEW

9—11.
. Statistics and the 10 eenttax from the
churches are expected.
E. B. FULLER, Clerk.
Monroe (N. Y.) with the Wheatville church
the 1st Friday in June. Opening sermon by Rev.
0. J. Moon, at 3 P.M. . Remember the 10 cent tax
and returns for the Register.
a
4
;
A.Z. MITCHELL, Clerk.
McDonough (N. Y.) with the church at East
McDonough, June 2—4. W. A. PHILLIPS, Clerk.

WIR

that number have united with
Duplain.”
:
‘Wisconsin.

i:

yn (Vt.) with Lincoln church. June

Huntin

usual the Woman’s Mis. Soc. occupied the time
Sat. evening. - Reports as far as in were good.
Next session with Arbela church June, 16—18,
:
E. E. STINSON, Clerk.

te

After the ordinance,

.
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Family Circle.
A WORKER'S PRAYER.
Lord, spesk to me, so I may speak
In living echoes of thy tone;
, As thou hast sought, so let me seek ~
Thy erring children, lost. and lone.

2

Ob,Thyfeedhungering
me, Lord,onesthatwithI maymannafeed sweet

than to receive.”

Oh; strengthen
mé, that while I stand
Firm on the'Tock and strong in thee,
- I' may stretch out aNoving hand
To wrestlers with the troubled

;

sea.

Oh, teach me; Lord, that I may teach

A

Him who

Bh, give thine own sweet rest tome,

She lay with her large, wistful eyes
leoking upward as if to catch the gleam

,

.

Oh,’how

DORA

Allen's

«¢ There, they

had given

are

all

her

at

basket was arand

was a little buzz

interpersed

with

of

BY G. B.

the life

with

of

Cesar

of

is recorded.

my girls, so that evening I was

o areal fit of the blues, dnd

mistake ; but no, there it was in a plain

rare green-house

flowers, and partly with wood violets,
the smell of which carried me buck so

©” McGinnis cottage.

Mrs.

McGinnis an-

swered the summons, but found no one
there. When she was about to shut the
door she saw something tied to the door
knob. Thé door from the living room epened upon the street, soit was light enough

to see that it was a basket of flowers.
‘ Shure, an’ there must be some

mis-

take, the likes of that was never meant
for this place,” said she aloud, all un-

conscious that three pairs of eyes were
watching
her movements with eager interest.

She untied the

basket

ried itin,

and

the

been

singular,

nature

and was early in life the subject

a poor, pale,

deformed boy

of thirteen,

who was bolstered up with pillows in an

>
*

thoughtful

tied to this basket also,

opened it, when there

crisp new bank notes.

was

He

“ Shure,

Old Squire H
Was a very successful And substantial farmer in an interior
town of Massachusetts, and a more amazing eater never lived. in any town anywhere. And especially much did he eat
when fresh pork was to be his nourishment. Well, at a certain time one of his
hogs had been killed. The next morning there was fresh pork for breakfast;
and the old man ate most wondrously.
In the course of the forenoon he ate his
lun
nsisting of bread and butte
» andi cheese. Atmnoon his din

comusing

:

“At length, one day, when be

was

hesised the

Diew”

cheese, buttered and ate it.

mesell,”

for

Tad thought best to comply with this
“wholesome advice, and found that the

money was a present from some
his friends to buy an easy chair that

~~

had longed for, oh, so much!

words,

¢ Mon

ples and ate them.

taken with a- severe colic.
was with him till morning,

speak-

The good master stood still for a

“ment,

The next day Bolles W———,

master;

for

he must,

night I ate only two, and they nearly killed me."—Selected.
A VERY CURIOUS RIDDLE.
Here is a curious old story that is something like a puzzle:
:
hed
A crocodile stole a baby, ‘“ in the days
when animals could talk,” and was about

to make a dinner of it. The poor mother.
begged piteously for her child.
:
“Tellme thé truth,” said the crocodile,

son

to overcome them. Remember, young
‘reader, it is written, ** The Lord will
guiltless

that

taketh

his

name in vain.”

KITTY

AND ALMOST.

Kitty had a birthday present which
pleased her very much indeed. What

falsehood until you have given me my
de you think it was? ‘A sandal-wood child.”
cad
work-box from Dnele-Curtis, with scisNow,
the question is, who wonP—
sors, thimble, needles, and everything

~ tears filled his eyes,

and there was no

bappier
boy in the whole town than the
son of that poor, but honest, washer- Woman,

Si

Florie, May and Lottie called the
next
I

before; now she did.

And Kitty

towels is not a pile, to be

sure,

under-

But the circulating

she

Stratton,

medium

| nuts or ove flat stick

consists of

of tobacco.

strings of white money make one

of red money

Ten

Academy of Music,

am

I

of the

hearing

the

echoes of that tap on the shonlder, and

of

that kind invitation utder the ancient
elmsof Worcester.— 7. L. Cuyler.

EFFEOTS OF FOOD ON THE MORALS.
to his experience of

efients

of

Papa took his eyes

from his newspa-

per, put them on the hem, then looked
at bis little Kitty as much as to say, ** Do

you think it is, Kitty p"
{

Edward A.

volume

in

the VIF

the

story.

Manly,

The

chief

personsge

is Arthur

a young man of noble character, active

and intelligent, who has: been brought up in a
farmer's family in ignorance of his parentage.
Each character

what

is done

is

vividly set

and

forth

more

by

said than by any effort at

portraiture.
Virtue and goodness are found in
apparently unattractive persons, and the, une
principled are made odious.
This is one of the

few boaks whose increasing.nterest holds the

attention until the end. It will have readers,
“and its influence can, hardly fail to do good.

pp. 96. Boston:

Houghton,

Price, 60 cents.

Thisis the second volume

For

in

sale by

the series of

American , classics
for - schools.
The first
volume, $n Longfellow, was noticed at some

leagth by us.

The series is well conceived,

issued in faultless style, and cannot

I

cocounnts,

Tien

lle

fail to be

and arranged by Mrs,

assisted

by Dr.

J.P. Hol-

A feature of this book fs the collection

of pieces for thie Infant class—such as are
to be >

vob,

may be caught up readily by .

the very

youhg.

At the

same

time

a higher

-order-of music is offered; suitedto the older
pupils and to social worship snd congregationa}

singing.

For purposes

of examination, the

Mr. Horace E. Scudder is the editor of

NANCY HARTSHORN AT CHAUTAUQUA.
By
Mrs. Nancy
Hartshorn.
New York:
J. S.
Ogilvie & Co 331 Rose 8t,
Mrs. Hartshorn purports to be a lady of
much character, shrewd, observant, sharp,
but illiterate,
and with an experience confined
almost wholly to her native town.
She is per-

suaded to accompany a party to Chautauqua.
Accordingly, not without some regrets, she
leaves Dea, H. at home and enters upon a

She has an eye to

Cook,” ete.

fifteen, and carefully examined them.

In

twenty-seven of them he discovered in-

given on the authority of the British Medical Journal,

a copy

Were the book longer one

might

there are

many good hits and much common sense in
Mrs. H's observations,
We have received the second volume of
Green’s HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH PEOPLE,

The Art Amateur for May containg no less
than fourteen

large

pages of designs for china

painting, needlework, * etching” on linen and

general decoration, Much space is also de:
voted€o the spring picture exhibitions,

En

old smoker. Iu closely observing ardent
Pl ation on the nervous Ays-

string
por-

. National Academy, manyof which are illustrated; Edward Strahan writes. of the Belgian
“ 8alon” at Philadelphia; the work of the
American Artists is editorially discussed, and
there is a page of charming drawings from

title page is handsome, containing portraits of
Hon. Geo. B. Corkhill, Hon. J. K. Porter, and

Judge W. S. Cox; also a correct picture of the

twelve

jurymen

who convicted the assassin of

our late beloved President.

Price 40 cents per

copy, or 3 copies for $1. Postage stamps taken,
F. W. Helmick, Music Publisher, 180 Elm St.,
Cinciunati, O.
:
/
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-~ LITERARY

NOTES.

Houghton, Mifflin & Co., have in press
* Reminiscences of Oriel College and of the
Oxford Movement,” by Rev. T. Mozley, who
was formerly Fellow of Oriel, aod one of the

leading writers on the London

Times,——.

* Eogland and the Northmen,” by J. R. Green,
is already in press.
Tennyson received
$1,500 for his *“ Charge of the Heavy Brigade.”
Charles Reade, whose labors have for
three years been interrupted by bereavement
and sickness, will return to fiction early in
May in the columus of Harper's Weekly. It

will be called *‘ Muitum

in Parvo;

a Series of

Stories with no Waste of Words.” The work
as a whole will present a wider picture than

usual

of human

life.-

Cardinal

Newman's

portrait willbe the frontispiece of the June
Century. An authentic life of the Cardinal,
by Mr, Kegan Paul, the well-known Londsn

publisher,

will

accompany

it.

A

Dpeat,

full und accurate little guide to Europe will be

issved this month

by

J. R. Osgood & Co.

is a pretty volume, so small

that

It

it can easil

be carried in the pocket, and yet so well print"

‘ed that it will not try the eyes

too mueh.

contains maps and all manner of

It

valuable

de-

tailsas to routes, hotels, fares, ete. It will
appear under the name of “ (Jsgood’s Pocket
Guide to Europe.”

8 large

property;

$200,000.

~Mr. Longfellow leaves

probably

something

like

A monument to bim is Hkely to be

erected in Cambridge by public enterprise.
«==—The liabilities of the late * American

Beok Exchange” ave estimated at about $115,

Name,”by Margaret Sidney,

who wish

to study

up

augurs

well

for

the fate of the ** Jean.

in her are Lansdell’s ‘‘ Through Siberia;” Nordenskiold’s ** Voyage of the Vega,” and Tissot
and Amero's “The
Exiles.” The latter, an
exceptionally gooduovel of Siberian life, is

published by the Petersons of Philadelphia.

W. A. Croffut thus describes the ‘author of
* Little Women” as she appeared at an evening party.
Standing near the mantel 1s Miss
Louise M. Alcott, the special guest of the even-

ing—not ome of the * little women” by any
means, but tall, strong, aud reposeful, Her
projecting, square hrow and broad

her

face that

appearance

chin

of flatness which

intellectual people so often have; it bas a
touch of pink on it, made more striking by the
wealth of hair and eyes as black us coal. She

is 40, I should guess (I wonder if it is natural

woman's ages), and is dressed rather demurely

in black

silk with

duchess

lace, and

on her

bosom a broad, heavy,
eurious-shaped gold
cross, that looks like a eolossal four-leafed

clover.

Italk with

she is writing—but
she

says; she

hers minute.
only

OBY ybs,

short stories, now,

doesn’t mean to put

her hand

to any continuous story at present. - * It gives
me a pleasant sense of victory,” she adds, “to
ransack the old trunks, and now and then fish

out and sell a story thiit had been rejected over
and over again, when I had nat been beard of,
and that goes .readily enough now.
I lately
took delicious delight in replying to a request

[

for a story, from a magazine by sending it a
story which its editor had rejected atleast

|

once, and I don't know but twice.
and paid me well for it.
this is, isn't it?”

He took it,

What a queer world
v

The story is circulated that Dr. Oliver Wons..«
dell Holmes was lecturing in Haverhill some

time ago and stopped at the hospitable home

of Dr. James R..Nicholas for the njght. After
the lecture the guest and host had some con-versation, in the course of which it appeared
that a certain stove-dealer of Haverhill was an

known to each other. This was done, and on

introduction the poet asked the stove-man if
he had attended such a school when he was &
did not, Had he ever heard the name since?
He bad not. Here the interviewis said to have

which

completes

$4 per year; singlé numbers 35 cents. Monabve Marks, Publisher, 23 Union Square, New
:
;
York.
The Bates Student for April came somewhat late, but was none the less welcome, We
are glad to see the table of contents. The
to see

the $mperfect

work

We

shown

regret

in

ended.— Newburyport (Mass.) Herald.— After

which Haverhill burned down.—Ezehange.

Cardinal Newman does not approve of the
current fashion of writing the lives of men:

while they are living—at any rate so far as his
own life 1s concerned. When it was recently

the

‘announced that an English firm bad arranged

1 of the classes reported are unaccountably omit.
ted altogether, Surely,at least the names might

for a biography of him, he promptly caused it
to be made known over his own name that the
work was not approved by him, that, in fact,

“Alumni History.”

Some names of members

have appeared, even if no further

physical comfort.”

in the morning that they should visit the stove-store, and the school-fellows should be made

out this beautiful magazine,

its third year with the current number. Price,

couldbe given.

The

names

particulars

of Blake,

Gay

and Hunt do not appearin the report for "2;

1

impertinence that makes me like to guess at

boy. Hehad. Did he remember a boy in the
same class named Oliver Wendell Holmes? He

No one of artistic taste can afford to be: with-

(

;-

give

pictures in the French Water Color Exhibition,

articles are fresh and well written,

ih

:

of the

task) has been done with good judgment and

upon | just a little tire of this style, but

He took for his pur-

just received

nette ” and that of the brave men who sailed

pages, we can bear testimony that the work of
selecting passages for Thsertion (a difficult

whom he.observed smoking, was led to
pose thirty-eight boys, aged from nine to

have

the VIF series, of which itis the introduce
tory volume.
Three excellent books forall

and is {llus-

* Having looked

number of boys under fifteen years of age

inquire into the effect the habit had

have

through its

portr
a biographieal
ait, sketch,

world of new experiences.

large

- We

trated throughout.

the discomforts and high prices at C. as well
‘a8 to the. ‘* magnifersant Invlectoral feast?”
furnished by “ Docter Vinson” ‘an’ Doctor

Life, like the waters of the sea, freshens
only when it ascends towards heaven,—
Richter.

brook.

Compiled

Jewett,

000, and it is¢hought that the creditors may
get about ten cents on a dollar.
The early
sale of the first edition of * The Pettibone

taste.

combined with a flesh and fat diet, totally
subjugate the moral man, unless their influence be counteracted by violent exercise, but with sedentary habits, give rise
to those unhappy flesh sponges which
may be studied in the metropolitan bachelor halls.

the general health.

M.

of decided advantage, wherever used, in interesting the young in some of the best of standard
literature.
This
volume
contains a

the series,

Alcoholic drinks,

AN ITEM FOR THE BOYS.
A certain doctor, struck with the

By Rev.

second

E. J. Lane & Co.

food

The
snappish, petulant humor of the Chinese
can certainly be ascribed to their immoderate fondness for tea. Beer is brutalizing, wine impassions, whiskey infuriates,
and eventually unmans.

is the

| HAWTHORNE.
i Mifllin & Co.

Dr. Brock, of Leipsic, writes as follows

or one dog’s tooth; ten

dog's teeth make one *‘ isa’ (or fifty

of one end

a,

This

has

that greet

The book
libraries.

series, and is written by no novice in authorship. Tbe characters are many and so skillfully handled that each exactly fits its place in

face of the globe. - Methinks when T listen |
platform

in

of *‘ corruption” which’

Rand. author of ** Pushing Ahead,” ete.
Pp.
423, Price $1.25. Boston: D. Lethrop & Co.

gone to heaven, But the youth he saved
is to-day the foremost of reformers on the
of applause

The

they reap

np

there

ed the pledge of total abstinence. By
God's help he kept it, and keeps it yet.
The poor boot-crimper who tapped him

poise teeth) ; and ten isas are equivalent |
: to one * good quality wife.” So that a
“Papa,” she asked, ** is not that hem wifein good society is worth ten thousand

evenp”

Sorrow the ‘hurvest

made, and with tremulous hands ‘he sign-

John B. Gough on the

Belle

Clarence Cook criticises the paintings at the "01d scheol-mate of the lecturer, It was agreed

teeth and porpoise teeth. One string of
white money is equivalent to ten cocoa-

well knew that it was only a stitch at a

time, and a stitch at a time is perfectly
within the compass of a small child to
do.
Kitty was on the first towel doing
it all herself, even to turning down the.

appears at length in that unhappy home.

parents live to see the day when

AFTER THE FRESHET.

appeals

OURIOUS OURRENOY.

A dozen strings of white and red shell beads, dog's
but

of evil, * but the fruit of “ sowing to the flesh”

He went.

to the thunders

and tunes.

communities.

and pernicious examples of their own father and

ter, that the young man consented to go.

it Youth's Companion.

x2

took to hem a dozen towels.

of our country

grew from their own sinful sowing.
is an exeellent one for Sunday-school

the

preparation; ang

one sample copy for30 cents, or four

By

jurious traces of the habit. In twenty- which fs being published in five volumesby the
two there were various disorders of the Useful Knowledge Publishing Co., of New
*‘ and you shall have your baby again.”
York.. The first volume, as representing" the
The mother thought it over, and at last circulation and digestion, palpitation of whole work, was noticed by us some time
the heart, and a more or less marked since. Tt is the handiest of ull handy editions,
said; *¢ You will not give him back.”
*¢ Is that the trnth you mean to tell?” taste for strong drink. In twelve there and handsome ‘enough for the best libraries.
was freqnent bleeding of the nose, ten We hope the evidence of public appreciation
asked the crocodile.
had
disturbed sleep, and twelve had ul- will appear in large sales. The Useful Knowl‘* Yes,” replied the mother.
:
ceration
of the mucous membrane of the edge Pub’g Co. is a public benefactor.
*¢ Then by our agreement I keep him,”
mouth, which disappearai on ceasing
added the crocodile; ¢ for if you told ‘the
PAMPHLETS, MAGAZINES, &o.
truth, I am not going to give him back, from the use of tobacco for some days.
The doctor treated them all for weakness,
Home
Protection: a Lawyer's View of it.
and if it is a falsehood, then I have: also
but with little effect until the smoking By J. C. Wells, This pamphlet is the fourth
won.”
da
was discontinued, when
health
and in the Popular Temperance Library series,
Said she,‘‘ No, you are wrong. If I
strength were soon restored, Now thia is published by the Revolution Temperance Pub’g
told the truth you are bound by your
House, David C. Cook, Manager, 148 Madison
no “old wife's tale,” as these facts are 8t., Chicago.
promise ; and if a falsehood, it is not a

his example may have injured, and the
wisdom to go to.the Strong for strength

him

WAY.

sation followed, so winpingin its charac-

I never did love them very well, and last

Happy the man who has the humility
openly to own his faults to those whom

not hold

one of

“Ilike to have died last night. I will never

long

the

life.

eat another roast apple as long as I live.

mo-

grave and sorrowful tone expressed his
contrition for his fault.
Afterwards,
kneeling down among them—they kneeling also—he offered up a prayer that God
would pardon the past,
and give his
grace that in the future his name might
be-honored among them and his command obeyed. = Doubtless that touching scene was
never forgotten by those present, it never
was by the

doctor
nearly

his neighbors, went in to condole with
the old Squire.
** Faithful Bolles,” said the old worthy,

confronting his boys, and then in a

years after, have related it to
who has written his life.

The
and

wrought a miracle in the old man's

(My

had used.
|-

In the night he was

OTHERS’

mother!
Even the bright, beneficent influence
of that sweet saint, Graudma Green, is power.
less to stay many of the subtly flowing tides

come, go down with me to our meeting at
the town hall to-night.” A brief conver-

goingto bed, he roasted a- couple of ap- harmless of our fashionable drinks.

God). Instantly all the scholars rose
and very respectfully remained standing.
He inquired the cause, and the head boy
replied by telling him of the name he

of hem, and had hemmed half
he ‘When she took it to her papa.

Grateful

re-

18 nevtral in
Just before persecuted saint. Chocolate
| its physical effects, a is really the most

two

ner.

of time.

house.
As he sauntered along, out of humor with himself, and with all mankind,
a hand was laid on his shoulder, and a
voice said in cordial tones, ‘Mr. Gough,

heard

be told about the growing,

sale of coffee.
.
Singing on the Way. Fot Sunday Schools
and Social Worship. A collection of hymns

publishers will mail, post-paid, to any address,

honest, and respectable,
but
unspiritual,
neglectful of religious exercises, selfish, grasping, proud, censorious and fault-finding.
They
have a beautiful family of children but in what
an atmosphere they are brought up!—in their
young hearts what seeds of way wardness,sinfalness, bitterness, are sown by the guilty neglect

morse of the drunkard. His nights were
passed in the buffooneries of the ale-

He

not

distributed

They are members of the church, but you -*‘ Verdict March,” composed by Eugene L.
must jook hard to find any further evidence of Blake. It is written in an easy style,so that it
their Christian charicter., They are well-to-do, can be played on either piuno or organ. The

on TIMELY WORD. ©

in the waking

IN

found in many

Union.

On
day evening some twenty years
ago, a dissipated young man was lounging under the elm trees in the public
square of Worcester.
He had become a

on the shoulder, good Joel

It was a spur to Kitty's’ love of sew- | The inhabitants of the Solomon Islands |
ing.
have a curious system of decimal currenShe did not like the needle and thread cy. A cocoanut seems to be the unit.

and I would be after rading

the letther, and finding out, if it was

oo

have.

could hardly

credit his senses,
;
““ What does it mean P” he asked
vously.
he
:

to have

and

Excitedly he
revealed

likes

THE SQUIRE'S INDIGESTION.

old-fashioned rocking chair. There was. was proper for a complete work-box to
an envelope
directed to Tad McGinnis.

he

things called by their right names.
He
wants us to speak the truth and see the
truth, and in order to do so we must be
exact in our words and expressions.”

car-

‘Here, you Tad, see what this says, you

Because if yon miss

is a truth-loving God

eminent

he had

:

can rade bether than your ould mither hi
and she put the basket into the hands of

always

*“Yes, papa,” Kitty added, ** and an almost perfect lesson is an imperfect lesson.

It ‘ing with great animation to the school,

forcibly to mother and Dolly, and dear
old Westbrook, that I was just ready to
.ery again, when I caught sight of an envelope fastened ingeniously to the basket.
I opened it quickly and out fell three pho=
tographs of three of my brightest and, if
-.. the truth were to be told, most mischievous girls, together with an affectionate little note from them. Then I did sitdown
and cry again. You don’t know how
happy it made me; and now it is nearly
school time again and I am ready to begin with new courage.”"
There came a rap at the door of the

is

untrue, a lie, as almost even is uneven.”

was jusi saving a good cry, .when I
heard the door-bell ring, and presently
~ Mrs. Hall’s little muid came to my door
with the prettiest May-basket, which she he wished(0 avoid’ the sin, and, as &
schoolmaster, he wished not to give his
| said was for mie. I was so surprised,
and thought at first there must be some
pupils opportunity of correcting him:

was partly filled” with

right

wrong, almost good ig bad, almost true is

in

—QOur

+d +1 fresh pork, pickles, min
“I do this myself, how can I blam
i drink on the moral
ial accompaniments.” Fi: . The nervousness ai
them?”
He instantly resolved on a
amendment.
eon was like that of +
Calling the boys aroun
I times-are chiefly attri:
tests ar
a
VWhon he came home to sup- coffee ; the digestive organs vi confirmed
him, he told them this way of speakin |
1 bis juvoris dish had been prepared coffee-drinkets are in a state of chronic
was wrong; and he made an agreemer
that they were to watch him and h: as poviof that meal. The old man fretted derangement, which reacts on the brain,
producing fretful and lachrymose moods.
would watch them, so as {o ‘correct what and scolded till fresh pork was added to. -Fine ladies, addicted to strong coffee,
the substantials. He ate voraciously as have a characteristic temper, which I
he felt to be a sinful practice.
the
He was very guarded for two reasons, usual... In the evening
he toasted some might describe as a mania for acting

teacher -of

” girlish hand, Miss Grace Thornton.

Almost

as--al-

once you lose your place.”
a
* Exactly so,” said papa, ‘“and as God

Malan,

a

right.

Itold the girls so.

him.

| more perplexed than I was.
despair of ever gaining the

‘adn’ ging

most

There is no such thing

those

is a beautiful

is

It tells about all there is to |

copies
Marion | for $1.00. R. W.
Carroll & Co., Publishers,
West. pp. 327. Price $1.25. Boston: Howard
Cincinnati, 0,
Gannett, Tremont Temple.
:
a
The Season, for May.
Christian parents who are practically more
A Lady's Mustrated
concerned about the worldly prospects of their magazine, containing the “uewest Paris fashchildren than about their religious nurture and ions, and the most elegant desigod in’. Fanoyeternal prospects, should read this truthfully. work, Needlework, Embroidery, Orochet, ete.
.| conceived; simply told, interesting and ime Price 30 cents. New York: Internationa} News
Co.
pressive story. Mr. and Mrs. Green can be
STANDING

&-o-o
Mh gon
o

current

interest

The book

specimen of typography and binding.

The gold without alloy,
|
And from such sad temptation may
God keep my only boy !

the

Leaves ” ‘will

versed in Botany.

Oh! may I find in him

His days were spent

or

Skeleton

But promised him, as time went on,
The story should be told.

right, and everything is on

side

preserve fruits, roots, and bulbs, The last
three
chapters
on
* Leaf
Photography,”
“ Printing Plants,” and * Floral
Designs—

wholesale Dealers.

England, and

free to the trade.

flat,” also fdr * plants, or their products,
which do not press flat,” as wellas how to
prepare the different solutions in. which to

I conld not well explai

:

grocers in New

valuable to those needing this help; for direetions are given for pressing *“ plants that press

"To this, my five.year-old,

wretched waif on

one

om

‘*And this must be the same;
Can’t we go in, mamma,
And see the pool and happy birds,
As I did with papa?”

-

name

in Teas and Coffees, Nos. §7 Broad and 8 Ham.
ilton Ste., Boston. It is dedicatedto all retai}

ready for the press are also given. The chapter
on pressing and preserving will be found in-

‘ Aud they did love it so,
NE
The water clear and-bright,
And shook the cool drops from their wings;
It was a pretty sight,”

ning through life; on one side of it is the
the other.

the Creator's’ name both lightly and frequently, clung to his speech.
Without
knowing it, he used it in the school
among his pupils, and, perhaps, ‘might
not have been aware of it, but’ that the
example was followed by the scholars.
There the name of the great God coming
thoughtlessly from their young
lips
struck him painfully. He was about to
reprove them, when conscience teprove:

It will be seen that soggething unusual
was going on with regard to their Maybaskets ; what that something was will
be seen by what follows. First we give
an extract from a letter.
TR
Th CO
|
'
i
t Dolly: I had sucha pleaslast night.
Everything had
'0 wrong at school that day,
little

¢ who

of converting grace, the bad habit,
mon - among his countrymen, of

the money,” said Florence.

poor

those

hand in his, * there is a straight line run-

evangelical Reformer of Geneva.
He
commenced his career as an instructor of
youth, and: though from his childhood up

« Girls, have you brought the photographs?” asked Florence. ..
my
¢« Here is mine,” said May Burnham;
«¢ and mine,” from Lottie Ray.
« How shall we manage them?” usked
Lottie. —* Put them in an envelope and
tie it to the baskets,” suggested May.
«¢ Capital,” responded the others.

ras a

more than if her father had thoughtlessly
said, ** Very well,” when it was done.
Kitty,” said papa, taking her small

G.

An interesting incident

as

«]ovely,” + splendid,” ** beautiful,” etc.

*« And we will do the same way

than if she had succeed, at first, and much

PROFANITY.

thickly

adjectives,

moth-

Sanborn, Importers of and

| specimens, and the way to gare for them until

"

“It was a tiny pond
Down where the yalley sinks,
Where little birds go when they’re dry,
A cunning ¢ pool’ for drinks.

dare to go beyond two stitches before
coming to show it. Her father took the

at all, unless
at least,
,
every

Coffee is the title of a handsome pamphlet

assistance to beginners in botany, but many
who are not beginners will find the volume
helpful. Chapters 1and 2 describe the outfit needed by collectors; and give directions for
making a press. The best time for collecting

*“ What that means, dear mamma;
1 saw just such a preity plac
When I walked with papa.

She did not

are in a straight line, the work is done
right.”
And Kitty,I am sure, was more pleased

and put the

with

fully began the second time.

reports

shall appear.

The mission of this little book is to render | issued by the enterprising house of Chase &

**I know,” he raid with glee,

* This is even,”he said; **the stitches |

stand about the throne clothed in white
raiment,” she still held it; and when our
girls came in with hushed spirits to take
the last lvok of their loved school-mate, it
lay upon her breast.

then there

admiration,

such

set, she went to dwell

her
&

towel in his hand and examined the hem.

‘‘Il is so white and pure and

last,”

rangedto

how

She in-

white in the blood of the Lamb.’
All the next.day she lay with the lily
clasped in her hand, and when near sun-

a

‘said Florie as the last
their liking;

Had

spotless, it makes me think of those ¢ who
have washed their robes and made shem

his conser-

done

are,

er to place it in her hand
rest away.

large supply of flowers from
vatery.
od

they

the center of the basket, asked her

]

SUTTON,

father

it

1 haled their fragrance for a time, and
then, selecting a calla lily that occupied

Such a chattering as those three girls
. kept up that bright afternoon, and how
deftly their fingers arranged the sprays
of heliotrope, geraniums and carnations,
and festooned the trailing smilax "about
the baskets, and such dainty, fairy-like
baskets they were when completed; for
wild flowers being late that year, Florence

lovely

kind in them to remember me.”

THREE MAY-BASKETS.
BY

* I presume

“was ‘some of your school-mates:

Oh, use me, Lord; use even me,
Just as thou wilt, and when and where;
Until thy blessed face I see,
,
Thy rest, thy joy, thy glory share.
— Frances Ridley Havergal

a

Somers,

and

+»

He saw it on the sign
As we were passing by,
A gaudy place of low resort—
My litle boy and I.

great judge of hems,” thought Kitty, in-

of flowers.
.
‘* Some one left these just now for you,
| dear,” said Mrs.

Kitty

side. She did not think her mother
would be so exact. However, since she
asked him, she could not do less than act
on his judgment. Kitty went to her window seat, picked out her stitches, which
nobody allows is pleasant work, and care-

of some far-off .glory, when her mother
entered the room bearing a lovely basket

Until my very heart o’erflow
In kindling thought and glowing word,
Thy love to tell, thy praise to show.

LS

the raging

‘« Peace, be still.”

Oh, fill me with thy fulness, Lord,

EE

said to

“Yes,” answered he.
Kitty thought for a moment
father waited for the thought.

‘Smith, in that for *73. * Better not publish such

HAND-BOOK OF FieLD BOTANY. By Walter
P. Manton. Price 50 cents.
Illustrated,
Boston: Lee & Shepard.
:
.

BY MRS. M, A. KIDDER.

thie |
“ Yes,” replied papa; ** almost even is
had
uneven.
The hem is uneven.’
at
“Then it must be picked out and done
alover,” said Kitty, with a disappointed
her
ker hitch. *¢I wantto do it all right.”
“Of course,” replied her: father.
in
Papa
is setting himself up to be a
storm,

The precious things thou dost impart;
‘And wing my words, thst'they may reach
The hidden depths of many a heart:
That I may speak with soothing power
A word in season, as from thee,
To weary ones in needful hour.

£

+ What is almost even ?" asked
with a look of surprise.

nor those of Angell, C.H. Davis, Charles
Davis, Miss Haley, Rynne, Sampson and E, 4,

“POOL FOR DRINKS."

stroking his little girl's hair.

«It is uneven,” replied Kitty.

But we musti follow the fate of
third basket: Little Agnes Somers
been ill for a long time and now was
the brink of death's door. She could
most feel its surging waves about
feet, but it brought no terror to
steadfast heart, for her faith was firm

.

~

“What is almost even?” asked papa,

truly felt that * it is more blessed to give

Oh, lead me, Lord, that 1 may lead
The wandering and the wavering feet ; .

Temperance.

“Don’t you think that it is almost
even?” asked Kitty, guessing his mean
ing and blushing.
;

day and accompanied Mrs. McGinnis to
the upholsterer's and assisted her in selecting a chair for the invalid. When they
witnessed the delight of the suffering
boy, they felt more than repaid for the
trouble they had been to in collecting the
money, and for their sacrifice in giving
up their. own spending money. They

he had declined to read the proof-sheets, When

asked to do Bo, saying: ** The time for a biographyof me has not come.”
on

3

ean
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You require & cookfor your mutton and beef;

“©

Aw pure as heaven your soul.

“It was affirmed

1f you cannot do this, a laundress and

par

PLAIN LIVING, HIGH THINKING.
Companion

One of Mr. Ralph Waldo Emerson's
canons “of home-life is, that the house
and house-keeping should illustrate that

living and

philosopher's

that

old

New

always

open,

England style which suggests comfort and
hospitality;

The

gate

1s

and the chestnut-tree-lined

worn.
’

A

loog

hall

rooms and the

ath

is

divides

furniture

well-

it.

are

The

noticea-

ble for their ‘mild flavor of antiquity.
The old pictures, old blue-and-white
china, old chairs and an old sofa or two,
are all suggestive of comfort and not at
sll of ornament or show.
:

The library, a large square room,

plainly

ter of the man.

but clearly illaminated with sunshine.
Homely shelves line
-it, on which are books for use but not
for show,

Behind the library is the parlor used
for visitors and conversational parties.
Everything associated with the house
and the dwellers therein harmonizes

with the philosopher's idea of culture,
plain livieg and high thinking, A visit-

or would at once say here dwells u« man
who likes * plain
ersons, plain ways,
plain clothes; prefers earnest. people;
shuns egotists, publicity; likes solitude,

and knows lig uses.”
a
When Miss Bremer visited Boston she
beam in

his

with a sun-

countenanve.”

breaks over his
sky,” once said
* AvEwmerson's
good-morning,”

‘ Asmile

face like day over the
George William Curtis.
house it seemed always
he added at another time.

Hundreds
who have no sympathy with

Mr. Emerson's Jhilosophy, or with bis
religious opinions, are tha nkfol for his
_ example,
these showy, ornamental

yersing with her children

for

dead who die in the Lord.”

the

Wherever

he

sentiment,

to it a

new

elevation,

beauty and power.

He

was a

man

becoming

perfectly intelligible to our study,—and

the contriver of it all forever hidden!

To

breathe, to sleep, is wonderful.
But
never to know the Cause, the Giver, and
infer his character and will! Of what
import this vicant sky, these pufting elements, these insignificant lives full of selfish loves and
quarrels and ennui?
Every thing is prospective, and man is
to
live
hereafter. That the
world
is
for
his
education. is the only
sane solution of the enigma.
And I
think that the naturalist works not for
himself, but for the believing
mind,
which turns h is discoveries to revelation,
receives them as private tokens of the
grand good-will of the Creator.

The mind delights in immense

time;

delights in r ocks, in metals, in mountain-

chains, and inthe

. thrives underab se ; delights in architect.
ure, whose build:
lasts so long,—a
* house, "” says Ruskin, #‘is not in its
prime

until it is five

and
these.

hundred

he has
Star.

ii

» dd,

Wo A jot
tends life.

the body.J:

;

The Di

oes not age

the
the wi 8¢ manOn looks
forward

rs of the

with

grave,

with equal
elasticity of mind, or hope; nd why no,
ter millions of years, on the verge of
newer existence P—for

ture of intelli

it is the

ent gybeings } to be

na-

forever

8 the
Dew to life.
ost men are insolvent, or
Promise by their counte ce ‘and conYersation and b their nan
early endeavor

uch more hy they ever
riorm,—
Suggesting a design still to be carried
Souk; t he man must have new motives,

has

passed

He died

April

wife and three children.

Christian character and though

Hayes,

everything

with abrupt

hm

a

de

I prefer an erroneous : honest

man: to

and [ would rather convince a man 'thut

“ Nothing,” said an impatient husband, *‘ so
minds

me of Baluam

stopping in church

and

and

his

ass, as two

obstructing

inddlige in their everlasting talk.”
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«I think the trial box of Warren’s Troches you
sent is doing me much good,
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various remedies, so

far none
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he has a soul to save, and induce him to |:

live up ‘to that beliéf, than bring

Best
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CORRODERS AND MANUFACTURERS.
1 ¢ BOSTON STAR BRAND.”
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fore Lieok your medicine.
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QUIPS AND ORANKS. -
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the most orthodox knave in. the world;

—Abp.

un-

Office, 24 and 26 Oliver Street,

Nerve

HEART: VOICE.

Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver
Complaint,
and have
neveF
been
troubled since. I never knew a well day be-

BOSTON LEAD MANFNG £0.

DR. E.C. WEST'S NERVE AND BRAIN TREATMENT; a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convul-

! Sunday-School Song Book!

Indian

&CO., Lowell, Mass.

SAMUEL LITTLE, Pres. WM. J; BRIDE, Treas.

CORSETS.
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The
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Johnson's

‘For the Whiskers.
This elegant preparation may be relied on to
change the. color of the beard from
gray or any
other undesirable shade, to brown or black,at discretion. It is easily applied, being in one prepaHiiolagnnd quickly
and effectually produces a
pefmanent color which will neither rub nor wash
0! 1X.
=
PREPARED BY
;

GOLD MEDAL awarded by the Massachusetis
Charitable Mechanic’s Association in 1881.

Sent by mail

and ‘torpidity of theliver. 25 cents per box.
A= Sol d by all Druggists. <ot

“INES

stands

¥

Dr. Clark

BUCKINGHAM’S DYE,

| CINCINNATI O. Ca

angles,—Dr.

rk)

to any oplaions

was

Fisherville, Merrimack

its

As a dressing nothing has been found so effectual, or desirable.
;
Dri A. A. Hayes, State Assayer of Massachusetts, says-of it: ¢ I consider it the best preparation for its intended purposes.”

“Specimen Pages Free!

grand
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I have used
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Bradford.—Alanson
Bradford
died
at
North Auburn, Me., April 30, aged 68 years. | ?
)
JOSEPH WAINE.
$4.20 per dozen by mail; $3.60 per dozen
Bro. B. had been a. member of the East Heexpress. Single Sample copy, 275 cts.
bron church for upwards of forty years.. For
¥
Manchester, N. H.
This is to certify that T have used Dr. Clark
some years past he has been at such a distance
Johnson’s Indian-Blood Syrup in my family
that he could not attend often, but his attachfor the past two years; and consider it the best
ment to the F. Baptists was strong. Some
known.
When the children
days before he died he sent for the writer and family medicine
Published by
expressed himself as resigned and ready to get a slight cold, and ane threatened with fea few doses will set them right. In n
depart. The funeral services, héld in the M. E. ver,
JOHN
CHURCH
& CO..
own case I use it, and think it the best m
house at North Auburn, were conducted by the
ine T over took for bronchial difficulty
writer,
.
Scorr.
| Mo. %, Union Square,
‘ow York.
ion, which. bas become chron’: .
Eaton
«aD
41 her home in Hermon, Me
: but I think the Syrup will
Jan 3
cars,
Mes, Aurelia E. Euato)
;
WILLIAM McPHE'
wife of J
“+;
and daugbter of tt
vanted for the»:
of/¢hig Ind
late ¥en
i emer, Me. She was
very town or village, in whic’
articulars given on applicat’ +
most fil
Cini
and
mother.
H:
“life was iuii ot viriues aud good works.
8!
2A
RnR
i
was untiring in labers for the religious cor
WARNER BROTHE,. ©
munity in which she lived. She is not on
PIANO
ORGAN
sorely missed and sincerely mourned by immeN
A
diate friends, but also by all who knew her.
The great superiority
Oo
N
She died in the Lord ard ber works do follow
]
of Coraline
over horn or
her. Blessed is she.
8. C. WHITCOMB.
38
# whaleborfe has induced
All
the
leading
artists
of
the
past
few
years
us to use it in all our
leading Corsets.
.|. dorse these instruments as the best.
$10 REWARD
Send for Catal logue, and inspect them at

en alt in

things;

at East HeSister Brown
here some
by the Rev.
a consistent

Price §1.

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
LIVER PILLS, They cure’
bil
’

P. PICKERING.

And making the hair thick and strong,

LEAD PIPE AND SHEET LEAD.

Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although

EPHRIAM

conscious from the time she was seized with
her last sickness, death found her prepared.
This is the first member of our church called
uway since the writer entered on this pastorate.
The funeral services, conducted by the pastor
ol Sunday p. M., Apr. 30, were largely attend-

iy]

blend

Clark

He was
and his

+ A. WORDEN,

Brown.—Eunice Brown died
pr
Apr. 29, aged 39 years.
was
converted during the revival
e yours ago, and wns baptized
D.
Allen. 8he has maintained

ences it. It is'a darkness that can be felt.
produced

to

~

CITY.

:

TIN and TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER,
&c.

in the form of pi ills, also in the form of lozenges; on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs, Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry, Send for pamphe
let. Address as above. Mention this Paper,

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.

19, afier three

‘person experi-

No shadows or outlines appear

YORK

ori

It removes all eruptions, itching and dandruff;
and the scalp by its use becomes white and clean.
By its tonic properties it restores the capillary
glands io their normal vigor, prevesting baldness,

LYDIA E. PINKNAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUNDis prepared at 233 and 235 Westen Avenue,

3d St,

with the

harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
the cure.of Kidney fot
Complaints of either sex this
b For is

Lynn, Mass.

kindly minisirations to the poor and sick. He
bad a hest of friends, won by bis Christian
spirit, and a great loss is sustained by his
death, He was 74 years of age, and leaves a

+ The darkness of the long night cannot

veins.

NEW

quent

It will at all times and under all circumstancesactin

IT.

West

Falling and Displacements, and the

article is compounded

Practical and Analytical Chemists,
SoLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
i
IN MEDICINES.

Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterusin |
an early stage of devel
t. The
tende: y to caneerous humors thereis checked veryspeedily
by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi- gestion,
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.

induces

I had
little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
soon made a great change in my appetite and
Strength, and I have had no sickness since. I
chesrfully recommend the medicine to old and
young, for purifying the Blood.
;

erer

sendan joy chill o : discomfort along the

‘tion,

Thigatandand

greatest care.
:
Its effects are! as wonderful apd satisfactory
as ever,
4
It restores gray or faded hair to its youthful

DR. J.C. AYER

SpiHal Weakness,
and is particularly adapted to the

gora

SELL

7?

Is a Positive Cure

plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera

and

the Liver.

Laboratory,

silently. into the:

roost reliable and zealous workers.
noted for charity and benevolence

NIGHT.

lvery light seems fo |

causes Wind

of the
of its

land of rest.

true!”

Epo

in Ptyaline

DRUGGISTS

days of sickness. He was an old member
Columbus, N. Y.,F. B. church and one

of

Biatcusthe ‘clear: ‘sky.

in the

Tn 1877 1 had an abscess on ny Breast, and
being 70 years old, I was entirely
prostrated,
with no appetite,
I concluded
to try
Dr.

oh

*

a

.

Lamb.—We are pained at giving notice that.

years

L

be

Bro. Milo Lamb

Pyramids, which

f endless
, being, we may
novelty whic perpetually at-

Ptyaline

PINKHAM’'S

for all those Painful
aints and Weaknesses
1
- socommon to our best female population,
It will cure entirely the worst form of Femaie
Come

It neutralizes the hereditary taint, or poison
In the blood, which generates Scrofula, Erysipelas, and all manner of skin diseases and
internal Rumors. 4
Fated
ere are no spirits employed in its ‘manufagture, and it.can be Ait nt the most deli@ babe, or by the agedand feeble, careonly
f) required in attention to directions.
Com.

Several months later the friend and the
little girl called at the poet's home. After showing his little friend many things
of interest in his study, and especially
delighting himselfat her ‘amazement oh
telling her he ‘‘supposed the Ancient
Mariner came out of the iokstand upon
his table” (it--once belonged to Coleridge), he said in a low tone, us it thinkog sloud;
“It doesn’t always come
when you want it!"
:

many thousan , and cromlechs
earth-mounds much older than

the

t Nowrishes Digestion.”

said to her. * Suppose you give me a
little of yours thig
beautiful morning?”
* Think,” cried he afterwardto a friend,
who tells the story in the Boston Courier,
throwing up his hands, his eyes sparkling with merriment, ‘‘think what her
answer was. She said, *O Mr. Longfellow, it doesn’t always come when you

be appreciated unless a

Stimulates

E.

| \YEGETAZLE COMPOUND.

t Nou
8, Strengthens and Invi,
tes.
It carries off the Old Blood and makes new

*‘Most of Longfellow’s poems are char-

AROTIO

LYDIA

- This Syrup possesses Varied Properties.

Ie
ns the pores of the skin and
Healthy Perspiration.

The shout that every prayer for mercy drowns;
The soldiers’ revel In the midst of pillage;
The wall of famine in beleague
towns.’

ic periods which these give; in the age

spepsia, Liver

ots upon the Kidneys.

visi geolog-

of trees , say of
. Sequoias,
a few of
which will s he the whole history of
mankind; in the
le toughness and
imperishab)
of
the
palm-tree, which

0ld,"—and
here are the
haveas

“J. N. Rich.

acts

‘The tumultof each sacked and burning village;

how

~ BLOOD,

11,000SOLD,00
0 Bottles
SINCE 1870. _ *

vi

ing, therefore, was all alive. His wd{rds
and images always tell. He ever succeeds in conveying to another's mind the
matter that fills his own. What a description is this of the effects of war!—

Ah me, how true,

]

of the food in the stomach. If
the medicine
is taken Immedintely after
©
ng the fermentation of food ig pre-

large and liberal scholarship, gifted with
a creative and realizing mind. His l¢arn-

want it."

2

Saliva, which converts the Starch and
Sugar of the food into glucose.
A defi=

situation “and

imparting

&

The Best REMEDY KNOWN to Man

appeared

freshness,

“i

tism, Dropsy, Heart Disease, Biliousness,
Nervous debility, ete.

made

it, without

life,

KIDNEYS, SKIN,

o

eases Fever &
Ague, Rheuma-

n

;

cie A

while he touches no moral truism

without vitalizing

.

0 |] 1] E S$

had gathered

by

topic he represents.
In all these the individuality of the man is constantly perceived, but the range of the genius is remarkable. Perhaps the, controlling element in his nature was the moral sentiment, and it is also the dominant quality
vhserved in his writings. And his morality is the morality of most good men
and women,
He deals in no moral paradoxes,

y

(TRADE MARK)

charac-

he radiated the spirit of kindliness and
beneficence. It was impossible to know
him without feeling an :ffection for him.
The breadth of his sympathetic feeling
gave variety to the products of his
genius. It enabled him to reproduce
many different moods of mind and many
different forms of character, A
glance
over his poems shows how wide is the
field his writings cover. He rarely, if
ever, repeats
himself. If we take his
long poems, such as the ‘Spanish Student,’ ‘The Golden
legend,’
‘Hiawatha' and ‘Evangeline,’ we wonder
how the same poet could have selected
subjects so different and have treated of
each “with such masterly adaptation of
his genius to his there. Our wonder
is increased when we remember t
throng of lyrics and minor poems with
which he has enriched our literature, and
the flexibility of mind he displays in
placing himself on an equality with

idea,

©

:

HEART DISEASE BSE

It

little five-years’ Bo
who was fond of
find out, part with part, the delicate con- poetry
and occasionally ** made up some”
trivance and adjustment of 8 weed, of a
herself, ‘I too am fond of poetry,” he
moss, to its wants,
owth, and perpet-

justments

¥

who stood by her bedside felt impressed with
the comfort and blessedness of religion. Fun-

IMMORTALITY.

these

COMPLIES,

eral services were held at Brooks, her native
town,by Rev. H. Small. * Blessed are the

:

all

who

ALL DISEASES OF
THE STOMACH,

LIVER

that cash

from
their distant homes to comfort her in
her last hours.
She talked fresly of the bright
prospect.
before her .and often
broke. out
in triumphant praise to her Redeemer.
All

acterized by this clearness, picturesqueThey feel a pride 1n the fact that the ness, and especially, this weight of dicThe effect on the eat is as great as
blood of eight geperations of Puritans tion.
The effect of all
has made the man who walks with his the effect on the ‘@ye.
is to purify as well as to
head in the clouds, dress 80 plainly, and his writings
ew whose sense of beauty was
live so frugally, that he seems one of the please.
plain men who toddle
along on the 80 keen have combined with it an ethical purpose so high. He belongs to that
earth.
4
class of poets we gratefully remember
who have quickened and strengthened
[e
'| conscience through kindling appeals to
Proeeedin to the enumeration of the the emotions and the imagination : —
few simple ements of the pataral faith,
‘Filling the soul with sentiments august,
the first fact that strikes us is our delight
The beautiful, the brave, the holy, the just.’ ”
in permanence.
All great natures are
— Sel.
lovers of stability and permanence, as the
0-0-0
type of the Eternal.
After science beMr. Longfellow had a peculiar gift for
Bins, belief of permanence must follow in ingratiating
himself into the good will of
4 healthy mind.
Things so uttractive, children, and always showed a keen op
designs so wise, the secret workman se
transcendently skillful that it tasks suc- preciation of their bright speeches. He
cessive generations of observers only to was one day walking in a garden with -a
days.

uation,

Star, it is expected

It was said years ago,

contemplation.

is every

furnished

wrote, ** Emerson came also,

hun:

Me., April 20, aged nearly 79 years.. Her sickness was paralysis, and was attended with
much suffering.
For the first few days she
was unconscious, but afterwards her mind became clear, and she. very much enjoyed con-

by one of the great

our, love and admiration

-

~ Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

His homeis large, of

excess overone

them universally aftractive; but those
who personally kmethe
w.
man readily
understood what constituted the peculiar attractiveness of the poet.
He
was, in the first place, one of the humanest of men, incapable of envy, malice or intolerance, and gifted not only
with the power of discerning merit in
ij. others, but of heartily rejoicing in its

cook

{on can hire, with little to pay,

home illustrates his canon.

Obituaries must be brief

For thb

the

in the poems of Longfellow which

But & woman’s
t and a woman’s life
Are not to be won that way.

they exist to promote plain

for the public,

dred words, and for those sent by persons who do
not patronize

fellow, this sense of loss is deepened

and deep

high. thinking. - The aged

Particular Notice.
and

by a foreign competent critic, that there
was something, he hardly knew what,

de?

Youth's

of

“‘Ta the case of the departure of Long-

[4

in the

Obituaries.

this fly-

And celebrates his obesquies.”

1 require all things that are grand and true—
Allt hi ngs thal a man should be;
If yongive this all, T would stake my life
To bé all you demand of me.

peared

oe

Rich.—Mrs. Sally B. Rich died at Pittsfield,

:

A loving woman finds heaven or hell
On the day she is made a bride:

[The nA
betore Emerson

1

At
Chickering
Hall
lately there
were short memorial addresses before
the Society for Ethical Culture in memory of the poet Longfellow.
Mr. ‘Roberts read an address prepared by Mr.
Whipple, which began:
en

As you did mid the bloom of May?
all on its

Drs. Star-

.

will accompany the copy at the rate of Jour cents
per line of eight words.
J erses are inadmissible.

.

From my soit young cheek some day—
Will you love me then "mid the ‘falling leaves,

I may launch my

free.

a

:
“They do not err
Who say that when a poet dies
Mute Nature mourns a worshiper

[ am {ali and young, but the rose will fade

1s your heart an ovean so strong

What is this Better,

Oxygen” sent

key & Palen, Philadelphia, Pa.

LONGFELLOW'S MEMORY.

A king for & beautiful realm called Home,

*

** Compound

poets of the century, who spoke from his
jnspired insight into the external world,
that—

stockings

: "Aud say, * It is very good.”

an orator,

RST

require your mutton shall always be hot

Y Cont aaeks and your shirts shall be whole y
I require your heart to be true as God’s stars,

Asda min that the Maker God
hall look upon as he did on the first,

statesman,

A SN

Until I bave guestioned thee,

for

di-

ing Ideal, but the
perpetual promise
his Creato
2— rRalph Walda Emerson.

You have written my lesson of duty out,
Man-like you bave questioned me;
Now stand at the bar of my womad’s soul

I require a far better thing:
A seamstress you're wan ting
;
and shirts—~
1 look for a mab and a king.

a

should be.

With the. reckless dash of a bey?

‘ou

death.”

in whatever

aA

fess thing
As a child might ask for a loy—
nding what others have died to win

8,

through

peel, a painter,—if you talk sincerely
with him, considers his work, however
much admired, as far short of what ‘it

ydu have asked: for this price-

Do you know

passed

Health of Woman is the Hope of the Race.

an inventor,

love?

a woman’s wonderful

has

rection he'work,—a man of large affairs,

~" A woman's heart, a woman's life,
A

he

LA

until

Every really able man,

can

A WOMAN'S QUESTION.
Do you kuow you have asked for the costliest
thin
Ever m ile by the Hand above—

| MES. LYDI'E. PONKRAN, OF LYNN, MASs.,

Can Sleep without Anodynes.
¢ Since using Compound Oxygen, my sleep
is natural’and good.
My spirits are in a much
more healthy condition. I have no need of
anodynes—have more actual strength than for
years past.” So writes a patient.
Treatise on

Sympathize with Woman.

new companions, new condition, and another term.
Franklin said, ‘Life is
Sather a state of embryo, a preparation
oroT | life. A man is not completely born

Woman

Iiscellivny.

.

Rear-Admiral

of

funerals

its power,—The

Rodgers and Major Twinips took place at
Washington yesterday.——Congressman Alexander ih Stephens while ascending the steps
of the National Capitol yesterday fell acd
received a severe sprain of the left ankle.—

Twenty-one buildings and stores are destroyed
by fire ut Lincoln Centre, Me.

“WEDNESDAY, MAY 10.—A tornado swept

over.

Tdhin

in the

the town of McAllister

even
Territory, on Monday night, Killing
persons and wounding upward of fifty. Fifty-eight houses were totally demolished und
thirty others badly wrecked.

THURSDAY,

MAY

11.—In

the Guiteau ex-

ceptions case Colonel Reed concludes his argument for, the prisoner, and Colonel Corkbill
and Davidge speak in bebalf of the Government.——The custom house at New Orleans is
damaged to the extent of $60,000
by fire.——

At a meeting of Irish-American, citizens of
New York in the Cooper Institutg resolutions

denouncing the Dublin grime are passed.
FRIDAY, MAY 12.——The arguments in the
Guiteau case were concluded yesterday, and
Judge Carter will render bis decision on Monday.——There have been 117 business failures

throughout the country during

the past seven

days.——A severe storm is prevailing on Long

Island Sound.

;

SATURDAY,
MAY
13.—The
steamship
“Pliny” is stranded at Deal Beach, N. Jus

Edward

Hixon

Boston,

fail

$125,000.

& Co., furniture dealers

with

MONDAY,

Washburne

of

MAY

liabilities

5

15.—~Ex-Governor

Wisconsin

at

amounting

died

to

C.

at

C.

Eureka

Springs, Arkansas, yesterday afternoon.
Thirteen bundred and eighty immigrants ar-

rived at Baltimore

from

Bremen

yesterday.

—=The decision of the judges in the Guiteau
exceptions will be announced May 22. It is
said that the decision aflirms the sentence of
the court below and overrules the exceptions.

¢

ABROAD.
uespay, May 9.—=Thé Russian Senate
has declared the decree banishing Jewish

illegal.——Huge icebergs are repath of Atlantic steamers.——The
will offer a rewardof £10,000 for
given within three months which
the conviction of the murderers of

apothecaries
ported in the
overnment
information
will lead to

Lord

Gavendish and Under-Secretary Burke.

‘THE PLOUGHMAN'S SONG.

Hillsdale College Notes.
On May 7 Prof. Dunn completed on
.

inter-

esting and profitable course of Sunday evening
lectures on * Isms”
and - Denominations,
with a discourse on the Usages and Doctrines
of the Free Baptists.
+
:
,
On May 5 a Jarge delegation pf’ students
visited Albien College to attend the State
Inter-collegiate Society ‘copvention in which
some of them were to take part.
Not the
least important among the exercises, however,
were games of base-ball and foot-ball, in b
of which -the' Hillsdale boys were victorious.

The Freshman Prize Contest of the Amphictyon Society occured

duy
0.

efpning, May 8.

Cuse.
Prof. Mauck

on

has

Monday evening, Mon-

The] prize-taker was C.

been called

to

Hampton

village, May

2.

He

was a young man of excellent character
was respected by all who knew him.

and

A class of 21 will graduate at Maine

the

at

10.15.

on the first appearance
pump if at

sanctioned the commercial treaty with France.

—~Thirty-six

houses in the town of Oranien-

baum, near St. Petersburg, have been de.stroyed
hy fire.—~—The Hygienic exhibition
building near Moabit, in the district of Potsdam
Ppaissia, was burned yesterday.
The property
loss is estimated at several hundred thousand
pounds.
:
© BATURDAY,
MAY
13, —
England
and

nce have ordered fleets to the Mediterra—The distress in Andalusia continues,
| a
Xy MAY 15.——A Turkish
oh lsanspost
in
‘on board were drowned.—It is now

%

reported

from

were e

Dublin

that

in the Phenix

twelve

Park

persons

tragedy,

and it is believed the assassing intended to
~ murder eight persons. The Government has
“offered £300 - reward for the arrest of any
person
harboring the
murderers——I[t
is
‘understood that a majority of the Irish suspects

are to be liberated to-morrow.
Cengress.

The House has voted by a very large major-

ity to enlarge the President's Cabinet

by add-

ing thereto a Secretary of Agriculture.
The
department under his direction will be -en-

larged in its duties and powers and the American farmer will doubtless receive more consid-

*

eration from the general government
has hitherto.
Sani

than he

The Tariff Commission Bill has passed the

House by a decisive vote of 151 yeas to 83 nays.

The Chairman of the Committee on Educa-

tion and Labor has reported a bill to aid in the
support of common schools. ~It provides for
an annual sppropriation of ten millions for
five years to be apportioned among the several
States and Territories according to the namber
of illiterates over ten years of age.
An
amount not exceeding five per cent. of the
money appropriated may be used to educate
teachers. This bill differs materially from the
one that has been reported to the Senate; and
rit seems like a concerted gttempt on the part of
our legislators to defeat the measure by introducing bills so imperfectly ‘drawn that they

can not

pass,

The

Geneva

Award

bill

has

passed

the

House by a vote of 132 to 66. Similar bills
have passed the House before, but have dlways
been defeated
in the Senate, largely
through the influence of the insurance compa-

nies, who oppose the present bill becuuse it is

not favorable to their claims.
The Senate by a vote of 32 to 18 has passed
a very
important bill, providing for the creation

of nine intermediate U. 8. courts, with 18 new

circuit judges, who are to be appointed by the
President. Senator David Davis has devised
this bill for the purpose of relieviag the Supreme Court,
:
Personal.

‘Mr. Lowell will preside this week at the formal opening of ‘* Garfield House”, the home
for working girls founded in Loudon in honor
of the late President.
It is a Christian and a

gracious way of keeping thut kindly memory
green.
,
Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes is said to have
reeeived $8 a line from

The Boston Globe for

his poem on Garfield’s death.

* Wot the least admirable thing about Mr. Dar-

win was his unobtrusive activity asa

politician.
served

Liberal

His influence in his neighborhood

to give a larger proportion of Liberal

electorsto Down than any of the surrounding
parishes. He was always kind aud enlighten€d in his treatment of the poor about him,
Rev. Joseph Cook will go from Ceylon

on

Kong, En

and Australia, hor ret October 1.

1009"
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and
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for settling

and address to Cragin
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syringe or force

than

two

applications

While

beardof any danger from its use, and
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ticed and the berries rejected as soiled. 1f used as
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thus do
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wus at a loss how best to break up this
France.——Six hundred Moors have been imAt last, one evening, as he was
prisoned for ‘stoning the British Minister at practice.
walking
along the sidewalk, and the students
Morocco.
were silting en the fence singing, etc., the
THURSDAY, MAY 11.——The British Govpresident said: °** Gentlemen, allow me to
ernment introduces its new bill for the recongratulate you on having adopted the Yale
pression of crime in Ireland in the House of custom.” He was never troubled afterward by
Commons,
It proposes that in those places
students sitting on the fence,
where the ordinary law is ineffective to establish special tribunals for the trial of caves
Science and Art.
without a jury. The bill virtually places unlimited authority in the bands of the Lord
Prof.
Boyd
Dawkins,
in depicting the apLieutenant. The measure passes its first reading by a vote of 337 to 22, the minority being" pearance of the world before mun, recently
described America in the eocene and miocene
compo-ed eutirely of home-rulers.—By the
periods as being connected with Eurcpe by a
explosion of fire damp in a coal mine in Westheavily wooded barrier of land stretching past
halia, fifty-six persons lose their lives.—
the
Faroe Islands; while the alligators and
he funeral of Lord
Frederick Cavendish
fishes
of Europe were indistinguishable from
takes place,
.
FRIDAY, MAY 12.—The King of Spain has

a garden

More

water,

in the leaves,

its application by the acre with those who grow
fruat for market. It is always applied long ‘before
the fruit is ripe, and is completely washed off by
the rains. Should it adhere to the fruit in any

died since
that

using

hand.

of holes

Hellebore is a powerful medicine, we have never

.

Eliot, of Harvard, has

sea-

two well to-

ing dangerous like hellebore.”

Will

best gift to maon—tact.
At one time his
students developed an unpleasant liking for
sitting in large numbers upon the fence that
surrounds the college yard. The President,
not desiring such a thing to become & custom,

President

thie’

will rarely be needed.—Is it dangerous?—One
English work advises the use of lime, * as not be-

former students please mail at once a card to
the Principal, Rev. F\. 1). Blakeslee, giving full
name and present address, so that a. circular
with all particulars may be sent them? Also,

Plessis give names of any who have

stirring the

gether; mix this with a pailful of cold

benefit

Dublin over the tragedy is intense, and nearly
all kinds of business are at a standstill,

Spanish
MaY 10.—The
WEDNESDAY,
Senate and the Italian Chamber of Deputies
treaty with
have adopted the commercial

or so of boiling water,
apply it freely,

begin

treatment),

early _in

son, and if not checked will soon strip off all the
foliage. - This insect is easily managed, if taken
in time. Itis amusing to see the remedies given
in the Epglish papers and books, even . the most
recent ignoring the poison, White Hellebore, so
generally used in this country. Powdered White
Hellebore (not Black) may be had at most drug
stores. Upon a tablespoonful of this, pour a pint

Greenwich Academy, East Greenwich, R. I.,
will celebrate the eightieth anniversary of its
founding on June 22nd, next, by a grand reunion of former teachers and pupils. The

literary exercises will

is ** the worm” (more.than one,

that makes holes in the leaves

culturist,
*4+

Agri-

5
ore

A SUBSTITUTE FOR PARIS GREEN.
8. R. Hart of Brighton, N. y 4 has
potato

vines,

water

impregnated

used
with

on his
gas

tar.

Put two quarts of gas tar into a pail, fill the pail
with water; stirit up well, and let the tar settle.
Then sprinkle the vines with the water from a
sprinkling p6t. This has proved more effective

than Paris Green. It is also equally effective on
currant bushes, and doubtless will be alike effective on insects on trees.

Gas tar

for one dollar a barrel—enough

can

Le

M.
Verestchagine, the painter of battlepictures, has recently had two singular compliments paid him by Continental Govern‘ments. So vividly has be depicted the horrors
of the battle-field that in Russia the public exhibition of his paintings was altogether interdicted, while at Berlin the military authorities

sold by this person

for [54 |
S05 *: \

A hitherto unknown treatise by Coperaft

on the movements
.of the heavenly bodies,
as
been discovered in the Astronomical
tory at Stockholm.

Observu-

A remarkable statement was made, recently,
before a scientific body in London—the statement given as on the authority of Mr. Veitch,
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Dr. Pierce's Compound
breaks up colds, drives
neural
diapels febrile
refreshing sleep.
An
sprains and bruises. By
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Extract of Smart-weed
out rheumatism, allays
symptoms, and induces
unequaled liniment for
druggists.
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Leading physicians and
clergymen use and recom-.
mend Brown's Iron BirTERS. * It has cured others
suffering as you are, andit
will cure you.
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Two-Thirds of a Bottle Cures.
Dr. R.V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.:
Deor Sir—I

roots of corn

Press.)

Altew months ago an interview with a promie
nent and well known physician, formerly a resi
dent of Detroit, but now living in New York, appeared in the columns of this paper. The state
ments made by the doctor and the facts he divulged were of 80 unusual a nature as to cause no
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wrong and needs prompt
attention. No medicinehas
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Ladies and sickly girls requiring a non-alechohol-

Whatever the cause, don't :

neglect it.

buyers were not disposed to give over 27¢ tor best
lots.

THIS AND THAT.

ic, gentle

rheumatism,dyspepsia,over- .
work, nervous debility, &c.

receipts well sold up early in the week. Sales of
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woman of Hibernian descent entered one of |
produciug agent; and that a pound of corn will be ourA large
dry-goods stores amd stepping
upto a
‘more than (wice as valuable if transformed into salesman inquired, “ Whaor’s Lepyine #7 “The
pulley,
madam?”
repeated
the
puzzled
clerk.
eggs by means of the hen, as when put into the
# Why, yes, mon, the pu.ley that pulls you upform of meat by feeding to pigs.
=
stairs,” she explained. She was smilingly directed to the elevator.
;
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they know

to bake beans with pork.A fat piece ot corned
beef is an excellent substitate and is extébsively
used by those who entertain a prejudice to pork.
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of declining health. When professional men of
such high standing sink their prejudice and will-
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The singular thing about
it is, that pain in the back
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much relief from the baiance that she tried anoth-
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WHEATS.

youd question.
They conclusively
show not only
the power of the remedy
which
has become so
well known and
ular, but the great impor
tance of aiténtion in time to the first indications

better health.—A

fleece.
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diseases of the
organs which

confidently

a world of

How much suf
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are amenable to treatment, Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure surpasses any remedy I have
ever known or used, and since physicians have
so much ill-success in the treatment of these organs, I am prepared to accept all the consequences when I say that they are, if conscientious,
in duty bound to use this pure vegetable compound in their practice.
:
Yours very truly,
J. W, Syara, M. D.
Statements so outspoken as the abeve and com.
ing from such a reliable source are valuable be-

to be valuable, the public may

has

Western Superfine.....reseessesssnssss
25 @ 475

effect on my patients afflicted with kidoey, liver
and urinary
diseases, watching every
development carefully and stndiously. Then I was completely disarmed,
¢
for the remedy stood every test
ged!
Under such convincing circumstances, the mat.
ter of confessing my cure
me a qnestion of
conscience and duty
to humanity. © Here is a
remedy,” I said, *
that bas done for me what the
best medical skill ot the country could not accomplish”—and as an honorable man I will not suppress the facts. I therefore write
you and most
unhesitatingly assert that for all
kidaeys, liver, stomach or urmary

and

meaning.

Out.

erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
, beens, dried apples, &c. Cellar No. 8,
oy Market, Boston. *
BOSTON, Saturdey Morning, May 15, 1882,

ment is experimental. Well, to make a long and
surprising Sry short, I experienced a sort of
hysical revolution. My skin got a better color.
My liver resumed its fanctions. I po longér had
to arouse the bowels with catharties. My headaches disappeared with my dyspepsia; but still I
was not convinced, *“ Nature did it,” I reasoned
But, determined to push the investigation to the.
I

<

That's a common expréssion

Boston Produce Report.

experiment,

3

an

Reported by HILTON EROS & CO., Commiasion |

done,

you know, but for that matter, all medical treat-

extreme, while I was in active work,

for

has

Zhe Blavkets.

unprofes-

I had

entertain

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds,” bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
pecured to the patient A a single teas)
ful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject
For sale by all druggists, and E. H. TRUKX,
208 Pearl St., New York.
ea
1 I

re-

ends called my attention to some unuswrought by a prominent remedy aod
to try it. I emphatically declined. But
and with the firm determimation that I

would never let anybody

may

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY: *

desperately in need

‘but expecting none, one’ of my

Warning?

Cupid

have not called a Physician in the whole time.

e—exhausted all authorized expedieots

~Wiien'io
Whenin thisthis Team e of mind,
of

i

‘M J Vif had been an invalid for
years, but these
| Bitters have cured her.”--Price 25 cts. per bottle.

move the bile from jhe blood. This produced derangement of the:stomach, inflammation ofits coats,
dypsepsia, constipation, headache, depression of
Spirits,
ow complexion, : fat-covered eyes,
chills andfever; in short, I was miserable
to
the last
. I appealed in vain to my books,
to my skill and to my fellow physicians.
The
mys
my ill-health grew ‘deeper. 1 traveled

ever,

On, MyBack!

of

can

Special Telegram to Henry, Johnsen & Lord. |
Freedomwille, Ohio:=We have sold all those
Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters you sent us.
They
give universal satisfaction, Send us twelve dozen
forthwith.
!
J. WERTS & SON.
The Rev. Chas. E. Piper, of Wakefield, R. I,
writes: “I have used Baxter’s. Mandrake Bitters
in my family for over two years, and a8 a. result

poor

consequence,

Take

partiality

Sold

dyspeptie condition was producéd bya tor-

pid liver, which did

speed

t machine

anconguerable aversion to odorous noses, and will |
never venture within shooting distance of catarrh
Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy is a safe and reliable
cure for this disgusting diseases By druggists.

mortal one night of the terrible suffering 1 endur:
ed, I would be fully satisfied, be
the other
consequences what they might.
:
.

‘My

Almost.

with

such a pe

fragrant flowers and perfumed tresses, he

obtain.

moir on Glaciers and Icebergs in Relation to
a hundred years after all. In 1765 the Euglich
and many inquiries were raised “as to the genClimate.”
He assumes that glacialists adhere
forbade the celebrating of marriages
uiness of the interview and the validity of the 1 Parliament
to the doctrine of a continental glacier, tnd
in America without stamps. Now the laws of &pstatements it contained. The name of the physiciety as effectually prevent it.
i
argues that no amount of cold could induce
cian was at that time suppressed at his own re.
sufficient evaporation and precipitation to afquest.
The
seal
of
secrecy,
however,
can
now
he
If
you
have
failed
to
receive
benefit
from
other
ford the necessary show in the interior. He is removed, as the important and interesting letter
preparations, try Hood's Sarsaparilla; it is the
fighting
2a man of straw, for glacialists now
which appears below will abundantly show. #o
strongest, the purest, the best, the cheapest.
believe the great focus of snowfall to bave
order, however, that the reader may better under.
been along the Labrador peninsula, from which
stand this letter, a few extracts are herewith
A vein of hot water has been tapped near St.
given from the interview in question.
the ice moved in all directions, but notably to
Etione, France, at a depth of about 1500 metres.
‘Alter an exchange of courtesies and a few remthe southwest, till'it met in the Mississippi.
This new geyser sends a volume of hot waler to a
iniscences about the war, in which the doctor was
hight of twenty-six metres.
Valley the ice flowing southeasterly from the
a prominent surgeon, the reporter remarked upon
British Columbia highlands. If the ice stretchile doctors improved
appearance upon which
It is impossible for a woman after a faithful
ed from sea to sea, it was because the Labrador
e said:
.
a
.
course of
treatment with Lydia E. Pinkham’s
and Columbian glaciers:bécame. confluent in | “Yes, I have improved in health since you last Vegetable Compound, to continue to suffer with a
the great continental valley, not because of any
saw me; and I hope also in many other ways. One
weakaess of the uterus. Enclose a stamp to Mrs.
thing, however, L have succeeded in doing, and
excessive snowfall inthe interior. Dawson
Lydia E Pinkham, 233 Western Avenue, Lynn,
it is ope of the hardest things for any one, and
Mass., for her pamphlets. 7.
y
thinks the great ‘“terminal moraine” (he
egpeciallya doctor, to do, and that is I have overforgets there are several of them) must have
come
my
prejudices.
You
know
there
are
some
An eminent Arabian naturaist and physician of
been the ¢ southern margin of an ice-laden sea,
people who prefer to remain in the wrong rather
the tenth century named Tomini states that in
where the floe ice aud bergs grounded or
than acknowiedge the manitest right.
Such
prejancient
times the bitumen of Judea was used to
where tbe ice suddenly melted.”
The first
udice leads to bigotry
of the worst order.
Sow.
preserve the vine from the ravages of parasites,
reason cannot hold, because these moraine I am a physician, and of the “old school” order,
too; but I have, after years of experience and ob=
lines vary more than 1,000 feet in altitude and
ROUGH
ON RATS.
servation,come to the conclusion that truthis higha sea-shore line should be
approximately
Clears out rats, mice, roaches, flies, ants, bedest
of
all
things,
and
that
if
prejudice
or
bigotry
horizontal; the second makes it necessary to
stand in the way of truth, so wuch the worse for bugs, skunks, chipmunks, gephers. 15c. Drugbelieve in a submergence of the continent for
gists.
them, they are certain to be crushed sooner or
more than 6,000 feet. This view is self-conlater.
Why, when I knew you in Detroit, I would
BUCHUPAIBA.
tradictory ; for,if all the land in the northein
no sooner have thought ot .vi:lating the code of
Quick, complete cure, all atnozing Kidney, Bladethics laid down by the profession, or of pre.
part of the continent were submerged, there
der and Urinary Diseases. $1.
Druggists. Depot
scribing anything out ot the i ular order, than I Lothrops
would be no opportunity for icebergs to form
& Pinkham, Dover, N. H.
br
and no projecting peaks to supply. the frag. _wouldof amputating my hand.” Now, however, I
prescribe and advise those things
which I believe
ments,of rocks transported.— Independent.
SKINNY MEN,
10 be adapted to cure, and which
my experience
:
“ Wells’ Health Renewer’ restores health and
.A German chemist has invented a process has prove) {0 be such.”
*‘ How did you come to get such heretical ideas
vigor, cures Dyspepsia, Impotence, Sexual Dewhich is intended. to render to woolens, . cotas
Shoses
dotiury
1%
of
a
bility.
$1. Drusaista. Depot Lothrops & Pinktons and cheap silks a service similar to that
* Oh, they are the result of my experience and
ham, Dover, N.
H.
which electro-pluting
renders to
common
observation.
I obtained my. first Sxven upon the
metals.
This singular process is thus describ- subject, though, from having been cured after all
Medical Science never produced so valuable a
ed: Silk waste, ravelings, and similar valuemy care and the skill of my protessional brethren
remedy for the treatment of diseases, requiring a
y, I was as badly off gener] alterative medicine, as Wheat Biers.
less refuse are placed in astrong
solution of had failed to relieve me.
as
many
of
my
Patients,
with
a
complication
of
}
ve.
a
eaustic soda or potash, by which they
are
troubles, including dyspepsia; and consequent]
rapidly dissolved. The solution is then diluted impertect
kidneys and liver, and 1 feared 1 shoul
Shing Squal to Fears White Glycerine for
by the addition of distilled water—more or less,
have to give up my practice.
For months I gufonburn,
Prickly
Heat, and
remove Tan, U
as the ** plating ” is to be heavy or light. "The féred untold agonies. Dull, indefinite pams in
se
cotton or lien fabrics are then placed in a various parts of the body; a lack of iaterest in Pearl's White Glycerine Soap.
everything around me; a loss of sppetite; headbath of this liquid, in which they are said
It gives me pleasure to say that Adamson’s
aches; sll
these disagreeable symptoms were adrapidly to become coated with the silk, when
Botanic Ralsam cured me of a severe cold to
they are taken out and dried. This process is ded to paing hich. were both acute and constang, which I have been subject, especially during
Bick as I wus,
however, I became restored to
repeated a number of times, the
bath bein
health in a most surprising manner and in an in- ‘the winter months, and I have in many indiluted each time, Finally ipe goods are. left credibly
short space of time, snd it. was this that stances recommended it to my friends, and all
for two hours in a
ath of sulphuric
proved a revelation to me.
That was the starting have been benefitted by its use. We think it
acid, in Wiigy they are kepl in constant
point, and my prejudice faded rapidly after that { has no equal as a Jou
mixture,
motion, after which they
sre thoroughly
can assureyou. 1 went to reading extensively, and
U. L. PETTENGILL,
rinsed with water, pressed hot, beaten and ‘ analyzing more extensively, and since that time I
No. 10 State ] St., Boston.
stretched, to bring out the lustre and gloss, have discovered many things of real value to huoy APR
Why only a few
days ago I advised a
Jou us all silk goods aresaid to be treated. manity.
“Litiies of cultivation and reliability testify to
lady who was suifering from a serious, female
y this process it is claimed that not only dificulty
Pi
and displacement, to use
same rem- the vasue of Healy’s Vegetable Tonic
cottosand woolens, but—what is apparently
# lis Ea
edy which cured me. 1 saw her this morning and Chronic Female Woakoopoo.
much more likely—dull, Justreless, low-priced
she 18 néarly well; the pain and inflammation are
all gone and rhe is around as usual. - We have no
silks can be treated with a solution of ' better
Filings of lead placed 1
right in the medical fraternity to sit back and deand more
irous silk, and
be rendered
clave
there
is
no
such
thing
as
improvement
or
scarcely distioguished irom the best goods.
of the
the lead becamea liquid. =~
8 itmospheres
The precipitating silk is said to adbere firmly. advancement, or that we have a mono,
remedies which nature bas given to mankind,
ET
une.
‘
There are great chunges going on in every de,
Forall forms of scrofulous, mercurial
ment of life, and
lopments in
medicine as well. Thousands of people die every and blood diseases, the best medicine,
(Chicago Western Cathclic.)
year from supposed typhoid fever,
sm or because
the
most
ching and
The latest
man who has been
made happy
lity it is from trichy. thorough,
through the use of this valuable liniment is
Mr,
is AYER’S SARSAPAK ILLA.
by eatin
James A. Conlan, Librarian of the Union Cathok. Thousands of hirdren are dying every
r Experience proves that there is nothing
lic Library of this city. The following is Mr, Con.
on dropsy as the
apparent
sequel to scar
ent:
when in Yosity 1t is po Sivonsed kidngys which else which so surely cures these come
Unien Catholic Library Association,
Jive become weakened by the fever they have plaints.
As a spring medicine,
its
204 Dearb rn
:
cleansing and vitalizing effects are un, Sept. 16, 1880.
Rare
\ ¥en, doctor, you have
t some new truths
tr
: 0 wish to add my testimony as to the merits of
certainly, hut they sound very reasonable’ to :equalled,
*
Jacob ’s Oilas a cure for rheumatism. One me,”
BET
has cured
me of this troublesome di:ease,
Soldby all druggists. Ask for AYER’S
** Well, whether they are reasonable or not, I
|which Jako mo
t deal of bother for
a lon,
have demonstrated to my own’ satisfaction “that SARSAPARILLA, and do not be pertime;
4 Jhanks Io the a, 1 an ered. This
they are true, and 1 propose 10 stand by
ni 1s v0so
‘by any one in
ntorest
no mutter how much PPOs lion I may raise “I
by | suaded to take any other. Price, $1; six
®statem
psi
JAMESa. CONLAN, Librarian,
doing »o. Any man, be bé politician, preacher or bottles for $5.
]

Whatever

per-

~Beans contain all the elements of true aliment
excepting fat. To obtain this it is not necessary

autbor on * Conifera ”—that

the cones of manyof the species on the Pacific
Coast never open and permit the seed to escape
unless opened by a forest-fire, when they fall
out and replenish the burned: waste. * They
hang on the trees for many generations, even
for thirty years.” The cedar of Lebanon is
known to be of this character; but it is news as
to any American forms of this order.
Principal Dawson still adheres to the doectrine that the drift phenomena were produced
by icebergs floating in an ocean, rather than by
glaciers.
The last
Canadian
Naturalist
gives his present views on the subject in the

until I gave you

Part of a bottle of Parker’s Ginger
me of rheumatism.
My dyspeplic

The present demand and increasing price of
mutton in our home markets should lead New
forbade soldiers to pay them a visit.
:
: England and New York farmers to increase the
size of their flocks, selecting the mutton breeds in
M. Meissonier has just recovered five of his
preference to those
valaable alone for their
paintings, which were stolen from him by op~

of bis models and
significant sums.

Lovers

would not mention my name

had

for a township.

—.
foe

those of this continent.

doctor

Some time ago a reporter of your paper had an
intervew with me which he said he would hke to
publish.
I
consented on condition that you

my fellow men.

of currants

but essentially the same in effects and

the

.

ed, I determined that I would take thé ‘step
long meditated, and thereby discharge a duty

OURRANTS AHD, GOOSEBERRIES.

The Democratic legislators of Kentucky met
in caucus last month, and decided to recommend a bill submitting to the people a proposition providing for an additional fax of 3
cents for school purpeses.
Colored children,

are to have

.

With pleasure will follow the plough,
For Harvest will come, with pleutiful yield,
And place her green wreath on my brow.
— Young Folks’ Rural.

and gooseberries

full:

How

be sold for the price is the manufacturer’s secret.
Send for their illustrated 40 page book, ** How to
Print” with full particulars, J. W. Daughaday &
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
:

the sequel.

from

that time for the reliet which I have

The seed-time has come, and I in the field

Professor E. S. Morse, who recently delivered a course of lectures on Japan before the
Lowell Institute, has started
for a seven
months’ tour of ebservation and study in that
islund empire.
He will return by the way of
China, India and Europe, and bring out a work
on household art, and another on the early
‘pottery of Japan, as fruits of his journey.

1877.

in

excitemeht

In the grove near by is my little cot,
Where my wee ones—Bessie and Ben—
When at work or at play, forget me not,
Bat they long for me home again.

O--O-0-b

Trevelyan has accepted the Chief
—Otto
Secretaryship for Ireland, tendered him by Mr,

Gladstone on Monday.——The

And I sing the farmer's glad song.

The chief draw-back to the culture

for

a power press.

mission. I have.dow accomplished the purpose
I had in mind,
wish to say to you (whick you
can publish or not as you see fit) that I had debated fora long time whether 1 would shike off
some of the professional fetters which bound me
with ethers for yearsyand-tell the: truth; or not.
When I looked back and thought of the tortures,
like those deseribe | by Dante in his trip to the
infernal regions, which I endured from dyspepsia,
and recalled how much .[ would hawt
given at

And my limbs move nimbly along;

Central

Now

letter

any boy can do the finest printing,

Editor Detroit Free Press:

I follow the plow ; the sluggard I scorn;

Institute in June. A valuable addition of books
has been mude to the library of the Institute by
the enterprise of its teachers and students.

as well as white ones,
of this bill.
-

in

My face is aglow with the breath of morn,

The summer term of the New Hampton Institution has opened well.
There are 116
students in attendance. John E. Dyer, a graduate of the Com. ~College and of the Classical
course in the ; Institution, died at his father’s

Rave You ever thought of what advantage the
MODELL PRESS would be to you? The ease
with which it prints is simply marvelous.

himself which hus just been received, is published

I have faith in my work, for well I know
1t is laden with blessings rite.
;

the home

referred to.

The following outspoken

TI! plough the broad field, and the germs Ill sow,
While the sua giveth warmth and life;

:

house in-New

the interview

I follow the plough in its farrows deep,
1 bury the grass and the weeds,
I turn the soll that long in its sleep
Has waited its tarn for the seeds.

“of his father, who is in a very critical condi-.
tion.

hysician, who is so considerate of his pocketni or of his own
pergonal ends as to stullify
himsell by suppressing the marifest tiuth, is unwortlly the name of man, and unworthy the confidence of the public whum he serves.”
iA
The above are some of the principal points: in

picked

8 55
335;

360;
Yellow

3

shi: Green Pou. Western $160 4
OTATORS.

Lroostadi
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= BEST THING KNOWN
:
WASHING ANDx» BLEACHING
In Hard or Soft Hot or Cold Water,

.

¥ bul

A
LABOR;
SAVES

158 1920¢;

,and Soar
SOAP AMAZ-z
«

Maine Centra
3e,
4120;
@ 115; Prolifics,1 05 @ 1 10; Peerless
sons, 70 & 0c; Seedlings 1 0081 1v; Burbank Seedlings 110 41 15¢; White Brooks 85 § 9c; English’
and

Scotch
'%

here,
goed
ww mislead. PEARLINK is the only safe labor -savi
above Snbal,
Russets, choice, ¥ bb! $4 50 @, - always bears
JAMES
PYLE, New York,
Shtloes #400 g $4 50; Baldwins 26t18eow
#3 50.
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.
Southern, quartered, ¥D, 4 @

a T0e.

GREEN APPLES.

$5 00; Baluwins,
common to
’
* “DRIED APPLES.

NO

:

4X0; Southern, sliced 4} @ 8; New York,
ed 5 @ 6%c; New York, sliced 5 @ 6%;

EPPS'S COCOA:

quarter.
Eastern

and
Northen,
quartered 5 @ 6c; Eastern and
Northern, sliced 5 7 6c; Evaporated, choice 13 @
14c; Evaporated, common to good 9 @ 12.
HAY AND STRAW. Northern and Eastern—Choice
coarse $208 #21; Good $16 @ #18; Fine $15 «$17;
Poor $12 &@ #14; Swale
Hay 89; Rye Suaw
choice $176818; Rye Straw common to good $15 §
$16;0at Straw $9.
POULTRY & GAME. Western—Tarkeys, chowe 17

BREAKFAST,
* By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful
plication of Vie fine
properties of well selected
a, Mr. BE
bus
rovided our brea
tL tables with a delicately.

@18¢; common to fair, 1568 16¢: Chickens,choice 15
170; Common to good,l3a& 15; Mixed Chickens&

'owh12@1tc. Northern—Turkeys, choice 17 @ 1¥¢;

avored

Common to good, 12 @ 15c; Chickens, 14 @ 160;
Chickens and Fowi 11 8 1c; Geese, choice heavy

12
s ‘Geese, common to good 8 @ lle; Ducks
16 @ 18c; Grouse, ¥ pair, guod order $1 @ $110;
Will Pigeons, ¥ dozen #2 00 @ $3 25.
PORK. The market is very firm for Pork, with
further sales of extra prime at $16 50 8 $17; mess
at $19 8 $1950; Boston clear at $22 @ $23; and
barks at $23 @ $23 50 # bbl,
BEEF. Prices are firm at the advance, with
sales of Western extra at 814 50 @ $15, and plate
and family at $16 50 @ $18 ¥ bbl.
SMOKED
Hams.
The advance

is

oeve

,

which

pas

AVe

us

many

heavy doctors’ bills,
Its byt
Judicions use of
such articles of diet that a constitutionmay be
grad.
sally built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us, ready to attack wherever
therels a weak point. We may escape many a fatal
shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure
bleod, and a properly nourished frame.” Civil Ser.
vice Gasette.
Made simply with | oiling water or milk.
Sold in tins, (only X 1b, a
1b.) AS

JAMES EPPS & COP,

sustained,

with sales at 13) @ 14¢ for Boston and 13% @ 14X¢
¥.b for Western.
o
f
LARD. Prices are steady, with further sales of
Boston at 11% @ 12){¢, and Western at 12g12)c ¢

Homeopathic Chemists, London, Eng.
Also Epps’ Chocolate Essence for Afternoon |Use.

APleasant Letter.

Patent
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It Ringe

of a

Grateful

Heart

onor where Honor

Mr. William W.
Conn., writes under

and

is Due.

Gives
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CO,

Washington,

D.

C.
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PLANTS,

I have this season the finest stock
ever grown at SUNNYSIDE NURS~
ERY, including the New and dtandard Sorts. Catalogue sent free.
C. 8.
Tr, A
mt
North Rea
ly Mass.

dy’s Favorite Remedy” has cured him of Gall
he-had

JOHNSON

Agents,

References, Hon. John A. Logan, U. 8. Senate,
Hon. W.B. Allison, U. 8. Senate.
The Chicago
News, The Farmers’ Review, Chicago. Circular,
show ing cost, and how to get Patents, sent on application,
vi:
1860

Chadwick, of Hatchville,
date of June 14, 1880, to

experienced every-

thing but confort for a long time.

K.

934 F St., Near Patent Office.

Dr. Kennedy, to say that the use of * Kennestone from which

pm

AT HOME.
TUESDAY, MAY 9.——The United States Supreme Court yesterday denied the application
a writ of habeas corpus,
"of Sergeant Masong#r
cqrt-martial bad full jurisdic
deciding that tbe
tion and that the sentence was not in excess of

Farm and Home.
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Educational.

~ Wews Sununary.

:

MAY, 17 1882.
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©,
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160
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et ha
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THEGRIPRY

Mr. Chad-

wick fell wholly cured when he wrote, and
fays: “ I have had no pain for six months,
and have also regained my flesh and can stand

a fair day’s work. I recommend ‘Kennedy's
Favorite Remedy’ to any one suffering from a
deranged liver.” Grateful patients are common. Dr. Kennedy is daily in receipt of let

proper

ters from them, expressing similar sentiments.

These letters are spontaneous, and
put in all
varieties of phraseology, but invariably settin
forth one thing—the value of *‘Kenmedy’s
Favorite Remedy"
for many forms of disease.
It may be just the thing you have been looking for. Is your Liver disordered? Have you
defangement of the Kidneys or Bladder, associ
with Constipation of the Bowels?' If
80, you want ‘ Kennedy's Favorite Remedy.”
Dr. Kennedy pracy Sos Medicine and Surgery |’
in all their branc of, ‘Write and state your
case frankly, ' Letters promptly answered.
ddress Dr. David Kennedy,
Rondout, N.Y.
‘¢ Dr. Kennedy's Favorite Remedy” for sale by
I druggists,
rel

“ THE STREET OF THE HYAOINIH,"
A Novelette by

No Discovery of the Age Equals it.

Physicians_indorse it

CONSTANCE FENIMORE WOOLSON,
Authorof ¢ Rodman
the Keeper,” * Anne,” eto.

. The Public Extols it

Published only
(and’
T
0S ALny
D
ZINE. Sold by dealers everywhere at 85 &ts.
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